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ABSTRACT
Cultivating Transformed Leaders:
An Examination ofOptimumComponents of
Leadership DevelopmentMethodology
Displayed inCurrent Training Programs forEvangelical
Ministers inNorthAmerica
by
Daniel Herbert Reinhardt
A pandemic need in the evangeUcal church today is pastors who are leaders. The
cultural landscape is shifting. Congregations need pastors who understand the times and
can lead people through the cultural sea change.
Lronically, we have many resources available to teach leadership. There is no lack
of good information, but there is not enough transformation. Clearly, there is something
missing in our methodology. This research looked for optimum components of
leadership development methodology and their application to today.
Using a set of six optimum components distilled through the literature, the project
investigated two questions: "What are the best examples of current leadership training for
ministers in North America?" and, "How do these samples of leader-training programs
compare with the identified optimum components?" The study employed a qualitative
research methodology using an interview format with leaders and participants in selected
training models.
Using the recommendations of a panel of experts, four representative models were
selected and examined in depth: a powerful mentoring example; the Arrow Program; a
teaching church (Ontario Bible Church, Ames, lA); and the Beeson Pastor Program at
Asbury Theological Seminary. An encouraging picture emerged of effective leadership
cultivation happening in at least these four settings. Participants in all four programs
reported major impact in their development as leaders. The study discovered that these
programs conformed well to the six optimum components, though not in identical
fashion.
The study provided suggestions that can optimize transformation of leaders in
training. Two models are offered; one for young leaders, and one for mid-hfe persons.
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CHAPTER 1
Overview and Introduction
The Challenge Facing the North American Church
I remember the shock several years ago when I heard that Christ's church is
growing everywhere in the world except North America. Here eighty percent ofall
churches are plateaued or declining in attendance (Hull 8). Thousands of churches will
close in the next twenty years, as many as 150,000 (Schaller, Reformation 33).
Researcher George Bama states, "After nearly two decades of studying Christian
churches in America, I'm convinced that the typical chiuch as we know it today has a
rapidly expiring shelf life" {Second Coming 1). Some estimate that currently fifty
churches close each week (Trueheart 38). Nelson in Leading YourMinistry has an
ominous opening chapter title: "Retool or Rethe," indicating the reality facing pastors in
today's changing paradigm (17-26). Pain lurks on the not-to-distant horizon for these
pastors who will find themselves unemployed in the next two decades; unable to make
the shift to the new mode, they will not be able to continue in the role to which they
thought God had called them.
Christ meant for his church to grow and disciple all people. Growing up in a
missionary home with a rich example ofministry and having been stationed at one ofour
conference's largest growing churches, I assumed that most pastors were enjoying finitfiil
ministry. Early in life I witnessed my father's fiiiitfiil ministry ofpreaching where
hundreds came to Christ on a weekend. I watched him develop spiritual leaders for the
Indian church through his work at South India Biblical Seminary. He modeled ministry
that included growth in both numbers and spiritual depth. However, this has not been the
experience ofmany pastors in North America.
Eighty percent ofpastors today are struggling in plateaued or declining
churches�that statistic greatly concems me. We must do something about these 80
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percent churches and pastors other than wring our hands. The chance came a few years
later at Asbury Theological Seminary.
During this sabbatical year in the Beeson Pastor program, I telephonedmy
district superintendent and asked him the three greatest needs facing our conference in
Canada. He identified, first, a need for a greater sense ofGod's presence in our
churches' worship services; second, a need for developing pastors with leadership
abilities; and, third, a need to mobilize laity into missional activity.
Reflecting on these three, the starting point seems to be the second need. If
pastors have a personal experience ofGod and have leadership abihty, they will, with
appropriate skill training, enable others to experience God and mobilize them for
ministry. Consequently, this paper focuses on cultivating leaders for the church.
Defining Leadership
To understand the problem and possible solutions, we must clearly define what
we mean by leadership. In a sense, everyone who influences anyone else is a leader, and
that includes all ofus. However, for the purposes of this research, we are focusing on
leaders in Christ's church, as defined by Robert Clinton;
A leader, in the biblical context for which we are interested in studying
training, is a person with God-given capacity and with a God-given
responsibility to influence a specific group ofGod's people toward God's
purposes for the group. {Models 18)
Theological Assumptions
Several primary theological assumptions undergird this paper. First, humankind
is made in the image ofGod. Looking at the Trinity reveals important insights into
human existence, the most important being that our personhood is shaped and defined
through our relationships. We understand the nature ofGod by examining the matrix of
their relationship in the Trinity. If this is true ofGod, it is true for us. The matrix of our
relationships (with God and humans) not only reveals who we are but also shapes us into
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who we are.
The second theological assumption is that humankind has fallen from the original
created beauty and order, and that fallenness is felt most acutely in our broken
relationships. We have fallen from true community to individualism.
The third theological assumption is that Jesus Christ came precisely to deal with
this problem ofbroken relationships, to restore us back to the healthy community for
which we were originally created. Jesus accomplished it by taking upon himself
humankind's brokenness, bearing it on Calvary. He offers forgiveness and healing to all
who will believe in his sacrificial death.
The fourth assumption is that the church is Christ's method to bring the Good
News to the world and begin the restoration process for all humankind. His strategy for
the church's mission was to raise up twelve leaders who would in turn lead a spiritual
army ofpeople. They collectively would be living witnesses to God's reign on earth,
making disciples of all nations. He did not leave his church abandoned to this large task
but sent the Holy Spirit to empower them to accomplish the plan of salvation.
The church today is still commissioned to make disciples of all nations (Matt.
28:19-20). The strategy is the same: raise leaders for the church to accomphsh her
mission. While the sfrategy is clear, it is nevertheless difficult. The cultivation of leaders
is where we are faltering.
Pandemic Need for Leaders
Canadian evangelical denominational executives concur that two common themes
characterize their agendas: awareness of great potential for spiritual harvest,^ and a lack
of leaders.
1 . This is documented in Motz's Reclaiming a Nation, where he quotes Canadian studies
indicating church attendance in urban centres across Canada at only 5-10 percent; in towns, 10-46 percent.
Canada is a large mission field seriously lacking enough leaders for the church (13-70).
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A look at a typical experience of an average pastor today reveals the inadequacies
ofour methods of leader-cultivation. In most churches, someone identifies himselfor
herself as feeling "called to the ministry." He or she then takes Bible school and
sometimes seminary training, is ordained, then called or stationed to a church and
expected to lead that church to healthy growth. Young pastors begin the ministry
enthusiastically, but soon find themselves in pain over leadership issues. To their
amazement, they realize their training has not prepared them for leadership.^ At this
point pastors begin attending seminars looking for leadership keys to help them survive in
ministry. Although a percentage of those who take these programs improve their
leadership, amajority do not benefit Mid theirministry shows it."'
The irony is that never before have we had so many resources available to teach
leadership. A whole social science has come from recent studies of leadership. Tapes,
books, seminars�^millions spent every year on leadership programs and yet the shortage
increases. There is no lack of good information, but there is not enough transformation.
Why is the information not going deep into the participants and bringing about
Hfe-change? Why are they not transformed? What is missing here? What do people
need for transformation? Ifwe have good information but not enough transformation.
2. One would think that training in leadership would be an inq)ortant focus of our Bible schools
and seminaries. Alan Nelson researched 141 pastoral preparation programs in his 1994 dissertation,
"Leadership Training ofMinisterial Students in Evangehcal Institutions ofHigher Education." He found
only three institutions doing anything substantial and he despaired ofmost institutions being able or willing
to make the changes necessary to repair the problem. Consequently, most pastors today have not been
tiained in leadership, even though this is clearly an expected function.
3. Church consultant Carl George, in a personal conversation with me, estimated 25 percent of
pastors attending seminars act on that information. Of that group, only 25 percent actually succeed in
implementing anything permanently. That means only 6 percent of seminar participants benefit to the
point ofbringing change to their church. That statistic matches closely the results of researcher George
Bama who surveyed pastors in 1997 and found that only 5 percent considered leadership their primary gift
(Bama Survey). Perhaps the 6 percent ofGeorge are the 5 percent ofBama; only those with leadership
skills are able to successfully implement change in the church.
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then evidently we need to examine the method of training currently used.
Marshall McLuhan noted in UnderstandingMedia that the medium of
communication profoundly affects the message (3-21). A parallel observation might be
that the method of instruction greatly affects the content. Methods are not value-free.
Could the method of training have as much to do with fransformation as the content?
Most training programs for pastors recognize the need for certain areas of
knowledge, areas such as the Scriptures, theology, history, and the practics ofministry.
Most institutions disseminate this information well. However, the lack of transformation
into effective leadership indicates that something is missing in the fransmission.
The way information is received has a profound effect on the student. We can all
attest to some teachers being more effective than others, even though they are teaching
the same content. Methodology has a major bearing on transformation.
How does one transform people? No inner switch can be tumed on at will.
People are not machines. Transformation is a nebulous, inner change that is hard to
explain but obvious to see. Describing what a transformed leadermight look like is
relatively easy;"* actually cultivating one is more difficult. This more difficult task is
what I wish to tackle through this research.
An Organic Metaphor
Perhaps an organic metaphor is helpfiil. Jesus used farming metaphors to
describe spiritual issues: ground, seeds, and crops. My father-in-law was an irrigation
farmer, so I could closely observe his actions. Let us take the metaphor of a wheat seed
representing the potential leader. Within that seed is all the potential a plant needs to
4. They are described well in church leadership books today; for example, see Hobgood 65-87;
McNeal 19-31; Schiller Discontinuity 193-98; Nelson The New Thing 21-2,6; Wagner 81-102; Newbigin
234-41.
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grow and bear a crop. What it needs to flourish are the appropriate conditions that will
enable that inner life to sprout: nutrients of the soil, the right temperature, moisture, and
the energy of the sun. Ifjust one of these essential conditions is not present or in the
wrong proportions, the seed will not sprout. However, if all are present in right
proportions, any seed that has life will grow. Conversely, seeds that are internally dead
will not grow, even in a perfect environment. A farmer cannot make anything grow; all
he can do is optimize the conditions for the seeds.
In leader formation, we need to know the optimum conditions necessary for
leaders to emerge and flourish. We need to cultivate those conditions around potential
leaders. Just as the farmer cannot force a seed to grow, neither can we force leaders to
emerge. All we can do is provide the optimum conditions that will enable the seed of
leadership to sprout. The rest is up to the person. Knowing those optimum conditions
and how to apply them in practical ways will help us maximize the development of
leaders.
We must begin by identifying the optimum components in a training program that
are most likely to produce leaders. The only way to be sure what is optimvmi is to study
examples where we know the results, where leaders have emerged and proven themselves
over time. For this we must look back in the literature. The literature search sets the
stage for the field portion of this study, where we look for practical ways to apply the
components in a modem setting.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this research is twofold: first, to describe the best examples of
current leadership training programs for evangelical ministers in North America; second,
to examine these examples in the light ofoptimum components of leadership
development methodology.
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Research Questions
The purpose was accompHshed by answering two Research Questions.
1 . What are the best examples of current leadership training for ministers in
North America?
We want to discover where the best training is happening now, the best-practice
examples. We are looking for excellence.
2. How do these samples of leader-training programs compare with the
identified optimum components?
We want to analyze these best-practice examples of leader-cultivation to see if
they display the optimum components, and if so, how.
Definitions
Leadership training is a massive subject. A focused analysis is necessary for the
purposes of this paper. Clarification of two terms describe that focus.
Leader-trainingprograms: those programs that train persons who will be tasked
with leading significant ministries or entire churches, involving levels of responsibility
where competent leadership skill is required.
Leader-cultivation: Are leaders bom or made? The consensus ofmost leadership
material is that there must be an initial gifting before leadership development is effective.
Therefore, we use "leader-cultivation" not in the sense of creating leaders, but in the
sense ofnurturing (identifying, enabling, empowering, potentiating) leadership abilities
in those who have at least the initial gifting from God.
Description of the Research Project
The project can be summarized as a look in three directions: the look back
through time to see what essential components of leader-cultivation have remained
constant; the look around at current leadership training programs; and, the look ahead at
insights for leadership training programs.
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The Look Back: Defining the Optimum Components
The first step was to search history and the hterature, identifying the optimum
components of leadership development methodology that have stood the test of time.
This could only be determined by looking back to see what has worked well in the past,
searching for those principles that continue over time. History retrospectively answers
two crucial questions: "What is right?" and "What will work?" (Wiersma 233). The look
back synthesized theological reflection on Christ, principles from a powerful historical
precedent in John Wesley, and modem insights into leader-cultivation from Robert
Clinton.
Theological Foundations: Jesus Christ
Clearly, the best model of transformation in Scripture is Christ with his disciples.
In less than three years, Jesus transformed twelve roughmen into world-changing
apostles. The fransformation was dramatic and amazingly effective�^the gospel spread
through the entire Roman world and beyond in their lifetimes.
The disciples in tum took the principles he taught them and implemented them,
but in a different way. They did not photocopy Jesus' actions, but instead took the final
words of Jesus' message as their Great Commission and spread the word using different
forms and methods.
Through the ages the Church adapted its methods and stmctures to the changing
culture. The Church was clearly in dynamic relationship with the culture, following the
example ofChrist who was incarnated into first century Palestine as a Jew and lived
according to most of the norms of that society. He operated in the context ofPalestine,
confronting the errors ofhis day.
An Historical Precedent: John Wesley
Over the centuries, certain people stand out as being particularly effective in
leader development. Historians point to the early Methodist movement as having a huge
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influence on England and America through a movement of lay preachers. John Wesley
raised up leaders able to sustain a massive spiritual movement that has impact even
today. Clearly, he had a system that transformed leaders so methodically that his
movement was named after it. Insights gained from analyzing his methodology revealed
parallels and irmovations when compared with Jesus' model.
Current Leader-Cultivation Insights: Robert Clinton
Alan Nelson's doctoral dissertation, "Leadership Training ofMinisterial Students
in Evangelical Institutions ofHigher Education," showed that Robert Clinton's model of
developing evangehcal leaders has emerged as one of the best in our day.^ As Assistant
Professor ofLeadership and Extension at the School ofWorldMission at Fuller
Theological Seminary, Professor Chnton and his students studied hundreds of leaders'
hves from historic, biblical, and contemporary categories. He describes a six phase
process that a leader generally goes through in a lifetime to become a person of
fi-uitfiilness and influence. He also describes a balance ofmethodology needed in an
effective fraining program.
Synthesis ofOptimum Components of Leader-Cultivation
The insights gained from the look back through time were distilled into a set of
optimmn components of leader-cultivation�aspects of a leader development program
that must be in place for fransformation to occur. They are fimdamental and timeless,
important to keep in mind in our day where change and innovation are everywhere. In all
our looking for new and cutting-edge methods of leader-cultivation, these components
must somehow be evident in the process of fraining or fransformationwill not likely
occur.
5. Clinton's research was recently profiled by Leadership Network (Childress) as insightfiil into
modem training of leaders.
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The Look Around: Analyzing Current Training Programs
The next step was to identify the best training programs currently offered for
evangelical leaders in North America (Research Question #1). An expert panel was
recruited to give their recommendations. Because of the plethora ofprograms currently
offered and the overlap between some of them, the programs were grouped
taxonomically according to Clinton's Leadership TrainingModels.
Clinton's taxonomy of training models has three main categories: informal, non-
formal, and formal training programs.^ Mentoring and apprenticeship were the two
methods recommended by the panel that fell into the informal taxon.
Most of the panel's recommendations of excellent training fell into the non-
formal taxon. Programs in this taxon are semi-organized, but outside the jurisdiction of
accrediting institutions. The non-formal taxon divided further into two natural groups:
teaching churches and parachurch organizations. Many people want to see a working
model of church leadership, and the large teaching church is the natural place to observe
it. Here they can learn theory and see it in practice. Parachurch organizations are also
providing training for thousands of church leaders. Their seminars and resources are a
popular source ofhelp for leaders.
Only three seminaries showed up in the formal taxon as institutions providing
excellent leadership training. While seminaries provide many aspects ofministerialo
preparation, the panel clearly saw that themajority of training for church leadership has
moved away from traditional seminary institutions.
Four representative programs for further description and analysis were chosen.
One in the informal, two in the non-formal, and one in the formal taxons. After reading
6. See Chapter 4 for definitions and details.
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their printed materials to gain initial famiharity with their program, semi-structured
interviews were conducted with the leader and several participants. The four
representative training programs were then qualitatively described. Using the optimum
components as the elemental instrument, the training programs' pedagogies were
analyzed for evidence of these components apphed in amodem context (Research
Question #2).
Analysis of the qualitative descriptions of these four case studies revealed that all
were indeed using the optimum components of leadership development methodology.
Each of the programs, however, were using them in different ways.
By examining the strengths and limitations of current training programs, one is
able to design a training plan that uses the identified strengths and compensates for the
hmitations. This could prove helpfiil to anyone responsible for leader development�
firom seminaries, Bible schools, and denominational offices, to senior pastors with their
staffs.
The Look Ahead: Future Application of the Research Results
Two scenarios of leader-cultivation programs were envisioned, one for younger
persons and another formid-life leaders. The needs of these two groups are distinctly
different and require a different approach.
Overview of the Remaining Chapters
Chapter 2 looked back through church history to discover the optimum
components of leadership development that have remained constant through time.
Chapter 3 outlines the methodology used for the field research portion of this study. The
first Research Question was answered in Chapter 4, where current training programs for
evangelical ministers were identified and representative examples qualitatively described.
Using the identified optimum components of leadership development fi'om Chapter 2 as
the filter, an evaluation of current training programs was made, thus answering the
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second Research Question. The latter part ofChapter 4 summarizes the findings.
Chapter 5 offers interpretation and conclusions.
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CHAPTER 2
Review of Selected Literature
Compared to the early church, we have a privileged vantage point. We have had
two thousand years of church experience from which to leam. By now we should know
the cmcial components of effective leader-cultivation and how to effectively apply them.
However, the present leadership crisis in North America reveals that we have not used
this vantage point to its fiillest.
Looking back through time allows us to determine the optimummethodological
components of leader-cultivation programs. The look back begins with identifying
theological assumptions about the nature ofhiunankind and its application to leader-
cultivation. Then we examine the church and its methods in three sections: we look for a
bibUcal model, an historical model, and insights from today.
The first section describes the archetypical model of fransformational leader-
cultivation. Jesus modeled theology in action. We see the nature of humankind played
out in first century Palestine and Jesus' interaction with them. We gather observations
about the methods that he used to bring about such dramatic fransformation of twelve
men into leaders.
The second section looked over church history for an exemplar in the evangehcal
tradition that demonsfrated proficiency in raising leaders. John Wesley stands out as a
brilliant example of one that raised leaders to support a large number ofbelievers. He
paid careful attention to methodology, so much so that his movement received that tag as
its name�Methodism. Meticulous method alone does not qualify one as a brilliant
example, but the effectiveness of the leaders produced by his methods do. An
examination of his methods of raising leaders reveals parallels to Jesus and his apostles,
as well as fascinating innovations in another culture and time far from both first century
Palestine and our day.
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The third section looked for modem insights into evangelical leader-cultivation
theory. Robert Clinton's study (at Fuller Theological Seminary) ofhundreds of leaders is
seen bymany today as insightful into leadership emergence theory, giving us modem
insights into the timeless process of leader-cultivation.
The insights of these three sections are then synthesized into six optimum
components of any leader-cultivation program. These six components have been
operative since the Gospels and are still keys to any effective training program, no matter
how modem. However, before we can proceed, we must identify our assumptions.
Four Theological Assumptions
All study is based on certain assumptions. This study ofpedagogical
methodology for the training of chiurch leaders is founded on four basic evangelical
theological premises: humankind as created in the image ofGod, the Fall, Jesus as
Savior, and the church as God's community on earth.
Created in the Image of God: Relational Personhood
Christian thinking begins with God, reflecting on his nature (Gunton 83-1 17).
One only need read the first three verses of the Bible to discover that God is a tri-une
being,^ three persons with a relational dynamic so together in commxmity that they are
one. However, this community is not enmeshed but retains distinct personhood. Their
personhood is achieved and maintained through relationship (Gunton 96). The very
names of the Trinity�^Father, Son, and Holy Spirit�are names designating relationship.^
7. Genesis 1:1, God as Father creates; in verse two, the Spirit hovers over creation, and in verse
three, the Word (Jesus, cf. John 1:1) is spoken that brings creation into existence.
8. The Christian view of God contrasts with both the Jewish and Moslem. "Because their God is
one person within one being, he is the prisoner of his own limitation. Frozen within the singularity of his
transcendency, he can never experience community." The God revealed by Jesus Christ is different
�three
persons within oneness. "He values community supremely because He experiences the dynamic end of
synergy of three in one" (Bilezikian 18).
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One can only be a son if one has a father, and vice versa. Consequently, to understand
God, we must focus not so much on the individuals of the Trinity as on the matrix of their
relationship. Examining the dynamic of their relationship reveals their personhood' and
quality of life.
Their quality of life is described as love (1 John 4:8,16). Love is only possible in
relationship with someone else. However, even the love of two for each other is distorted
if the two do not share it with a third�Whence the necessity of the three-ness ofGod to be
perfect (Gunton 89-90). Reflecting on the nature ofGod reveals that true love occurs
when we live and share in commxmity, inclusively and harmoniously. This is the source
of our understanding of relationship and community.
Gilbert Bilezikian, teaching pastor ofWillow Creek Community Church, sees
community as an important mark of the Trinity. "Community finds its essence and
definition deep within the being ofGod. Oneness is primarily a divine mode ofbeing
that pertains to God's own existence, independently fi-om and prior to any ofhis works of
creation" (16). Understanding this aspect of the Trinity is foundational to understanding
ourselves.
Realizing that we are made in the image ofGod (Gen. 1 :26, 27) gives insights
into human nature. "God could not reproduce Himself and create another God, since He
is absolute and therefore, unique. However, God did the next best thing: He created
beings in His image. This was the closest He could get to giving ofHimselfwithout
compromising His own divine nature" (Bilezikian 19). Reflecting God's nature means
that although we are individuals, relationships define our sense ofpersonhood. "As
persons we are only what we are in relation to others," affirms Gunton (88). "I" need
9. This was precisely what offended the Jews in John 5: 16-23. Jesus described the relationship
he had with the Father, and it revealed his identity as one of the Trinity.
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"you" in order to be "me."
Human experience affirms this deep longing to be fully understood, accepted, and
loved by another. Marriage is the closest human relationship possible that begins to meet
that need. When a husband and wife express their love to each other, children are bom,
and now we have a family, bringing an even deeper sense of relational satisfaction (the
"three-ness" component of relationship). However, if families keep exclusively to
themselves, a paucity of relationship still remains unless families enter harmonious
relationships with other families. Now we have a growing community, a reflection of an
eternal reahty that is intrinsic to the being of God (Bilezikian 16).'�
The Fall and Our Desperate Need for Transformation
The Fall (Gen. 3) marred the image ofGod in us. "The moment they [Adam and
Eve] violated their relationship with God by turning their backs on Him and going their
own way, their oneness was shattered" (Bilezikian 28). The Fall was immediately
evident in the broken relationship with God and the twisted relationship with each other
(Gen. 3).
One of the effects we feel today is that we tend not to live in community. Gunton
points out (83-7) that people in the post-Enhghtenment West have elevated the human
mind as primary, focusing on individuality. The consequence is a desperate aloneness
and isolation. "I am a rock, I am an island," sang John Denver, a popular singer in the
1970s. However, radical individualism gives no sense ofpersonhood or identity, no
guide for relationships. The violence and sexual pathologies of our time point to the deep
irmer relational brokenness humankind suffers. Jesus came to heal this brokermess in
relationship.
10. See Beckham (105-13) for a description of community in the New Testament church.
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Jesus as Savior
Jesus came as the "point person" of the Trinity to deal with our brokenness. He
came to restore to us his own experience of community in the Trinity. This deep
longing is expressed in his high priestly prayer, "that all of them may be one. Father, just
as you are in me and I am in you" (John 17:21). This was so we could "have the full
measure ofmy [Jesus] joy within them" (John 17:13). This was his goal, his mission�^to
draw us into eternal, joyful communion with the Father. Later, the Holy Spirit was given
for this same purpose. "God is bringing all things into a healed oneness under the
authority of Jesus" (Roxburgh 185). This mission was costly though.
It took the sacrificial redemption ofChrist's death and resurrection to heal fallen
humankind and restore them to God and each other. "The very shape of the cross
suggests the two main transactions that were effective through it. The upright post stands
for the restoration ofour communionwith God" (Bilezikian 33). This is the element of
forgiveness and reconciliation with God. The crossbeam represents reconciliation with
humankind�^the restoration of community.
The grace ofGod is revealed in his prevenient grace, his reaching out to us "while
we were still sinners, Christ died for us" (Rom. 5:8). Through faith in his sacrificial
death, we are forgiven of our sins and begin the journey of transformation (1 John 1:9-
10). Christ now is the model after which we are being refashioned (Eph. 4:24, 5:1-2).
The Holy Spirit re-makes us in his image through the power of the Holy Spirit and brings
us into right relationship with God and humans. Christ intended that restoration to begin
with people gathered into healing communities, the church.
1 1 . This section includes collaborative input from my classmate, Tory Baucum, rising from work
done together in a course at Asbury Theological Seminary. Used with permission.
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The Church as God's Community on Earth
Jesus came with this mission clearly in mind and with a procedural strategy to
carry it out. He came to form, fulfill, and empower a new community on earth, a new
people created and sent by God to replicate communities all over the earth. This is the
blessing fulfilled, promised through Abraham many centuries earlier (Gen. 12:3). The
blessing came through Jesus' work on the cross. "Perfect community is to be found at
the intersection of the two segments of the cross, where those who are reconciled with
God can be reconciled to each other. Community is central to God's pmposes for
humankind" (Bilezikian 35).
Jesus was onmission, heading in a definite direction with intentional action:
God's reign on earth, accomphshed through his sacrificial death on the cross. Through
his death and resurrection, people from every tongue, tribe and nation will be drawn into
community with God and one another. This is God's intention, God's reign on earth.
Figure 1 shows graphically the action, the movement, the intention of Jesus to bring
about God's reign on earth.
Jesus on
BE -1/
N God's Reign
Figure 1 : Jesus on Mission
Jesus entrusted the reign ofGod on earth to the church. Jesus gave them the keys
of his kingdom, the authority to bind and loose (Matt. 16:16-99). These cormnunities of
faith would become the centers ofhealing, places where people could begin to experience
true community.
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Jesus knew the church would need leaders. "Men were his method," asserts
Coleman. "His concern was not with programs to reach the multitudes, but with men
whom the multitudes would follow" (27). Satan's stronghold would not stand against
this strategy (Matt. 16:18).
With these theological foundations in place, let us now tum our attention to the
procedural methodology used by God to develop leaders for the church. We begin with
Christ's example.
Jesus Christ, the Archetypical Model ofLeader-Cultivation
Robert Coleman has this to say about the life ofChrist:
The Master disclosed God's strategy ofworld conquest. That is why it is
so important to observe the way Jesus maneuvered to achieve His
objective. He had confidence in the fiiture precisely because He lived
according to that plan in the present. There was nothing haphazard about
His life�^neither wasted energy nor an idle word. He was on business for
God (Luke 2:40). He lived, he died and he rose again according to
schedule. Like a general plotting his course ofbattle, the Son ofGod
calculated to win. He could not afford to take a chance. Weighing every
altemative and variable factor in human experience, he conceived a
strategy that would not fail. (24)
Alan Roxburgh's work (see Figure 2) is helpfiil in visualizing the strategy Jesus
used to accomplish this mission (183-220).'^ It is archetypical.'^
Christ's first step (represented by the outermost circle in Figure 2) was his
incamation as a man in first century Palestine. He launched his mission in this specific
context. Jesus did not do his kingdom work at a distance, but up-close where observation
could occur and relationships form.
12. Alan Roxburgh is pastor of the West Vancouver Baptist church in British Columbia, Canada.
1 3 . See Dann Spader ofSonlifeMinistries for a seven step strategy used by Jesus in preparing his
disciples as recorded in Luke's Gospel ("Regional Leadership"), the most chronological of the Synoptics.
He was on a mission with a specific goal in mind which included the raising up of a cadre of leaders that
would take his Gospel and propel it to the ends of the earth, perpetuating the Good News around the globe
for all time.
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Palestine
Seekers Jesus on mission
Believers
Leadership team
God's Reign
Figure 2: Roxburgh's Strategy of Jesus
The second circle in Figure 2 represent seekers who came close enough to
observe. Jesus taught the crowds of seekers through stories they could imderstand. He
healed the sick, cast out demons, and confronted hypocritical leaders. This "living out
the reality of the kingdom ofGod" atfracted thousands ofpeople. They flocked to hear
him, to watch him, to listen to the stories of those healed. These seekers were interested
enough, centered enough on Christ to joumey and hear him. They were, initially at least,
on the move toward God's kingdom. They had been invited to go on a joumey toward a
set ofvalues and commitments but had not yet arrived at those commitments. This group
consisted of the people in Galilee and the crowds in the Temple.
This group of seekers had not yet entered the kingdom. Although interested in
spiritual things, they remained in then faulty systems, living a parody of community.
They were looking to their own social community for ultimate meaning. Jesus called
them to leave their inadequate community and join the real community (communion with
the Father). The dotted lines in the diagram represent the permeability of this group: it
was open to others to join the joumey although there was no specific commitment yet. In
time some did make a personal commitment that moved them into an even closer group.
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Amongst the crowd of seekers were those who came to believe in Jesus,
represented by the third circle in Figure 2. They repented of their former way of hfe and
changed, adopting a set of commitments and values that marked them apart from the
general population. Others could look at then hves and identify that they "had been with
Jesus" (Acts 4:13). This group grew steadily. They believed in Jesus, were witnesses to
the good news, remained in then local context, and became a worshipping community.'''
From this group Jesus chose a number who took on even further commitments
necessary to become leaders. The selection and formation of these leaders is the focus of
our attention now.
Choosing the Twelve
A common mistaken idea about the apostles is that they were a group ofunusually
gifted, exceptionally talented, deeply religious, and instinctively saintly men. A closer
look at these men shows this as patently wrong.
True, the apostles rose to become the stellar leaders of the church so much so that
in the book ofRevelation the Holy City names them as its twelve foundation stones (Rev.
21:14). But, as A. B. Bruce points out in his classic writing The Training of the Twelve,
"at the time of their call, they were exceedingly ignorant, narrow-minded, superstitious,
full of Jewish prejudices, misconceptions and animosities" (14). "A rather ragged
collection of souls," echoes Coleman (29).
Christ chose these twelve with a sfrategic end in mind. In the latter part ofhis
ministry he spent concenfrated time with them explaining the meaning ofhis teaching
14. Acts shows that wherever the apostles and evangelists made disciples, local churches came
into being. This community was replicated in Acts 2 as local ecclesia. Getz points out a difference between
Jesus' band of twelve and these later local churches. "People who lived in various communities were now
brought together in a new relationship as brothers and sisters m. Christ�^now members of the family of
God. A new force was established, not as a 'travelling group,' but as a people "settled in a community,'
where they lived, worked, and carried on the routine responsibilities of life" (29).
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and preparing them to take over the leadership ofhis ministry. "Jesus was not trying to
impress the crowds, but usher in a kingdom" (Coleman 35). What is amazing is the
transformation of these rough men in such a short time (Bruce 29, 30).
All except Judas were Galilean, chosen from those around Jesus at the time. He
chose them after praying all night. He forsook conventional wisdom and included in his
band persons like Simon the ex-Zealot and Matthew the hated tax collector, people that
would be considered liabilities rather than assets. You could not have two men farther
apart in their pohtical views. Why did Jesus choose Gahlean provincials, devoid of
social advantages? As Bruce notes, "Jesus was obliged to be content with fishermen, and
publicans and quondam zealots for apostles. These were the best that could be had" (37).
Bruce sees a message in this. Jesus intended that his twelve disciples be the
prototype of the church. The church is to be a gathering ofevery kind ofperson, "an
average cross-section of society in their day" (Coleman 29) brought together and
transformed in Christ. In the church the natural human divisions (Jew/Gentile, slave/fi"ee)
would disappear and become new creations in Christ (Bruce 36). It was the beginning of
true community.
The disciples did not volunteer or declare themselves as leaders, but were invited
by Jesus into a special cadre to be close to him and receive special instruction. Their
willingness to leave their occupations to follow him separated them from the crowd and
substantiated then spiritual and emotional readiness to leam.
Transforming the Twelve
Choosing twelve was only the beginning. They were diamonds in the rough, in
15. Why twelve? Coleman, agreeing with Bmce (32) sees numeric symbolism: "12 is the number
of spiritual Israel, representing Israel in her completeness: 12 patriarchs, 12 tribes, or 12 foundation stones
ofRevelation, the number symbolizes the indwelling ofGod in the human family" (1 19-20).
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much need of transformation. After well over a year of intense and sometimes
exasperating discipling, Jesus was able to tum his mission over to them.
Examining the literature on Jesus' methodology for transformation proves to be
more difficult than expected. Much of the literature on Jesus comes from a fradition of
devotional piety. It tends to be pre-critical and relatively uncomplicated by any scholarly
claim. In confrast, the scholarly tradition tends to be critical, or analytical, working
without the devotional naivete but is sometimes emdite rather than helpful. Perhaps the
best approach would be a post-critical interpretation that lets the devotional and scholarly
fraditions support and inform each other. This paper takes this third approach.
Many books have been written about Jesus in the last century. James Dillon
approaches the subject from a scholarly and critical point of view.'^ He surveyed the last
one hundred years of hterature that dealt with Jesus as a teacher. He discovered several
things that surprise us and make us stop and think again (post-critically) about Jesus as a
teacher.
Ffrst, most of the authors since 1880 seem to be unaware of each other and did not
draw from each other. Although Dillon lists no fewer than seventy-five books, articles,
and theses describing "Jesus as a teacher," several authors proclaim that little had been
written on Jesus as a teacher imtil their book appeared (Dillon 194-7). The scholarship
has been thin.
Second, most of the literature is more devotional in nature than analytic. This
results in poor evaluation and faulty reasoning. Jesus as a teacher is described in
superlative terms (perfect, great, master, the greatest ever) but when the various authors'
basis for that evaluation is examined, it seems less convincing. Dillon (170-8) groups the
16. See Nick Smith for an excellent review ofDillon's work.
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faulty rationales into six categories, but they all stem from a devotional bias that skews
objective evaluation: "Jesus-is-God-therefore-he-is-the-perfect-teacher." Dillon
effectively pokes holes in these rationales, and then begins his own analysis.
Dillon uses a multi-disciplinary approach to the analysis: the disciplines ofNew
Testament studies and education. With the added advantage of recently developed
scholarship skills (especially linguistics), Dillon examines Jesus' pedagogy with fearless
rigor. He arrives at two surprising conclusions.
First, Dillon finds Jesus a better teacher than we ever thought. With the
devotional haze burned off, he evaluates Jesus afresh and finds him "a demonsfration of
pedagogical accomplishment of the first rank" (164), and shows objectively why. He
arrives at his conclusions from such a different angle and disagrees so much with abnost
every other evaluation of Jesus as a teacher (or at least the reasons for their conclusions)
that he does not even cite them in support ofhis findings (193). Dillon's work truly is
ground-breaking.
The second conclusion is shocking: Dillon rates Jesus as afailure as far as
effectiveness is concemed, as far as being able to measure any change in the hearers
(136-60). Dillon counts the immediate response of the hearers, as given in 1 12 incidents
in the Synoptic Gospels, and observes that there were farmore negative or no reactions
17. The list (Dillon 171-8) is as follows. 1) Self-evidence. These autiiors hold that they do not
need to discern a method, because it is self evident that Jesus is the greatest, [e.g. Claude Jones in The
TeachingMethods ofJesus, noted that Jesus "seemed to have no method. Being the perfect Teacher, he
used the highest type ofhis art, the art that conceals art" (15)]. 2) Apriori argument. Because Jesus is
divine, therefore he is perfect as a teacher, [e.g. Coleman states "limited as our faculties ofperception may
be, we know that in the Master we have a perfect teacher. He never made a mistake. ... He was not boimd
by the limitations of the flesh" (23).] 3) Analysis ofcategories. Usually analyzing his personaUty,
message, and method. Beginning with his divine personality, the analysis ends with his perfect method. 4)
List of items. A hst of exemplary items from Jesus' teaching are presented, [e.g. Squires begins by
assuming Jesus is perfect, and then describes everything he did as perfect (67).] 5) Aposteriori argument.
Because of the great nimaber ofChristians today, Jesus must have been the perfect teacher. 6) Criteria of
teaching. After establishing a list of criteria, showing that Jesus perfectly fiilfiUed them all.
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than positive.'^ Few of them repented on the spot, many of them walked away, some
argued, and others plotted to kill him. "As far as can be seen, few people learned what
Jesus taught" (160).
This disparaging conclusion is understandable when one recognizes the limits of
the evidence Dillon allows on this second conclusion. He permits only evidence from
"the period between Jesus' first appearance as a teacher and his last gathering with
disciples before his death" (140). He allows nothing to influence the evaluation of the
learning of the hearers after the Last Supper. Dillon considers the resurrection, post-
resurrection encounters with Jesus, and the infilling of the Spirit as different and
exfraneous to the "real" evidence. Dillon goes to considerable length to differentiate
between the Synoptics and subsequent events, insisting that it was a different Jesus (now
Christ), it was a different teaching (instead of "Repent!" it is "Believe in Jesus!") and
Acts even sports different apostles. Dillon even went so far as to deconstruct the plain
story ofActs and write a new scenario (149-51).
Keeping evidence only to the Synoptics and only up until the crucifixion gives
only a partial picture. Limiting the evidence shapes the conclusion. When measuring
the immediate learning in the Synoptics, yes, Dillon is right�^we do not see immediate
20
results. However, that is not the whole story. Luke continues the story m Acts. In Acts
1 8. Twenty-nine negative reactions and often strong, eighty-five no reactions, and forty-four
positive but often not very stiong reactions (Dillon 142-3).
19. It is hke limiting the description of the Colorado River to a three mile stretch up in the
mountains. The description may be accurate of that particular three mile stretch, but it certainly does not
do justice to the full understanding of thatmighty river.
20. AUowiag Luke to be a credible source for his Gospel but not for his Acts is not explained by
Dillon. Luke is the most objective Gospel writer. One who, having not witnessed Jesus himself, launches
an investigative search using eye-witnesses. "I myselfhave carefiilly investigated everything from the
beginning, it seemed good also to me to write an orderly account for you, most excellent Theophilus, so
that you may know the certainty of the things you have been taught" (Luke 1 :3,4). Luke continues the
account seamlessly in Acts with the opening statement (Acts 1:1), "In my former book, Theophilus, I wrote
about all that Jesus began to do and teach until the day he was taken up to heaven." The same careful.
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we see the large impact of Jesus' hfe, teaching, and resurrection transforming the
disciples and changing people by the thousands.
Clearly, the major changes and learning came into focus after the Resurrection.
Jesus in fact predicted at that Last Supper that his disciples would need the Spirit to
understand the Resurrection (John 15:26). The later evidence of the resurrection resulted
in a huge paradigm shift, massive learning, and change in their lives. Jesus commanded
they should not be quiet about those learnings, but "testify, for you have been with me
from the beginning" (John 15:27).^'
Let us now examine what Jesus taught, and how.
Jesus' Message
The essence of Jesus' teaching was "Repent, for the Kingdom ofheaven is near!"
(Matt. 4: 1 7; Mark 1:15; Dillon 1 1). The kingdom is at hand right here in the ordinary
human cfrcimistances, not in some far away Greek pantheon or distant future time, but
now, here, demonsfrated in Christ.^^ He wanted his disciples to see the invisible kingdom
of God in the everyday experience ofpeople. Christ demonstrated God's intense and
particular interest in people by bringing healing and hope to broken humanity. Seeing
God in action changes everything, and so the call to repentance is the twm to recognizing
the kingdom. No longer are people to live as though God were not present; theymust
tum from that way ofhfe (repent) and live in the light ofGod's presence.
objective investigation continues in his second book. It is inconsistent to accept the first book as credible
but not the second�unless one has a bias against the conclusions of the second.
2 1 . This is helpful for our understanding of the transformation of leaders today. We may not see
immediate results; in fact, the best measurement of trae learning is a changed life over time. We may not
succeed in transforming everyone�even Jesus had his Judas. So the story of Jesus is a realistic one, tmly
instructive for us who desire to walk in His steps.
22. Instead of the Greek dualism of spirit and matter, where spirituahty is removed from physical
life, Jesus taught that tme spirituality occurs when these two worlds intersect and connect.
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Jesus was optimistic about change; in fact, he demanded change. "Unlike the
common places ofmuch wisdom tradition, which say that the world will always go on as
a place in which the fools repeat the same mistakes, Jesus sees the coming of the reign of
God as an opportunity for radical change" (Perkins 44). Everything changes when God's
rule is present.^^ The kingdom ofGod included the restoration of the physical to its
proper order (demonstrated in physical healing), but was more than just physical.
Zacchaeus' spiritual blindness was healed when he promised to make restitution for his
wrong actions. At that point Jesus declared, 'Today salvation has come to this house"
(Luke 19:9). Here is a living definition of the kingdom: the rule ofGod in a man's
heart�and that changes everything.
Entering the kingdom is more than mental assent to truth. Repentance means a
changed life. That was the evidence ofZacchaeus' salvation. In contrast, Jesus
interacted with a teacher of the law (Mark 12:28-34) who understood the truth Jesus was
teaching but had not yet changed his life. Christ said to him, "You are not far from the
kingdom ofGod." Comprehension was not enfrance. Entering the kingdom means
fransferring trust from self to Jesus Christ, recognizing the sovereignty ofGod over all
creation, and living accordingly. Obedience opens one's eyes to the truth. This is the
integration of the spiritual and physical worlds. God is present and active, here and now.
Understanding the nature of the kingdom ofGod gives insight into Jesus'
pedagogy. Jesus chose certain methods because of the nature of the kingdom. Method
must coimect with purpose. Methods are not value-free. Jesus demonsfrated a wonderfiil
alignment between purpose and method.
23. In the kingdom, things are tumed upside down, or should we say right side up? For example,
Luke 14:1 1, "whoever exalts himself will be humbled, and he who humbles himselfwill be exalted."
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Jesus' Pedagogy
Jesus intended his disciples to know certain things, things like the nature ofGod's
kingdom and his identity. However, he intended his disciples go beyond just
comprehending information. His teaching was about divine action andpersonal
response. It was not a specific action but a generic action of "putting God's rule firsf
(Dillon 16). Jesus' teaching was not abstract philosophical ideas about God, but
concrete and actional. Jesus taught about an ongoing activity with the intent that people
act in response. Consequently, the disciples were not "learning" in the usual sense. He
was not wanting to get a body of information into their minds, but rather was lookingfor
them to respond and to experience God 's activity. Jesus described it as "the kingdom of
God within you." Responding in active faith and obedience transformed them. We
might call this "deep learning." Jesus employed a number ofmethods to stimulate this
kingdom response.
Educative acts. A method he often used was "educative acts" (Dillon 53-71),
living parables intended to instruct. Many of Jesus' actions were provocative and
intended to generate a response. He ate with publicans and sinners (Matt. 9:10), talked
with women of ill repute (John 4:7-26), healed in a synagogue on the Sabbath (Luke
13:10-7; John 5:1-14). Christ knew these actions would generate controversy. He used
his actions to teach powerfully. The emotional response (often negative) of the hearers
reveals the impact of the methodology. They were not idly Hstening to a lecture but were
actively engaged through the educative act.
Dramatic language. The language of Jesus is consistent with his action/teaching
acts. Dillon describes (in chapter six) through numerous examples using the original
Aramaic language how Jesus used alliteration, assonance, rhythm, rhyme, and word play.
We lose the power and beauty ofChrist's language through translation into Enghsh. His
language intrigued, gripped, and arrested the attention and emotions of his hearers. The
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people ofhis day understood and felt his impact, and they marveled. Stein notes that
"the form or vehicle that Jesus used to convey his message is clearly not the language of
twentieth-century science but rather the metaphorical, exaggerating, impressionistic
language of a culture that loved to tell stories" (32).^^
After a thorough analysis of Jesus' language, Dillon concludes "that Jesus'
pedagogical language was highly accomplished, perhaps surpassing that ofmost other
teachers. More so than the literature allows, Jesus spoke his teaching in pedagogically
complete language" (135).^^
Narrative. Jesus caught people's attention by skillfiilly using the timeless form of
narrative communication. Jesus taught with stories, parables. This was the one feature of
Jesus' teaching style the synoptic gospel writers noted above all (Matt. 13:3; Mark 3:23;
Luke 5:36). Jesus used stories to intrigue people, teased them to wrestle with the
24. Dillon summarizes his observations on Jesus' language, "Jesus' language was even more
highly accomplished than much of the literature depicts it to be. For example, the literature's emphasis on
parables neglects the variety and richness of forms which his language took; the emphasis on simplicity
neglects its impressively complex juxtapositions of sound, stmcture, form and content; the emphasis on
homey illustrations neglects the range of sophisticated references; the emphasis on mstic vocabulary
neglects the rabbinical diction; the emphasis on lyric and pastorale neglects the range of argument,
dialectic, and invective; the emphasis on poetry neglects the force and urgency ofhis personal address and
the varied modes ofhis expression. To a greater extent than is commonly remarked, Jesus' language was
varied, original, immediate and forceful; the whole language congment with the content, purpose and
audience of his teaching. Therefore, Jesus' language is accomplished not just rhetorically but furthermore
pedagogically. It is on this point that Jesus has been both underrated and overestimated. On the whole.
New Testament studies take adequate notice ofhis language but miss the pedagogy of it; educational
sources take inadequate note of the language and exaggerate the pedagogy. In our view Jesus taught in far
finer language than heretofore represented; the language was not only accomplished in itself but
impressively conducive to the teaching" (134).
25. See Stephen Jones' Rabbi Jesus for an understandiag of the Jewishness of Jesus' teaching.
This fact is missed by many of us in the West who are encultured by an Enlightenment worldview. To
fully understand the impact of Jesus words, we have to enter first century Palestine vicariously through
cultural understanding.
26. How different this was from the traditional teaching of his day. Jesus warned the people of
the "leaven of the Pharisees" that would blind them to the real tmth. He vilified the Pharisees for
obstructing tmth through their human traditions that weighed people down but did not transform them
(Matt. 23). It is possible to talk about spiritual things in such a way that blinds people to real spirituahty,
raising barriers against God's truth going deep into souls.
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meaning ofhis stories, to think about them deeply, to mull them over in their minds, and
to be amazed by the implications.
When asked about his using parables (Matt. 13:10-17), Jesus explained that his
stories held a truth that required an element of faith to grasp. Those who did not really
seek but remained idly curious would not understand and would go on in their darkness.
Those who sought meaning would find it. This method is consistent with the nature of
the kingdom ofGod. His kingdom was not about information, but transformation.
Transformation comes through obedient action.
Many of these stories were intentionally provocative. People's response revealed
their heart and gave Jesus a teachable moment.^^ Most ofhis parables bore an emotional
connection. For example, in the story of the Good Samaritan (Luke 10:25-37), everyone
would have consented to the story until Jesus surprised them with a sudden twist at the
end.^^ The Samaritan was the good neighbor! That was shocking to good Jews in Judah.
Precisely at that moment Jesus drove his lesson home; "Go and do likewise." People
change at moments like that. They are either drawn toward Christ or repelled�^but they
29do not stay the same.
Jesus often used metaphors as short narratives. He wamed them against the
"yeast of the Pharisees" (Matt. 16:6; Mark 8:15; Luke 12:1). They could not understand
27. For example, Jesus washed his disciples' feet, an intentionally shocking action that gave him
an opening for the most powerful lesson ever on servanthood and kingdom life (John 13:1-15). The
disciples never forgot it.
28. Carter, in The Eternal Teacher, notes that Jesus often produced a surprise idea or explosion at
some moment in the teaching that carried significant emotional impact.
29. Using the example of Nathan's parable that disarmed David and then confronted him (2 Sam.
12. Iff), Stein remarks, "In a similar way the parables of Jesus often disarmed his oponnents, so that
frequently they listened to him without raising a shield of defence only to find out too late that the parable
was in effect durected toward them" (42). E.g. Mark 12: 12 , "And they looked for a way to arrest him
because they knew he had spoken the parable against them."
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the metaphor at first, so they discussed it amongst themselves. Jesus confronted them.
"Do you still not see or imderstand? Are your hearts hardened?" (Mark 8:18-21). In that
moment of tension, Jesus drove his point home. He did not spoon-feed information to
them but urged them to think, look, and listen to see the kingdom in action. He was
driving the Truth deep. Action indicated real understanding. Jesus used methods that
urged his disciples to go beyond comprehending truth to implementing it. His life
demonsfrated how.
Whole life teaching. Jesus' primarymethod of communication was narrative, but
narrative in an even deeper sense than we might first imagine. In a sense, all ofChrist's
life was a parable. He was his own method (Coleman 74). Grenier, writing from the
Catholic fradition, asserts, "If the gospels tell us anything about Jesus, it is that there was
complete congruence between what he taught and what he did. In other words, he
practiced what he preached" (57).
Dillon takes this observation a step fiuther. Jesus was not teaching something and
then living it; rather, it was the other way around. His whole life was the Word (John
1:1) from which teaching came. He was not imparting a teaching but demonsfrating a
living reality and at times explaining those actions in a teaching.
Jesus was not a teacher who teaches by example. He does not practice
what he preaches, he does not live what he teaches; more accurate to say
that Jesus preached what he practiced and taught what he lived. Jesus
taught by actions. His actions are what he teaches, not an example of
something that he teaches. (Dillon 68)
Learning by doing. Christ's busy ministry provided only three years to inaugurate
the kingdom. He drew his disciples aside from time to time for teaching, but a large bulk
of their training happened while Jesus ministered. They watched him for a relatively
short period and then Jesus sent them out. They came back rejoicing, for even demons
were subject to them (Luke 10:17). When they came across difficult cases, as in the
situation with their inability to cast the demon from the man's son (Matt. 17:19-21), Jesus
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used the occasion to teach them another point about kingdom work. Jesus demonstrated
the powerful method of teaching adults through experiences.
Jesus sent truth deep into his disciples by involving them in problem solving.
Though he knew what he would do, he let his disciples wrestle with how to care for the
needs of five thousand people (Mark 8:1-21). They learned through the experience that
doing God's business is amysterious alchemy ofman's efforts and divine enablement.
Jesus let them wrestle with the issue ofdisloyalty (Matt. 26:17-26), and experience
spiritual warfare (Mark 14:32-42). These experiences demonstrated that kingdom work
is costly and difficult, at times driving us to our knees in desperate prayer.
Experiential learning did two things: it taught the disciples at a deep experiential
level, and it spread the word. Jesus was not just using his disciples for his ministry but
was also using ministry to work on them.
Relationships and personhood. Earlier in this Chapter we saw how Jesus lived out
ofhis experience with the Trinity. We now see this theology played out in real life with
the disciples.
The disciples were a tight, small group, a select twelve out ofhundreds (Matt.
10:1). They gained a new identity and sense ofpersonhood through their relationship
with Jesus. He changed Peter's name, indicating a fundamental change in identity
(John 1 :42). Eventually all the ones chosen by Christ were known as "the apostles," the
30. Friedeman describes in The Master Flan ofTeaching (33-5 1), how Christ used his incamation
as educational pedagogy. His name as Immanuel (God with us) describes modeling. Friedeman says that
life-changing leamiag via modeling is best achieved in the presence of: continuous frequent, long-term
contact with the model; development of a genuine caring relationship with the model; high degrees of
exposure to emotional, intellectual, and spiritual characteristics of the model; contact with the model in a
wide array of life situations, locales, and circumstances; utilization of flexibility/spontaneity/mobility in
communication and application of the lessons with the model; verbal lessons consistent with the modeled
behavior; and consistency in modeled behavior. A survey ofChrist's life on earth shows the consistency
with which modeling happened with his disciples. It so marked them that they began to act like Jesus,
characteristics which others recognized.
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"ones sent" by Christ to continue his ministry (Mark 6:30; Acts 1 :2).
This new identity with Christ was the beginning of community, a first taste
reflecting the experience of the Trinity, where the three Persons are in deep and intimate
relationship. The twelve apostles learned that the church is modeled after the Trinity, and
followers ofChrist are to experience community with each other. Being in a close,
nurturing, and accountable small group ofpeers is a powerfiil tool of transformation.^'
Small groups are not the only way though. Beyond the training in small groups,
Jesus gave personal attention to his disciples. John 21:15-21 records the intimate and
personal conversation with Peter. This is a crucial element that must complement small
group interactions.
Incremental development. Breen and Fox (99-104) note how Jesus had a method
to incrementally develop his disciples into leaders. This is evident in four distinct
leadership styles he used at different times.
In the early stages ofhis ministry, he was highly directive. "Come, follow me"
(Mark 1:17-18). Bmce observes (41) that in the early part of their discipleship, seemg
and hearing were the most common forms of training. This was indispensable for their
fiiture role as eyewitnesses, who could boldly say, "We proclaun to you what we have
seen and heard" (1 John 1:3).
After the initial enthusiasm waned, Jesus motivated them through vision. "Do not
be afi-aid, little flock, for your Father has been pleased to give you the Kingdom" (Luke
15:5). He began to prepare them emotionally to take up ministry, to operate in a way
they never had before. They began to watch Jesus more closely, realizing that they were
going to have to do this soon.
3 1 . This is especially important in North America, where radical individualism has cut us off
from meaningfiil relationships (Bellah et al. 142-66).
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Once their awareness and understanding had grown, he became increasingly
participative. "I no longer call you servants, because a servant does not know his
master's business. Instead, I have called you friends" (John 15:15). Christ began them in
short-term ministry. They went out and practiced the skills they had seen modeled.
Finally, he delegated responsibility and authority. "Go and make disciples of all
nations" (Matt. 28:19-20).^^ "Go" is a gerund that could be franslated, "While going,
make disciples." Transformation happens in the doing, going, and living out of this
kingdom life. He tumed the entire operation over to them, saying that he had told them
everything the Father had told him (John 15:15).
Jesus read his disciples and knew when they had completed one level of
development and were ready for the next. He moved intentionally, drawing them on to
the next challenge. In the parable of the growing seed (Mark 4:26-29), Jesus described in
metaphorical form three stages of growth: the stalk, ear, and frill kemel. These parallel
the three stages ofhuman development: childhood, adolescence, and adulthood (Breen
and Fox 105-111).^^
Life-long learning. Jesus' method ofdeveloping the apostles was no weekend
32. These four styles match weU the four levels in Hersey Blanchard and Johnson ("Situational
Leadership" 188-228).
33. Also parallels Covey's three stages of dependence, independence, and interdependence. These
stages of development relate to accountability by staffmembers:
Stage Development Accountability Comments
Childhood Dependence Natural New staffmembers
Adolescence Independence Resisted Have gained some experience; want to be free to
explore; resist being tied down.
Adulthood Interdependence Sought Mature persons realize the importance of
accountability and seek it as a key to their growth
and safety.
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seminar, but a long-term method of transforming people. Jesus spent the better part of
two years taking his disciples through the transformation process. Jesus' method of
training takes time (Coleman 46).
One would think that after being discipled by Christ for almost two years, the
apostles would have been ready to take up the keys of the kingdom, but they were not.
First, the crucifixion shook them deeply. In spite of all the teaching of Jesus, they still
had a wrong concept of the kingdom.^'* They still were operating in the old mode, the
dream of Israel to throw off the Roman yoke of oppression and declare the kingdom,
returning to the good old days ofKing David and Solomon when foreign kings came to
marvel at Israel. They hoped to be high officials in this kingdom. When theirMessiah
died, they thought it was over (Luke 24:21), and with it their dream.
The shock of the resurrection and actually seeing Jesus again (Luke 24:34; John
20:31) and hearing him speak completely confiised them. This was so completely outside
the paradigm ofhuman experience that Jesus had to explain everything repeatedly (Luke
24:44-49; Acts 1 :3).''^ The prophecies were much easier to understand after their
fiilfilhnent and after the Resurrection. However, even after all that, in Acts 1 :6 they still
were mistaken about the kingdom, wondering about "Israel being restored."
Pentecost. There was one more factor needed for the transformation of these
disciples, one so important that Jesus told them to wait in Jerusalem for it. The gift of the
Father, the Holy Spirit, would bring the spiritual insight and personal inner
transformation that would bring spiritual power to their message. When the Holy Spirit
34. This affirms Dillon's observation that the disciples did not immediately "leam" what Jesus
was teaching.
35. The apostles did not accept it handily, but were skeptical at first. "One and all of them
regarded these appearances sceptically, and took pains to satisfy themselves . . . that the living object was
no ghostly apparition, but a living man, and that man none other than He who had died on the cross" (Bmce
492).
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suddenly came in purifying power (Acts 2:1-4), they were finally ready to begin to spread
this Good News, which they did powerfully. In spite of this good beginning, the
remainder of the book ofActs records they still had much to leam. Clearly, discipleship
is not aproduct but an ongoingprocess.
In spite of the unfinished nature ofdiscipleship, Jesus declared that he had
accomplished the task the Father had given him (John 17:4). The kingdom ofGod had
come; the will of God was being done on earth as it was in heaven. He had launched a
cadre of leaders to take the Good News around the world.
From the Gospels to the Epistles
Reading Acts and the epistles shows us how the apostles took the teaching they
received from Christ and implemented it. They did not carbon copy what Jesus did.
None of the original disciples bought a seamless robe and traveled the region ofGalilee
preaching and calling disciples. Instead, they apphed in their own contexts what they had
leamed. The application was not identical. Peter focused his mission on the Jews while
Paul felt called to the Gentiles. These were not competitive ventures, but were the
beginning ofwhat Christ intended�^the spreading of the kingdom around the world.
Two distinct methods of spreading the Good News become evident. One uses the
Jewish context, and the other. Gentile. Although the message remained constant, the
method to approach these divergent cultures was different. This spreading of the gospel
proved to be amajor hurdle for those original Christians. The early church stmggled
with differentiating between culture and essential faith, almost splitting the church, as
recorded in Acts 15. The Holy Spirit guided the church to affirm the incamating of the
Gospel into Gentile culture, resulting in the shift from the Gospels to the Epistles. Peter
and Paul's ministries serve as prototypes ofhow the church spreads�^by incamating and
adapting into a culture, bringing the kingdom here and now into each context. The
church had been bom and was now spreading.
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From the New Testament to Christendom
Already evident in the New Testament, the dynamic relationship between the
cultural context of the church and its mission method is even clearer to us two thousand
years later. The methods of the church do change over time and with culture.^^ Loren
Mead in The Once and Future Church describes in macro terms three paradigms of the
church: Apostohc, Christendom, and today as being between paradigms (9-29).^' In this
brief overview we see how the church adapted to the times, changing the role of the
church leader and the methods used to train them. Trends toward institutionahsm,
evident even toward the end of the Apostolic period, accelerated with the conversion of
the Roman emperor, Constantine. The church adopted the current Roman forms and
codification of leadership, with church leaders becoming increasingly separate fi-om the
39
laity. The effectiveness of the church dissipated. It remained this way formany
centuries.
Fifteen centuries later we come across one who stepped outside the conventions
ofChristendom, instituting a radically innovative method of instruction. The results were
stunning.
36. See Martinson's thesis for an example of changes inministry necessitated by post-modernity.
Rather than seeing post-modernity as a threat to Christian ministry, he advocates adapting to the culture and
finds it "fertile ground for ministry innovation." This kind of creative adaptation by the church through the
centuries has enabled it to continue. The rapid cultural change of today is another instance where the
churchmust respond to change.
37; See Naisbitt's Megatrends for a secular description of the cultural changes facing North
America today. Though written in 1984, Naisbitt is amazingly accurate in describing the massive changes
in our culture. We are in a time of rapid change, and it is affectmg everything.
38. Leadership changed as the church experienced history. In the New Testament, they were
Apostles; in the Holy Roman Empire, they served as Priests; during the Reformation the role shifted to that
of pedagogue; and now after the Enlightenment, pastors are professionals (Roxburgh 221-47).
39. Celibacy, long academic training, and special vows accented the difference even further,
distancing clergy from laity.
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John Wesley's Methodology ofCultivating Leaders
Although he lived in the eighteenth century with its long tradition of
Christendom, John Wesley is a fascinating study of one who was able to retum to an
apostolic ministry. Snyder, writing in The Radical Wesley and Patternsfor Church
Renewal, notes that
in two thousand years the church has not noticeably improved on the
gospel or on the biblical picture ofChristian community and discipleship.
One of the clearest lessons from twenty centuries of experience is that the
church has always been most faithfiil when it has gotten back to its
biblical, spiritual roots. Then it is freed to be most creative in challenging
the spiritual, social and economic crises of the day. (165)
Wesley was one such person who, though living in a time with the church
thoroughly encased in a Christendom paradigm, was able to retum to the biblical and
spiritual roots of the faith. His ecclesiology was "a working synthesis ofold and new,
fradition and innovation" (Snyder 3). He stands as a vivid example of one who took- the
New Testament Gospel and applied it in his own context, creatively engaging the
problems of eighteenth century England.
Early in his life, reading Law's A Serious Call to a Holy Life, and Christian
Perfection moved Wesley. He then met a "serious man" who said to him, "Sir, you wish
to serve God and go to heaven. Remember you cannot serve him alone. You must
therefore find companions or make them. The Bible knows nothing of solitary religion"
(Parker 20). Those words never left Wesley. They affected his theology, fashioned his
polity and explained his gregarious methods. For the rest ofhis life he would seek to
bring others to Christ through companions.
He hunself found great spiritual assistance through companions at Oxford.
Although others ridiculed his "holy club," he found it essential to the development of his
faith. Serious about his faith and devout in his works, the accountability and support of
fiiends proved invaluable. This group experience would guide Wesley in the coming
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years.
Though a committed Anghcan who loved law and order, the obvious moving of
God through the ministry ofGeorge Whitefield's field preaching made him reahze the
necessity ofbreaking out of the constramts of the institutionalized church ofhis day
(Parker 67-9). Wesley took a risk, began preaching outside of church buildings,''^ and
saw great spiritual response from the masses ofpoor in England. He was quite
unprepared for the responsibihty ofcaring for all the converts. In a letter to Rev.
Perronet, Wesley confessed he had "no previous design or plan at all." They just began
doing the practical things that could address the situation at hand.
Everything arose just as the occasion offered. They saw or felt some
impending or pressing evil, or some good end necessary to be pursued.
And many times they fell unawares on the very thing which secured the
good, or removed the evil. At other times, they consulted on the most
probable means, following only common sense and Scripture: Though
they generally found, in looking back, something in Christian antiquity
like-wise, very nearly parallel thereto. (Wesley 248)
To his surprise, what worked well tended to be evident somewhere in church
history. He discovered that he was not inventing new methods, but re-discovering
ancient truths in a new setting.
The start of his group system^' came in dealing with a problem. Wesley tells the
story ofhow the converts that came from his preaching found themselves surrounded by
40. That it rankled his soul is evident from his journal entry on 2 April 1 739, "At fom in the
aftemoon, I submitted to be more vile and proclaimed in the highvi^ays the glad tidings of salvation,
speaking from a little eminence in a ground adjoining to the city, to about three thousand people" (Parker
68).
41. There is not much in the earliest Methodist literature about the groups. Even though Wesley
often referred to the importance of attending them, his descriptions of hovi^ they actually functioned are
quite terse, the best being the letter to Rev. Perronet. There was good reason for this paucity. Wesley saw
the class meeting as a means to an end, rather than his goal. "What mattered to them was that people who
had met the challenge ofChristian discipleship in their lives . . . should have a means ofmutual support"
(Watson, EarlyMethodist xi). It was understood by the early Methodists, and taken for granted. Only later
do we find considerable sources describing them in more detail, and then it is to try and re-introduce it.
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difficulties and opposition.
Neighbors, strangers, acquaintance, relations, friends, began to cry out
amain, "Be not righteous overmuch; why shouldest thou destroy thyself?"
.... One, and another, and another came to us, asking, what should they
do ... . We advised them, "Strengthen you one another. Talk together as
often as you can. And pray eamestly with and for one another . . . ." They
said, "But we want you likewise to talk with us often . . . ." So I told
them, "If youwill all ofyou come together every Thursday, in the
evening, I will gladly spend some time with you in prayer, and give you
the best advice I can." Thus arose without any previous design on either
side, what was afterwards called a Society. (Wesley 249-250)
He soon found the great benefits to the purposeful gathering of converts, and
being the practical man that he was, continued what was working. He narrates how the
entire Methodist system arose out ofdealing with practical problems. He was continually
innovating, trying first this and then that, changing things as needed.
That with regard to these little prudential helps we are continually
changing one thing after another, is not a weakness or fault, as you may
imagine, but a peculiar advantage which we enjoy. But this means we
declare them all to be merely prudential, not essential, not ofdivine
institution. We prevent, so far as in us lies, their growing formal or dead.
We are always open to instruction; willing to be wiser every day than we
were before, and to change whatever we can change for the better.
(Wesley 254)
He was so purposeful with these groups that people applied the derisive name of
"Methodist," which he had eamed back in his Oxford days, to his entire movement.
Although disdained by the clergy ofhis day, historians later recognized Wesley's
Methodism as the major social force to help England's masses through the transition to
the Industrial Revolution. Although other revolutions in nearby countries (like France)
broke out into bloody conflict, England peacefully made the transition.
Wesley's medium for his method was the arrangement of his interlocking groups.
The message was the selection of ideas, all current in England at the time, which were
germane to that medium. He especially focused on the practical application of spiritual
truths into a believer's life�the pursuit ofholiness.
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Wesley's Interlocking Groups
Michael Henderson, drawing on Watson's EarlyMethodist Class Meeting,
synthesizes the essence ofWesley's method. It was essentially a system of interlocking
groups. Appendix A outlines the types of groups. These groups all together served as the
most effective means of spiritual nurture for a membership of thousands (Watson, Early
Methodist 122).
Years ofexperimentation led Wesley to focus each type of group on certain
aspects ofChristian livmg: the cognitive ["head"], the behavioral ["hands"], and affective
["heart"] (Henderson 83-126).
The Society
All persons entered Methodism through the Society"*^ where cognitive teaching of
doctrine was presented (aiming for the "head"). Wesley defined this group as "a
company ofmen [and women] having the form and seeking the power of godliness,
united in order to pray together, to receive the word of exhortation, and to watch over one
another in love, that they may help each other to work out their salvation" (Wesley 269).
All members and adherents met to listen to a speaker teach and exhort, usually early in
the morning before going to work. For those who were serious about advancing their
spirituality, there were the Class Meetings.
The Class Meeting
Ten to twelve people met weekly to be accountable for their spiritual growth,
desiring that their behavior begin to match what they knew in Scripture (aiming for the
"hands"). A class leader was appointed to lead the process. This was not a preaching or
42. "A very innocent name, and very common in London, for any number of people associating
themselves together," explained Wesley. "The thing proposed in their associating themselves together was
obvious to every one. They wanted to "flee from the wrath to come," and to assist each other in so doing
(Wesley 250).
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lecturing class but a caring and accountability group that focused on their actions. The
whole point of class meetings was spiritual formation, living one's life in light ofGod's
word, eamestly urging one another on in the faith. Class leaders were urged to evaluate
the spiritual state of their members (Watson EarlyMethodist 109).''^
The combination of genuine care, acceptance, and concern together with pointed
questions about how people were doing proved to be a powerful tool for behavioral
transformation. In theological terms it synthesized the Protestant doctrine of grace and
the Catholic ethic ofholiness (Henderson 103). Wesley himselfwas amazed at the
benefits of the small group: "It can scarce be conceived what advantages have been
reaped from this little pmdential regulation. Many now happily experience that Christian
fellowship ofwhich they had not so much as an idea before" (Wesley 254).
Relationships grew sfrong in this environment especially since members often stayed
together for years cultivating intimate, sfrong fiiendships. With deep levels of tmst and
honesty, personal character fransformation was optimized (Watson, EarlyMethodist
110).
Accountability was sfrong. Transformation occrured not only in the members of
the group but also in the class leader because he or she had to initiate the group
conversations by answering a set ofpenefrating questionsfirst. They modeled the
openness and fransparency expected of all group members. The class leader also wrote
reports about each group member to the local pastor. Accountability like this created a
powerful motivation for persons to carry through on their commitments.
43. They even developed a language code for the viaitten reports: the letter (a) for one who was
awakened; a question mark (?) for one whose state was doubtful; a period (.) for one who professed
justification; and a colon (: ) for one who professed the perfect love ofGod (Watson, EarlyMethodist 109).
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Bands
For those persons desirous to advance even further, Bands'*^ were formed. These
were homogeneous units, segregated by sex, permitting only screened individuals. The
band leaders were called "keepers" (Watson, EarlyMethodist 116) and given even more
strict oversight by the assistants.
It was here that the spiritual quest for perfection was fostered and guided, using
an even more intensive exchange (Watson, EarlyMethodist 116). Soul-searching
questions were asked dealmg with the motives and heartfelt impressions (aiming for the
"heart"). They desired a place where they could "pour out their hearts without reserve,
particularly with regard to the sin which did still easily beset them, and the temptations
which were most apt to prevail over them" (Wesley 258). Total honesty and complete
conJfidentiality was required here. From here Wesley was able to select the leaders to rise
even further in Methodism: local preachers, traveling preachers, and those responsible for
a circuit. One more level for leadership advancement existed for selected persons only.
The Select Society
The final stage was the Select Society, where Wesley himself invited persons into
senior leadership training. This was for those who were "outrunning" the greater part of
their brothers and sisters (Watson, EarlyMethodist 120). "A select company," wrote
Wesley, "to whom I might unbosom myself on all occasions, without reserve" (260).
Here Wesley received feedback from his most trusted leaders, and together they designed
the direction and policies ofMethodism.
Wesley's Leadership Training Method
Wesley knew the importance of leadership for his entire system. He was
44. "That is, little companies: so that old English word signifies" (Wesley 258).
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intentional and focused in raising up the leaders necessary to oversee the Methodist
movement.'*^
Leadership Selection
Leaders rose as the occasion needed. Often class leaders became preachers as
then fellow brethren saw giftedness m them.'*^ However, Wesley maintamed tight
control of the leadership ofhis movement. He recognized the modeling role of
leadership that set the model and tone for everyone else. The class leader was cmcial to
the whole Methodist system, the means by which thousands ofpeople received detailed
pastoral oversight. He looked for persons with a combination ofdiscipline and spiritual
discernment. Wesley was quick to discem leadership qualities, and would immediately
appoint them as a leader (Watson, EarlyMethodist 100-1). The selection and removal of
leaders was completely Wesley's or his assistants' choice. Bearing the criticism ofbeing
autocratic was less painful than seeing the effectiveness ofhis system wane (Watson,
EarlyMethodist 98).
Advancement Path
Wesley instituted a path for emerging leaders to rise through the groups. Contrary
to the English caste system of the day, Wesley allowed anyone who proved faithfiil to
rise to leadership. These emerging leaders received special attention that eventually
brought them into leadership.
45. See Appendix B for Henderson's observations ofWesley's leadership principles.
46. The system was still working powerfully over two hundred years later. Goodel, pastor of
Hanson Place Methodist Episcopal Church in Brooklyn, NewYork. identified the class leader as the key
component to effective Methodism. "The class meeting has been the cradle of leaders, exhorters, local
preachers, and travelling ministers. When the young man was converted he was assigned to a class. A
stammering sentence was his first testimony, but practice gave confidence and experience gave ability, and
the leaders said to the pastor, 'That young man ought to be used for the church,' and so our leaders and
ministers were found out." Beyond discovery of leaders, Goodel said that "Mr. Moody testified that
Methodist class meetings are the best institutions for training young converts the world ever saw" (Goodell
14-15).
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A person could advance in leadership only by proving himselCTierself at a lower
level. Advancement was based solely on proven faithfulness to the responsibilities at the
lower level beforemoving to the next. Wesley refused to allow education, talent, or
wealth to be the determinative criteria for the selection of leaders. Faithfulness to duty
was the primary qualification for any position of authority. Wesley had something like a
ladder for leadership advancement: sick-visitor steward => class-leader^ band-leader
local preacher =^ traveling preacher => assistant in charge of a circuit (Watson, Early
Methodist 99). One had to prove faithful in each level to advance. All had to start at the
beginning.
The first major rung of the ladder of leadership was class leader. Everyone
started here; no one skipped this rung of the ladder. No special training or talent was
required to be a class leader, but the position did demand faithfulness, honesty, and
concern for people. Anyone who demonstrated these qualities could rise to higher levels
of leadership. Without them, Methodist leadership was impossible.
Class leaders were lay people chosen to assume spiritual oversight and pastoral
care for a small group ofpeople. "It is the business of a [Class] Leader," Wesley wrote,
"to see each person in his class, once a week at the least, in order to inquire how their
souls prosper; to advise, reprove, comfort or exhort, as occasions may require; to receive
what they are willing to give, toward the rehefof the poor" (253). EarlyMethodists took
their faith seriously, but needed to be sustained. The weekly meeting provided that
support and accountabihty necessary to stay the course (Watson, EarlyMethodist 2).
Leadership Accountability
Class leaders met with Wesley (or later in Methodism, the local pastor) every
Tuesday evening to report on their members, submit written reports, tum over the
offerings (Watson, Early Methodist 105), and also to receive help and advice (Wesley
255). At fnst, this might seem threatening. However "Wesley's correspondence
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indicates time and time again how sensitively and lovingly he guided these men and
women in their pastoral role" (Watson, EarlyMethodist 99).
Every quarter Wesley or the local pastor interviewed each member individually,
personally inquiring into his or her spiritual walk (Wesley 256). This not only kept the
pastor in touch with his congregation, but also held the class leader accountable by
checking if s/he was doing her/his duties thoroughly.
In Wesley's system everyone, including himself, was accountable to someone.
He had a reahstic view of the falleness ofhumankind. He also behoved that by the grace
ofGod people could change and live a holy life. The grace ofGod was freely offered in
Christ but required a response of obedience. He recognized that without help and
accountabihty, no one would fiiUy obey. Therefore, he was insistent on accountabihty
everywhere, although people regularly resisted. Those that proved unwilling to be
amenable were put out of the movement (Wesley 256-57). This was the most important
and powerfiil method for transformation, and at the same time the most difficult with
which to follow through. Methodism lost its spiritual power when, afterWesley died, it
dropped the high accountabilities.
Behavioral Change
Wesley was looking for more than information. He was seeking fransformation
measured by changed behavior and found it happening through his system. Biographies
of early Methodists reveal that the intense fellowship and accountabihty of the class
meeting was a major influence. Modem understanding of group dynamics gives us
another set of lenses to analyze what was happening in Wesley's groups. Wesley was
intuitively using methods that today we recognize as powerfiil for behavioral change (see
Appendix C for a summary).
Psychologically speaking, Wesley's small group emphasis on accountable
discipleship, spiritual obedience, spontaneous community, and social assistance met three
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basic needs ofpeople: the need for inclusion and belonging, the need for control of one's
life, and the need for affection (Watson, EarlyMethodist 125-30). This provided an
excellent context for behavioral change.
The entire system ofMethodism "was first and foremost ... an instrument of
planned behavioral change, a context or 'field' in which a process of change through
interpersonal relationships can be effected and sustained" (Watson, EarlyMethodist 132).
Kurt Lewin, who pioneered the study of group dynamics, describes the process of
behavioral change in three stages: un-freezmg, changing, and re-freezing. "While the
class meeting provided the potential for all three, it seems to have been primarily a means
of re-freezing�^the integration of a new way of life following the change brought about
by the commitment of the members to an accountable discipleship" (qtd. in Watson,
EarlyMethodist 132).
Influence over group members' behavior is directly proportionate to their
cohesiveness as a group. The theory of cognitive dissonance indicates that when you
have a group ofpeople with varied opinions, there will be an effort to try to reduce the
dissonance (Watson, EarlyMethodist 133). The sfrong warm relationships clearly were a
tool to help converts make the changes in behavior commensurate with holy living.
Experiencing God
Thomas Oden, writing in the mid-1970s, compared the historic Methodist group
system with modem groups. He saw the encounter group movement as having its
prototype
in Protestant and Jewish pietism, which emphasized "here and now"
experience, intensive small-group encounter, high tmst levels in group
interaction, honest confession amid a caring community, experimental
mysticism, mutual pastoral care, extended conversation marathons, radical
accountability to the group, an eclectic amalgam of resources for spiritual
formation, intimate personal testimony, gut-level self-disclosure, bmtally
candid feedback procedures, anti-establishment social attitudes, and the
laicization of leadership. (56-7)
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The parallels are obvious. The principal medium of conmiunication for both
Wesley's groups and the encounter culture is "talk�experience-based talk, and that in
small groups, with a strong emotive and experiential focus" (Oden 87).'''^ The high
acceptance and trust factors enable people to be transparent, which is precisely the
condition necessary for spiritual transformation (repentance).
Oden believes more is happening than feeling accepted by a group. "Rather, it
operates at the much deeper level of imderstanding the cosmic environment as trust
worthy. This cosmic acceptance may not be articulated [in modem encounter groups] but
it is profoundly felt and mediated through persons" (93). A Christian interpretation of
this concept is that people are experiencing God through healthy relationships with his
people. Both groups are seeking the same thing, one imphcitly and the other explicitly.
The tmstworthiness of reahty itself. . . is in fact made explicit in the
Christian kergyma. ... So in a sense the group performs a representative
ministry, trying to get through to persons in the group that they can tmst
others because here and now reality is tmstable, that they need not be
radically guilty, that they can be open with others, that they can accept
themselves since they are in fact accepted. (94)
What then constitutes the basic difference between the secular group experience
and Christian koinonia? "Only that the latter has leamed to make explicit the tmst that is
implicit in the former. . . . The word ofGod's acceptance is aimounced not merely as an
48idea but as an event which we share" (Oden 95).
Oden's insights show us that group relational methodology has a profound impact
on human behavior, amethodology that Wesley intuitively used for Christian formation.
God uses ordinary people in natiural settings to bring about supematural results. While
47. Luft reports that Lewin's theory really works in life; that group discussion is far more
effective in changing behavior than lecture (2-3). "Experienced-based learning is the preferred approach"
(7).
48. Oden sees the encounter movement as a "demythologized, secularized Judeo-Christian
theology" (89).
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"natural" small group dynamics are happenmg, something else is too�^the Spirit ofGod
is present, working in and through the dynamics.
Observations
One can readily recognize that action, character, and giftmg were essential to
advancmg in Wesley's system. Spirituality was not just a cognitive exercise. Like Jesus,
he was looking for a response, a reaction to a hving reality that was visible in actions.
Wesley behoved learning came by domg the will ofGod; consequently, leadership
advancement was commensurate with appropriate actions and obedience to spiritual
disciplines. Social or economic status had no bearing on those chosen to give leadership.
Those closest to them�their small group�observed and monitored the gifts and graces
ofemerging leaders.''^ The system transformed thousands ofpeople and spiritually
impacted two contments. We can leam much fi-om this spiritual giant, Wesley.
So how are we doing today in developing leaders? We have the benefit ofhaving
examined Christ's method and having observed Wesley's Methodism. Now, let us look
in our time at modem leader-cultivation.
Robert Clinton on the Making ofModern Evangelical Leaders
Alan Nelson found (in 1994) that of 141 pastoral preparation programs fi-om
accredited evangelical institutions, only three emphasized leadership training and another
three offered supporting leadership studies. It was practically non-existent in all the rest.
There were precious few good examples of excellent leader development programs.
Nelson saw Robert Clinton's work at Fuller Theological Seminary as one of the
few good examples of evangelical leader development. Clinton has made a life-time
study of leadership emergence theory.
49. See two works by David Lowes Watson describing a modem version of the Methodist class
meeting: CovenantDiscipleship and Class Leaders.
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A Process
Chnton makes the case that leadership development is a process broader and
deeper than just training in a certam skill set. It is a whole-hfe development over a
lifetime directed by God {Making 39-55). After studymg hundreds of leaders' lives
(bibhcal, historical, and contemporary), he identified six phases typical ofmost leaders'
development (see Appendix D for fiirther details on this chart).
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5 Phase 6
Sovereign
Foundations
Inner-Life
Growth
Ministry
Maturing
Life
Maturing
Convergence After
glow
Age 0-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60+
Table 1 : The Six Phases of a Leader's Development
Although each joumey is unique, most people go through these general stages.
He concluded that the selection and development of leaders is "a hfe-tune process in
which God providentially works in developing a leader to operate at maximum
potential� 'according to the measure of faith'" (Clinton, Models 25).
The formula for God's development of leaders is experiences (events and people
used to impress leadership lessons upon a leader), plus time, and leader response (see
Figure 3). Processing is central to the theory. All leaders can point to critical incidents in
their lives where God taught them something important (Clinton, Making 25).
Experiences + Time + Leader response = Development Process
Figure 3: Clinton's Developmental Process
Using the six phases (Table 1) as a guide in reflection, one realizes that God has
providentially worked in a person's life to develop them as a leader. The unique gifting.
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the childhood experiences, the training received, the ministry experiences, the current
circumstances, the testing that comes, and the response to all of this mfluence the
development of a leader. The narrow set of leadership training courses alone does not
make the difference but the sum total of life's experiences that brings a person to a
certain point. Upon reflection, God was the master designer from begmning to end
(Clmton, Models 205).
Clinton maintains that we do not create leaders, but we must be actively involved
in cultivating them. We are only one part of God's master plan to develop persons into
all he created them to be. The best we can do is discem God's working in a person's hfe
and nurture what God is initiating. Developing spiritual leaders is essentially coaching a
person to see God working and to respond in obedience to his call. This approach to
leader-cultivation recognizes the balance between God's part and our part.
The Markings of an Emerging Leader
Those whom God has chosen to develop into spiritual leaders evidence
recognizable pattems ofbehavior (Clinton, Making 207-1 1). These pattems divide into
two main categories: personal characteristics and their relationships with other leaders.
First are personal orientation characteristics. Emerging spiritual leaders evidence
an appetite for the Word ofGod. Their willingness to apply what they leam to then own
lives evidences their hunger for righteousness. God honors then obedience and they
begin to find their prayers answered�they pray for specific things, and specific answers
come. Their faith begins to increase. Through personal experience they leam how the
Spirit ofGod guides them. This in tum gives them the confidence to initiate action
instead ofpassively waiting.
Second are the emerging leader's relationships with leaders. The emerging leader
is attracted to an existing leader with similar gifts. They gravitate to leaders who are
actually living out leadership principles, modeling it. Emerging leaders respond
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positively to expectations given them, rising to the challenge. Moreover, God brings
across the path of the emerging leader the persons and experiences that spark their
development even further.
Those who desire to be leader-cultivators need to be aware of these characteristics
and intentionally nurture people that exhibit them. Mentoring is an excellent method.
Mentoring
Clinton's study ofbiblical leaders led to a "startling conclusion�few leaders
finish well" (Stanley and Clinton 11). Further research on contemporary leaders who
finished well revealed that most hsted three to ten significant people who helped shape
their lives.
The primary method ofpassing on knowledge has for many centuries been
mentoring. Only in ourmodem age with the rise of technology are we able to use other
means such as books, computers, tapes, and videos. Although it has sped up the
dissemination of information, "today the relational connection between the knowledge-
and-experience giver and the receiver has weakened or is nonexistent" (Stanley and
Clinton 18).
The lack of relationships and the consequentially lack of accountability is
painfully evident m Christian leaders of late. Those who have fallen morally have been
solo operators: no one was there to check their mner hfe. The only solution is to
surround ourselves with accountable relationships.
However, we lack master mentors for everyone. Rather than relying on one
master mentor, Stanley and Clinton's practical conclusion is that leaders need a
"constellation ofmentors" (157-68). The constellation begins with a vertical mentor�
someone ahead of you in life and usually older; then two peer mentors�one in your
ministry environment and one outside to give you perspective; and, finally, a junior
mentee�someone usually younger than you that you are helping.
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hi our studies of leaders, we can clearly conclude with few exceptions that
those who experienced anointed ministry and finished well had a
significant network ofmeaningful relationships that inspired, challenged,
listened, pursued, developed, and held one another accountable. Those
that failed to reach fiill maturity and finish well did not have it, or cut all
or part of it off at some point. (159)
Mentoring is only one part of a training program, albeit a very important one.
When analyzing or implementing a training program, we must balance the various
components to ensure an optimum experience. Clinton recommends the following
model.
A Model for Balanced Training
Clinton took the dissertation findings ofFred Holland, one ofhis students, and
adapted them to reflect four components thatmust be in any spiritually effective training
program. Holland identified knowing-being-domg as the essential trilogy in training.
The element often missing mmodem training is the "being" component, that of spiritual
formation. This demonstrates our culture's bias to performance, contrasting with God's
interest in us as persons.
Clmton's adaptation identifies the need for a balance of input, in-ministry
experience, dynamic reflection, and spiritual formation. This model helps us recognize
the need for an integrated approach to traming that balances these four elements. Figure
4 illustrates the process.
In Holland's adapted model (Chnton, Models 41-48), "inpuf refers to any
cognitive mput or experience that informs the leader about life and ministiy. The aim is
to acquire knowledge ofnunistry and to develop values that will become norms for life
and to function in ministry.
"In-ministry experience" refers to the experience of actiially doing ministiy and
the things that happen in the course of carrying it out. These are activities and programs
deliberately designed into ti-aining siUiations in order to stimulate learning by doing.
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CO
Bedrock of
Spiritual Formation
Figure 4: Holland's Two-Track Adapted Model
"Dynamic Reflection" is a two-fold thinking process where the person relates
input to ministry (application ofknowledge), and the experience ofministry back to input
(refinement ofknowledge). This interactive thinking seeks to discover relationships
between ideas seen in input and the real experiences in life. "Without dynamic
reflection," observes Clinton, "it is doubtfiil that persons will see the relevance of ideas
being studied to their own experience" {Models 48). However, many people do not have
the skill to make this crucial connecting and need help. As Robert Paul pointed out in his
dissertation, "From the viewpoint of training design, dynamic reflection usually takes
place in structured meetings specifically for that purpose, led by a professor or trainer
who is experienced at drawing out connections between theory and practice" (133). Paul
concluded that "the absence of significant opportunities for dynamic reflection is the
greatest weakness in the church in terms ofChristian growth and leadership development.
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because it leaves people stranded, so to speak, strugghng mightily but often unable to
fully integrate their faith with the diverse elements of their lives" (134).
"Spiritual formation" is the foundation for input, experience, and reflection where
the trainee sees God forming him or her. It is
the development of the inner-hfe of the spiritual leader so that the person
experiences more ofGod, reflects more God-like characteristics in
personality and in everyday relationships, and increasingly know the
power and presence ofGod in ministry. ... It is the deliberate insertion
in training programs of elements that will stimulate the process of seeing
trainees being conformed to the image ofChrist." (Clinton, Models 42)
Thrall, McNicol, and McElrath concur that the inner spiritual strength ofgodly
character is crucial for the leader (1-2, 25-60). The pandemic need is for spiritual leaders
who are more than professionals (Foss 1-4). We need leaders who manifest Christ within
themselves and those they influence. Spiritual disciplines such as prayer. Scripture
reading, meditation, fasting, silence/solitude, accountability, sacraments, and retreats are
some of the tools for spiritual formation. Clinton claims when training programs have a
balance of these four elements (see Fig. 2 above), the likelihood of transformation is
increased {Models 37-50).
Six Optimum Components of Leader-Cultivation
Studies by Marshal McLuhan show that the method of communication may be as
influential as the content of the message. In fact, the medium itself is theprimary agent
ofchange (3-21). The medium ormethod chosen to convey a message determines not
only the character of its reception but even shapes the quality of the message itself. This
is why the focus of this study is on the methodology of leader-cultivation. Good
information abounds, but much of its effectiveness is lost because of a lack of
understanding pedagogical methodology.
I chose three representatives from different periods ofhistory that have
demonstrated effective leader-cultivation�Jesus, John Wesley, and Robert Clinton.
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From these examples, six optimum components of leader-cultivation methodology arise
(See Figure 5). They are faithful to the original model ofChrist and build on it. Just as
the basic natiure ofhumankind has not changed since creation, so certain components of
leader-cultivation methodology remain constant through time and culture.
1. Leadership Selection
Leaders must be selected. By definition there are fewer leaders than followers.
The selection ofproper persons to lead is crucial. We cannot create leaders; we can only
cultivate those who have the mitial gifting. The selectmg of leaders is a combination of
three actions: God initiating, the person responding, and others affirming.
Only God can form a leader. He is the ultimate one that raises up leaders,
sovereignly giving them foundations of spiritual gifts, temperament, and early childhood
circumstances. He initiates a life-long process ofdeveloping the leader. God does not
force change upon leaders but invites them into a relationship with him which transforms
them into the likeness ofhis Son. This offering of a relationship requires a response.
Emerging leaders must respond to the promptings ofGod's Spirit with obedience.
God uses circumstances, experiences, and other people to influence a leader's inner
response. God acts and looks for a corresponding action of faith on the leader's part. As
leaders respond, God develops leadership characteristics in them, and they begin to
exhibit leader qualities.
Emerging evidence of leadership must be recognized and affirmed by others.
Marks of leadership include an evident inherent giftedness, a readiness to leam
and grow, a willingness to be accountable, a passion and energy to make a difference, and
successful experience.
When people exhibit the characteristics of an emerging leader, existing leaders
must select them for personal investment. Leaders can recognize leaders and need to
cultivate the gifts and skills God has planted in them.
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Over Time
Figure 5: Six Optimum Components ofLeader-Cultivation
2. Nurturing Relationships
Nurturing relationships is the atmosphere in which leadership gifts grow, the first
thing emerging leaders need. Being made in the image of God means we are essentially
relational beings. We need nurturing relationships as much as physical food.
Relationships help us know who we are and enable us to become what God intends we
should be. As image-bearers, we are not whole until we have wholesome relationships
exhibited in a close community, while retaining healthy individuality.
Transformational leadership development requires warm, nurturing, and honest
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relationships. Leaders need these relationships for support, accountability, and feed
back. Warm personal fiiendships, a constellation ofmentors, small group experiences,
and team leadership are four types of relationships leaders must intentionally nurture.
3. Situational Development
No single leadership development plan fits everyone. We cannot mass-produce
cloned leaders. Each is a unique creation ofGod and has been involved in a divine
process of development overseen by God himself Our leader-cultivation must respect
this and work with God.
The situation should shape the trauung program. A number of considerations
such as life-stage, experience, role, and readiness affect the choices. For learning to be
optimal, leaders need to be grouped by these factors, and leam together.
All leaders must know and experience certain things. However, beyond this
initial understanding is the customization of the training to the individual leamer. People
have unique strengths and weaknesses. The skilled leader-cultivator knows this and
personalizes the training experience to the individual.
Skilled leader-cultivators know what behavior to look for at each level of
leadership. They promote the individual only when their actions indicate readiness.
Advancing a leader beyond their level of obedience (readiness) is counterproductive. A
positive change in affections, changed behavior, and a wilhngness to participate at the
next level are evidences of readiness.
50. An example of incremental behavioral expectations:
You understand leadership when you can describe it in your own words.
You have leamed leadership when you are doing it.
You are a leader when people follow you.
You have taught leadership when others can describe it in their own words.
You have transformed someone when their actions are changed.
You have fully discipled leaders when they are transforming others.
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Changed behavior should be measured from a nmnber of viewpoints: the mentor,
the small group, and the ministry team. These are the people in direct relationship whose
corporate assessment gives the most accurate measurement of changed behavior.
4. Experiential Learning
For learning to fransform, it must involve more than cognitive exercise. The best
learning occurs when we discover for ourselves and come to "Aha!" moments. Deep
pattems of learning occur through observing life and forming corresponding inner
principles.
All learning is in a sense personal and individual; however, we cannot become all
God wants us to be without interaction with others. Learning is not a solo joumey. Deep
learning comes by experiencing it with others, discussing with them, receiving feedback,
and listening to then point ofview.
The challenge for leader-cultivators is to facihtate learning by leading students
into a discovery experience whereby they grapple with the practical issues of life. The
teacher must resource them so they work through to a valid personal conclusion. The
advantage of doing this under the tutelage of a wise narrative teacher is that students can
leam faster and be safeguarded against disasfrous conclusions.
The teaching style must be narrative and practical for it to be fransformational.
Teaching narratively means speaking from your own deep leaming, demonstrating the
principles you have gleaned through experience. It means communicating with passion,
engagmg more than just the mind. Reciprocal emotional engagement by the student
exposes the soul making it more penetrable to tmth at that moment. Complacency is
deadening to deep leaming. Leadership training must be more than disseminating
information; it must involve the entire being�^body, soul, and spirit, evoking a correct
kingdom response.
Although narrative teaching means speaking tmth out of your life experience.
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teachers must resist the temptation to bypass their students' narrative process of leaming
by predigesting conclusions for them. If students do not work through the issues
themselves, the conclusions will not go deep and not transform, which is the express
goal.
The theories students develop need testing by implementation in real life.
Experiential leaming is not just theory, but theory put into practice. Leaming dies
without practice and reflection.
Transformation occurs when deep thinking connects theory and practice. This
reflection is in two ways: first, reflecting the application of theory to practice and,
second, evaluating theory in light of experience. Several methods enhance this dynamic
reflection: 1) the discipline of individual retreat, where a leader chooses isolation for
personal reflection and interaction with God; 2) interaction with mentors or spiritual
directors (one on one); and, 3) group interaction (one on a small group, typically a dozen
or less). Since dynamic reflection is often a new discipline for leaders today, a skilled
guide is usually necessary.
5. Spiritual Formation
The entire process must be tied to the ultimate goal ofexperiencing God. This
interaction ofdivine initiative and human response is the locus of inner transformation
and leadership emergence.
Wise guidance of spiritual leaders will deal with more than ministry theory and
practice but also with the inner life of the developing leader. Forming spiritual leaders
requires intentional formation of the soul. Without this formation ofChrist-like character,
the difficulties or successes of leadership can build to the point that leaders explode with
inner pressure.
Spiritual formation occurs when we see God acting in the world and experience
him in our personal lives. One must go beyond holding beliefs about God to personally
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experiencing him. Key to genuine spirituality is understanding where we fit with God's
order, how our personal story cormects with God's story.
When we discover and believe the story of Jesus as portrayed in the Gospels, our
hves begin to take on an order and purpose. We discover that God is on a mission, that
history has meaning and purpose and so do we as individuals. We find our purpose and
place in the master-story of the Bible. This requires confession that we are not in line
with God's perspective, repentance (a willingness to tum from our broken ways), and
active obedience to walk in this new light. Life starts anew! Irmer healing and a joumey
toward wholeness begm in the hfe of the leader. The bibhcal narrative mforms the mind
and heart of leaders, giving us a theology of the kingdom and a concept of spiritual
leadership.^' From this new perspective (or biblical worldview), we are able to be
authentic spiritual leaders whose ultimate purpose is to help others also find the Tmth.
Spiritual formation is enhanced through private spiritual disciplines such as
prayer, meditation, study, and fasting. However, tme spirituality is complete only when
lived in community. Spirituality is not a solo joumey any more than leaming is
individualistic. Tme spirituality links with God's design for humankind: tme community
with God and people.
6. Over Time
All this takes time, and ifwe are going to cultivate leaders, we must recognize
that it will take significant investment in ongoing relationships. Attending a seminar or
reading a book does mot make a leader, no more than one or two long talks with Dad
raises children. Jesus took two years, and even then the disciples were not complete.
Wesley watched leaders over time, and Clinton affirms that leadership development is a
51. See Kelsey 190-97 for more details on this.
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hfetime process. So ifwe are serious about cultivating leaders, we must commit to
investing significant time in the process.
Conclusion
The look back through history shows us that in spite of changing times, certain
characteristics of effective leader training transcend the ages. Jesus modeled them,
Wesley found them effective, and they are still current today. The skilled leader-
cultivator understands these six characteristics and knows how to skillfully apply them to
developing leaders. Like a wise farmer, we will know when certain elements need
stressing and when to hold back on others, looking for a bountiful crop. And like a
successful farmer, we will rejoice when we bring in a harvest of leaders.
What about leader training programs today? Are we effectively using these
tuneless components of leader-cultivation? The "look around" is the focus of the rest of
this study. These six characteristics form the lens through which we examine leadership
training ofevangelical leaders today. Chapter 3 outlines the design of the study.
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CHAPTER 3
Design of the Study
Looking back in history (See Chapter 2) unearthed the optimum methodological
components of leader-cultivation programs. Six themes emerged that are consistent over
time. They are summarized at the end ofChapter 2.
This Chapter describes the field portion of the study, the "look around" at training
today. The field work provided the data to answer the two Research Questions, "What
are the best examples of current leadership training for evangelical ministers in North
America?" and "How do these samples of leader-training programs compare with the
identified components?"
The field research fell naturally into two phases. Phase 1 explored in macro terms
the best current training programs, providing the data to answer the first Research
Question. Phase 2 focused in micro terms on selected programs, providing the data to
answer the second Research Question.
Exploratory Qualitative Research
Two adjectives describe the research methodology: "exploratory," in that it
sought to discover, and "qualitative," in that it sought to accurately describe from the
perspective of the participants.
In designing this project, I was guided by Asbury 's Leslie Andrews, Professor of
Pastoral Leadership and Research, and Canadian researchers Don Flaming and
Reginald Bibby.^^ Other authors' influence on the design of the methodology are also
cited in this section.
52. Researcher in the Nursing Department ofMedicine Hat College, Alberta.
53. Well known sociologist who has conducted numerous religious surveys and studies in
Canada. He is recognized as Canada's foremost analyst on religious issues. He serves as Dean of the
Sociology Department at the University of Lethbridge, Alberta.
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Phase 1: Identifying Current Training Programs
A panel of experts assisted me in identifying the best current leader training
programs. They provided objectivity and breadth to this exploratory part of the research.
The panel consisted of individuals who had a wide knowledge of the church and who had
demonstrated an interest in developing leaders for the church. These were individuals I
knew and respected through three avenues: my knowledge ofCanadian church leaders
(from twenty years experience as a pastor in Canada), through serving on the Board of
The International Cenfre for Leadership Development and Evangelism (Winfield, BC,
Canada), and through the exposure gained in the Beeson Pastor Program.
The panel (in alphabetical order) consisted of seven persons:
� Warren Bnd, chiuch researcher and collaborative author. New York;
� Carol Childress, information broker at Leadership Network, Dallas, Texas;
� Dale Galloway, Dean ofBeeson Pastor Program, Asbury Theological
Seminary, Wihnore, Kentucky;
� Carl George, chiurch consultant and author, California;
� Lyle Schaller, church consultant and author;
� Tom Tumblm, former executive pastor ofGmghamsburg United Methodist
Church, Ohio, and recently Associate to the Dean ofDoctor ofMinistry
Studies at Asbury Theological Seminary; and
� Gary Walsh, President, Evangehcal Fellowship ofCanada, Toronto, Canada.
Each panel member received an e-mail describing the research project and their
role in it. They were also asked about their willingness to serve on the panel. All agreed.
Six of the seven were interviewed (one in person, five by telephone), and I had e-mail
correspondence with the seventh (see Appendix F for an outline of the interview).
I was interested in those programs that train full-time staffpersons who would be
tasked with leading significant ministries or entire churches, involving levels of
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responsibihty where competent leadership skill is required. 1 was not interested in a
compilation ofall training programs, but only those they considered the best. I did not
attempt to define what "best" was, wanting instead to let that emerge jfrom their expertise
and to explore what "best" looked like jfrom their collective point ofview. I added the
panel's recommendations to models seen during my year's experience in the Beeson
Pastor Program at Asbury Theological Seminary.
Three avenues gave an initial familiarization with the examples: the panel
members' comments about the examples, my OAvn prior knowledge of the examples, and
reading about them via the Intemet.^^
The recommendations were then sorted (Leininger 241) into an initial taxonomy
based on Clinton's three major categories of training programs: informal, non-formal and
formal {Models 133-219; See Table 1). Appendix E reports the result of this initial
categorization. They were then further coded (Wiersma 202-6) using an ethnoscientific
chart format (Leininger 237-49). These served as the visual charts (See Tables 2-4) that
guide the reader through Chapter 4 where the synthesis of the panel's suggestions is
reported.
Phase 2: Qualitatively Describing Selected Representative Programs
Although qualitative work is by nature holistic (Allen 177-89), the in-depth nature
ofqualitative studies and the analysis required of data necessitated choosing
representatives from the plethora of leader-fraining examples (Carr 717). The project
was consequently representative and not exhaustive or comprehensive.
Sample Boundaries
A representative example from each of the three main categories (informal, non-
54. The Internet has become a major source of information about Christian ministries. Ahnost all
the recommended examples had an intemet presence that augmented my knowledge of them.
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formal, and formal) was sought, examples that were most comprehensive and thorough in
their training of leaders. However, given the magnitude of recommendations in the non-
formal category and its natural division into "teaching churches" and "parachurch," I
selected two examples from the non-formal group: a teaching church and a parachurch
program.
The qualitative description then for Phase 2 consisted of a series of four case
studies:^^ an example of an informal fraining experience, two non-formal programs, and a
formal program. These are reported in Chapter 4.
Instrumentation
The field research was conducted in July and August 2000. Quahtative
descriptions of the examples were compiled from three sources: reading then published
materials, a semi-structured interview with a leader in the program, and semi-structured
interviews with three recent participants in the program. See Appendix F for a copy of
the interview form.
Reading their printed materials infroduced the program. A semi-structured
interview with a leader in the program augmented these advertised perceptions. Because
of the variety ofprograms studied and long distances, most of the interviews were
conducted by telephone. The structure of the interview was such that that the open-ended
questions allowed for expression of thefr understanding of the optimum components of
leader-cultivation to emerge without my prompting for them (Leiningen 243-5). These
conversations yielded further detailed understanding ofwhat they were offering and how
they intended it to make a difference in the participants' lives.
However, what the leader intends and what actually occurs may not be identical,
55. Howard Rose's "Case Studies" helped me in the methodology here.
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so three participants of each program were interviewed using the same semi-structured
interview. The selection of these participants was accomplished by asking the leader to
recommend five persons who had either recently completed, or were about to complete
the program. Recent memory of the program was important so that details would not be
lost or colored by time. I contacted persons on the list until I had three willing
interviewees. The compilation of these three sources (published materials, leader
interview and participant interviews) gave the basis for the quahtative description of the
program.^^
Informed Consent
Respecting interviewees' rights, interests, and sensitivities is essential to ethical
research (Spradley 34-9). I began by introducing myselfand the purpose ofmy research.
The confidentiality of the interview was explained: it would be compiled with others to
form a composite picture, and their name would not be mentioned in the paper unless
they gave permission. If they agreed to the interview, permission to audio tape the
conversation was sought again assuring them the tapes and notes were strictly
confidential. The interview proceeded only with their oral consent (Carr 719). All
interviewees agreed to participate and to have the interview recorded. All individuals
named or quoted in the research gave their permission.
Interview Format
Although qualitative research is intended to discover what occurs in a natural
settmg without prior imposition of hypotheses (Hill Bailey 19; Leininger 237), I did come
with a goal to discover the method and effectiveness of their leadership development
56. This is using the methodology of "triangulation" (looking at data from more than one source)
to ensure rigor in qualitative research, as described by Sandelowki (35) and Merriam (120).
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techniques. Consequently, a semi-structiu-ed interview format^^ was used to guide the
conversations without prompting for particular answers.
A semi-structured interview format encourages dialogue on Research Questions
(Spradley 78-83; Rose 190-202). This means it was not strictly structured, but instead
narrative and interactive. A set of questions guided the interview for the issues I wished
to explore. Given the interactive nature of interviewing, I did not follow the exact
wording or the same order of questions every time, but allowed the conversation to
unfold as naturally as possible.
The interview guide served as a grid to track the interview, making sure the
research interests were covered. The interview began with "grand tour" type questions
(Leininger 243-4; Spradley 86-7), allowing the person to give me their perspective with
no prompting onmy part. For example, "If you were asked to describe your program to
someone who knew nothing about it, what would you say?"
I followed up with questions (for the leader) such as, "Think of several people
who have participated in your program and describe how they benefited" or (for a
participant), "Have you changed by going through this program?" and "What do you
think brought about the changes in you?" In the course of the interview, I hstened for
them to answer the interview schedule questions on their own initiative without
prompting. However, if the conversation did not cover a certam question, I probed for
information with open-ended questions. Appendix F displays the mterview schedule.
57. Research using interviews has two extremes: the tightly controlled and stractured survey
(quantitative studies), or the completely unstmctured interview (ethnography). A middle ground is semi-
stmctured, where open-ended questions (getting beyond the yes/no responses) guide the conversation to
discovering and understanding of certain research interest (Carol Jones 204).
5 8 . Carol Jones points out that interviews with a high level of trast and interaction generate better
data than simple objective surveys (207-8).
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Pre-testing the Semi-structured Interview
hiterviewing a leader ofYouthWith A Mission gave an opportunity to pre-test
the interview questions and method of data collection. That confirmed the necessity of
recording the interview for reference later; far too much data comes through in a
conversation to be written at the time of the interview. It also confirmed that although
these interviews tend to be ethnographic in nature, they need a set of guiding questions to
elicit the information for which I was looking.
Data Collection
Detailed notes were taken on a laptop computer during the conversations and then
edited immediately afl;er the telephone calls (Allan 181). Listening to the tape ensured
that each point of information was accurately recorded in the notes. This linear record of
the conversation was then edited into an outhne of subjects covered.
Composite Qualitative Descriptions
Using the data from the printed resources and the semi-structured interviews, a
composite picture was written, quahtatively describing the training program. Smce
quahtative description reflects actual life experience, a narrative style was used in the
reporting (Chapter 4).
Evaluation of the Training Programs
With the field work completed, the next step was to evaluate these selected
examples, answering the second Research Question, "How do these samples of leader-
fraining programs compare and contrast with the identified optimum components?"
Chapter 4 reports the results.
Each in tum was evaluated. Using the past continuities of leader-cultivation
(Chapter 2) as a guide, the current models were evaluated, using Clinton's M.A.D.
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analysis {Models 124) to see to what extent those continuities were being used.
Creative and modem applications of those continuities were sought, examples that reflect
a cultural fit for today.
The sample programs were then evaluated as a group. The display of the
optimum components of leadership methodology in the selected samples were noted.
Common and distinctive features were noted.
Ensuring Rigor
Since in quahtative research the researcher is the instrument of data collection
(Spradley 76; Merriam 52) and the methodology is ethnographic in nature (Carr 718),
concems are raised about the subjective nature of qualitative research.
^� The questions
of intemal validity and reliability were addressed as follows.
"Intemal validity deals with the question ofhow one's findings match reality"
(Merriam 166). Have we accurately described what in fact is there? Two methods used
in this study to ensure intemal validity are triangulation (viewing data from more than
one source�in this case, using printed data and multiple interviews) and member checks
(taking the data and interpretations back to the respondents for vahdation). The
qualitative composite description of the programs was e-mailed back to the leader for
59. A taxonomy ofModel�^Actual�Discrepency. "Model" represents the ideal, "Actual"
describes what is, and "Discrepency" describes the differences.
60. This is especially tme for those more comfortable with quantitative methods. See
Sandelowski for a discussion on "The Problem ofRigor in Qualitative Research," where she describes four
factors that compUcate the debate about the scientific merits of quahtative research. She shows how
quantitative and qualitative research are very different types of research, and "applying the criteria of one
research tradition to another is nothing more than self-justification, since these criteria mevitably favor the
research tradition that generated them" (28).
61. "A qualitative study is credible when it presents such faithful descriptions or interpretations of
a human experience that the people having that experience would unmediately recognize it from those
descriptions or interpretations as their own A study is also credible when other people (other
researchers or readers) can recognize the experience when confronted with it after having only read about it
in a study" (Sandelowski 30).
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verification that in fact it was an accurate description. Corrections were made to comply
with the leader's comments.
"Reliability refers to the extent to which one's findings can be replicated"
(Merriam 170). Because of the experiential nature ofqualitative research, exact
duplication is impossible. Two methods used in this study to ensure reliabihty are
triangulation and leaving an audit trail (Koch 976-86).^^ I kept a research joumal
(Spradley 76) ofmy own thoughts concerning this project. This enabled impressions to
be recorded, new ideas to be written down, personal bias that might have surfaced to be
reflected, and anticipated results proposed. This present Chapter serves as the
docmnentation of the decision trail, explaining the process used and why.
Research Reflection Team
Another method of ensuring rigor is inviting outside review. This dissertation
was completed while I was senior pastor ofHillcrest Evangelical Missionary Church in
Medicine Hat, Alberta, Canada. Members of the local church were invited to serve as a
Research Reflection Team (RRT hereafter).
These members saw the value of this research and that it had direct application to
leadership development in the church. They recommended resources for developing the
methodology. They suggested improvements to my writing style. They functioned as a
sounding board to verify reflections on the findings and checked the logic of the
interpretation of results. They proved to be an invaluable part of the process.
62. "In order for an audit to take place, the investigator must describe in detail how data were
collected, how categories were derived, and how decisions were made throughout the inquiry" (Merriam
172-3). In essence, the reporting of the methodology should be thorough and detailed enough that other
researches, even if they "may not share the author's intepretation, should be able to follow the way in
which the author came to it" (Koch 977).
63. It was the RRT that recommended I approach Canadian researchers Bibby and Flaming for
advice onmethodology which proved to be very helpful.
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They met a dozen times during the project in an atmosphere ofmutual trust,
opermess, honesty, and candor. Minutes were sent to Asbury Theological Seminary
verifying their active role.
The five members of the group were:
� Laurie Schofield, veterinarian research scientist at the Canadian Defense
Research Estabhshment, Suffield (DRES), Alberta;
� Cheryl Birch, Physical Therapist and Area Education Coordinator for the
Palliser Health Authority;
� Harold Machmer, Addiction Counselor with the Alberta Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Commission (AADAC);
� Bruce vanMulligan, Regional Manager ofEnvironmental Health Services,
Palliser Health Authority, and church boardmember; and
� Ernie Wouters, petroleum engineer and oilfield consultant.
Overview ofRemaining Chapters
Chapter 4 reports the findings to the Research Questions, "What are the best
examples of current leadership training forministers in North America?" and "How do
these samples of leader-training programs compare and contrast with the identified
optimum components?" Chapter 5 offers concluding observations.
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CHAPTER 4
Findings
This Chapter reports the findings of the field research portion of the study. The
literature relevant to the subject guided the field research. The literature search (reported
in Chapter 2) identified the optimum methodological components of leader-cultivation
programs. We looked at the methodology employed by Jesus and John Wesley,
augmented with insights from Robert Cluiton's work today, and synthesized the
observations into six optimal components ofmethodology. Spanning centuries and
cultures, these six components are universal and timeless: leaders are selected and given
special attention; fransformation occurs when they are in nurturing relationships; the
fraining is customized for situational development; the leaming is experiential;
everything is connected to spiritualformation; and this process occurs over time� it is
not a quick program.
The first Research Question of this study is, "What are the best examples of
current leadership fraining for evangelical ministers in North America?" This Chapter
reports the findings of a panel of experts that assisted me in identifying excellent
examples. The second Research Question (reported in the second halfof this Chapter)
then analyses the results of the first question by asking, "How do these samples of leader-
training programs compare with the identified optimum components?"
Research Question #1
Let us tum our attention to answering the first Research Question, looking for
excellent examples of training programs for evangelical ministers today. The panel
members identified in Chapter 3 assisted me in this important search.
Panel Recommendations
The seven panel members' suggestions formed the data for a composite picture of
fraining programs for ministers in North America. The data were sorted into Clinton's
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threefold abstract training models {Models 131-50). The three models recognize that
training happens in various ways, and a taxonomy ofmethodology helps clarify the
emerging picture of traming programs.
The three idealized models are informal, non-formal, and formal training.
Informal traimng refers to "traming which takes place m the context ofnormal hfe
activities" (Clinton, Models 149). Intentional traimng in this model would mclude
apprenticeships and mentoring. The second type of traming is non-formal, referring to
"semi-organized traming which usually takes place outside the jurisdiction of formal
training models" {Models 146), offering "non-programmatic functional training which
has as its end product skills and knowledge which can be immediately apphed to practical
ministry aims" {Models 140). These tend to be specialized training packages given by a
person or organization with expertise m the given area. Thirdly, formal training "takes
place in institutions set up to offer programmatic instruction leading to degrees or other
recognized closure incentives" {Models 136).
Informal Non-Formal Formal
Training which takes place
in the context ofnormal
activities of hfe
Semi-organized, outside
jurisdiction of accrediting
institutions
Institutionally accredited
Examples: personal
mentoring, apprenticeship
Examples: seminars, skill
training
Example: seminary degree
programs
Table 2: Clinton's Three Abstract Training Models
Although the reality representation of any given example will have discrepancies
from the absfract model and bridge across these artificial categories, identifying the thrust
of each of the examples is helpful (Clinton, Models 133). The panel's recommendations
of excellent training programs are summarized in Tables 3-5 below.
Informal Training
The panel, understandably, did not identify much in this category because most
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people do not view informal training as a program. However, they did identify training
that fits this category. Table 3 represents the smnmary findings, laid out on a continuum
of "local leader focused" to "other leader focused."
Informal Training
Local Leader focused ^ ^ Other leader focused
Mentoring Apprenticeship Consultant
Table 3: Panel's Summary of Informal Training
Mentoring and Apprenticeship
The panel noted that larger churches often recruit lay persons from a business
background into staffpositions at the church. In many of these uistances, the leader
mentors these new staffpersons. Theymay apprentice ten years as a staffmember in a
church, getting non-accredited training via elecfronic means. Then they take on major
leadership often at another church.
Another variant on this theme is the emergence of fractal teams, or "apostolic
bands." These small teams move into ministry together and then sub-divide as they
grow. Billy Joe Doherty uses this method, as does Peter Wagner. New Hope Church in
Hawaii and In touch Mmistries (Ralph Neighbor) focus on small group ministry. Reggie
McNeal identifies leaming together in a small group as effective for adult leaming.
Church Consultants
The panel recognized that when churches invite consuftants to come and facilitate
their leadership teams, they act as trainers of leaders. The leaming experience of
participants in those events is an example of informal fraining since it happens in the
natural setting ofministry. Church consultants are increasing because many local
churches recognize the need for change and desire to have someone come on-site to
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facihtate that with as many leaders as possible. This coincides with the fact that many
mid- life baby boomer pastors are looking for a change in ministry activity. The need and
the supply have come together.
Non-formal Training
By far the most common form of church leadership training identified by the
panel is non-formal. This category contained the bulk of the panel's recommendations.
Table 4 displays the panel's simunary ofnon-formal trauiing. The
recommendations fall into two sub-categories: teaching chinches, and parachurch
ministries. The table fiuther displays the data on a continuum of training located at the
teaching church to training located at parachurch facihties.
Teaching Churches
The most commonly cited example of leader traimng was teaching churches.
Although few teaching churches exited twenty-five years ago, they have emerged by the
score in the last couple of decades.
Teaching churches typically began their leadership training intemally to equip
their own staff Churches over five hundred tend to hke much of their staff from
within.^^ They train them ad hoc, using a combination of 1) intemal orientation and
mentoring, 2) books and tapes, and 3) non-formal semmar fraining, ofl;en from other
teaching churches.
In time, other churches begin to ask them for advice, and so the pubhc
conferences and seminars are bom. The initial conferences are held on-site at the
teaching church, usually consisting of church staff and lay persons telling the story of
64. See the panel's list in Appendix E.
65. Canadian examples: Centre St. Church (Calgary, AB), Northview (Abbortsford, BC),
Mississauga Gospel Tabernacle (ON), The Meeting Place (Winnipeg. MB), and Hillcrest Evangelical
Missionary Church (Medicine Hat, AB).
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how this particular teaching church carries out its ministry. Conference attendees come
to hear their story and watch them actually perform ministry on site. As the popularity of
the conference increases, teaching churches will sometimes commission senior staff
members to take their seminars to other growing churches to enable more people to hear
their story and leam their methods.
From the conference participants emerge a few who request personalmentoring
from the teaching church. The pastor begins personally mentoring the protege. If,
however, more requests come, then often the teaching church organizes a form of group
mentoring.
Associations. When churches grow to the point they can generate enough
finances, they tend to self-publish thenmaterials and form their own associations of
member churches. Examples are Willow Creek Association (1991), Saddleback Valley
Community Church (1998), Ginghamsburg United Methodist Church, and Community
Church of Joy. All emerged in the last fifteen years and represent a primary altemative
non-formal leadership fraining; thousands attend their conferences yearly.
Networks. Networks have risen to link teaching churches together and resource
them to sfrengthen thefr role. Teaching Churches Network with Leith Anderson, Bill
Easum's Net Resuhs and Leadership Network are examples.
An mteresting arrangement is three party partnerships: one or more teaching
churches partner with a publishing house for disseminating materials and also partner
with a seminary for granting credentials.
Long distance leaming. Long distance leaming is a technology shared by both the
teaching churches and parachurch organizations. It begins with people purchasing
curriculum and other printed materials from both teaching churches and parachurch
organizations.
The newest emerging technology of information dissemination is digital using
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new technology that eluninates the need for physical travel for either the student or the
teacher. If the trend in business training is any indicator, long distance leaming is a big
wave that is gathering force and momentum andwill become conunon in the next ten
years or so.
Long distance leaming began with the Intemet, a new major conduit of
information. Thousands ofChristian sites have appeared in the last few years offering a
dizzying array of resources and information online. Teaching chiuches and parachurch
organizations usually have an Intemet website to enable digital dissemination of the
teaching and materials. Some information is free, but usually a fee is involved for the full
resource.
Most of these websites are static in that a person logs on and reads information.
However, interactive connection is emerging. Bob Logan's Coachnet is an example of
connecting people in an interactive coaching relationship via the Intemet. Organizations
like Saddleback Valley Community Church and Campus Cmsade have invested large
amounts of capital into providing fraining online.
Satellite transmissions to local churches are just emerging as a potentially huge
conduit of training. The resources needed to enter this field are enormous, and at present
the panel indicated only four players big enough to be on the field: Campus Cmsade,
Willow Creek Association, Saddleback Valley Community Church, and John Maxwell's
Injoy Ministries. Initially these satellite fransmissions have operated as multiple
audiences in multiplemeeting places simultaneously viewing a live seminar presentation
with little or no audience participation. However, technology is emerging that will
enable seminars to be tmly interactive as well.
Parachurch Mmistry
Training that is organized outside of a church is para-church fraining, although
there may be some connection with churches.
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Denominational training. Some denominations offer training for their ministers.
Examples are the Leadership Institute with Union Baptist Association, Texas; the
Nehemiah project. South Carolina Baptist convention led by Reggie NcNeal; Comerstone
Project with the Episcopal church in Memphis, TN led by Bill Craddock; and, T-NET
with The Evangehcal Free Church led by Bill Hull.
Mentoring programs. One mentormg program was mentioned. Arrow Ministries
ofUS and Canada led by Carson Pue. This trauiing program uses mentoring as a major
component.
Apprenticeship is mentoring a group ofpeople on the job. Examples are some
church planting movements, like Victory churches. They use a "minimum training"
model (Clinton, Models 144) and then thrust them into ministry.
Seminars and conferences. The gathering of church workers and leaders for
event-oriented teaching still is common in church leader training. The number of
organizations offering seminars are decreasing in number as training shifts to teaching
churches and digital dissemination of information. Consequently, the fewer players are
larger in this field. The Intemational Centre for Leadership Development and
Evangelism (inWinfield, BC, Canada) is an example of a growing parachurch ministry
offering specialized training and resources to local churches.
Publishing houses. A number ofpublishing houses offer their printing services to
teaching churches and parachurch organizations. Some churches and parachurch
organizations are large enough to self-publish. Resources, such as books, tapes (audio
and video), and compact disks are ways these organizations seek to offer leadership
training. Millions of dollars a year are spent on these resources.
Mission "farm team" training. Another track through which new church leaders
rise is mission training. People are discipled through these ministries and then move to
positions in the church. Examples are graduates ofYouth With A Mission, Campus
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Crusade, Capenwray, and Intervarsity. These organizations serve as "farm teams" for
surfacing church leaders.
Formal Traming
Although Nelson's research in 1994 indicated a dearth of effective institutionally
accredited leadership training programs, the panel pointed to several that have emerged
since that research. The panel's recommendations are displayed on a continuum ofwhere
the instruction is based (either at the institution, or with the individual).
Formal Training
Individual located^ Institution located
Electronic OffCampus On Campus
Onhne Seminaries
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Table 5: Panel's Summary of Formal Training Examples
Stinging from criticism that they have failed to provide leadership development,
some seminaries have done more than just amend the catalogue and have actually made
the necessary innovative changes. Typically, it has meant that seminaries have had to
move toward the non-formal methods of leadership fraining. It has meant faculty
changes and the intentional use ofpractitioners who may not have as much academic
prowess but have done ministry well. The pedagogy preferred is narrative and
experiential rather than lecture alone. Three seminaries have made this shift: Golden
Gate Baptist Seminary (San Francisco, CA), the Beeson Pastor Program (Asbury
Theological Seminary, Wilmore, KY), and Bethel Seminary (St. Paul, MN).
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With the rising number ofoptions for training, institutions are reahzing they must
make their offerings easier to access. They are doing it in several ways. Seminaries, like
Trinity Evangelical (Deerfield, IL), Gordon Conwell Theological Seminar (South
Hampton, MA), and Fuller Theological Seminary (Pasadena, CA) offer extension classes
held in larger churches. Recognizing the growing role of teaching churches, seminaries
are collaborating with local church training (e.g. Tommy Bamett's Pastors Institute in
Phoenix AZ, a two-year internship program for credit; and Saddleback's one-year
internship in Lake Forest, CA), offering academic credit for participants. Another avenue
is offering decentralized modular training, like Asbury Theological Seminary's Beeson
Institute. Another effort is to go direct to the student via digital seminary, like Asbury
Online Institute.
Panel Summary Conclusions
In macro terms, the panel saw church leadership training moving jfrom the
traditional seminary to a parachurch setting and now to the large teaching church.
Clearly all three avenues continue to offer leadership training, and things are always in a
flux. The institutions ofbible school and seminary still are the main teachers ofbasic
Bible knowledge and theology. From the panel's vantage point, most leadership training
is happening in the non-formal settuig.
The non-formal arena allows training to be iimovative, flexible, practical, and
taught by practitioners. Unencumbered with academia, accreditation and faculty tenure
issues, it stays current and adapts to the constant changing demands of leadership. The
best-practice models are attractive to people who want to see leadership in action rather
than just hear theory.
Study ofRepresentative Models
In order to analyze models of leader-cultivation against the six optimum
components of leadership development, a much closer look is required than just a
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recommendation from a panel. Qualitative examination and description of the model
provides this. Because of the intense nature of accurate qualitative description and the
limits of time, representative models had to be selected from the taxonomy of the panel's
recommendations .
For an informalmodel of leader cultivation, I chose a mentoring example. Alf
Rees is a mentorpar excellence in my denomination, so I had access to known
interviewees resulting in a rich description ofmentoring.
For theformalmodel, I chose the Beeson Pastor Program at Asbury Seminary.
This was one of the three recommendations, and since I had experienced it, I knew it well
and had access to people. Again, it resulted in a clear example ofhow a program is using
the six components.
However, in the non-formal category the large number of recommendations made
it difficult to choose just one that would adequately represent them all, especially since
the recommendations fell into two major sub-categories. Consequently, I chose a model
for each of the sub-categories. Church-Based Theological Training at Ontario Bible
Church was the teaching church model selected because here was one that was doing an
excellent job of cultivating leaders and yet was not as well-known as the more marketed
examples (like Willow Creek or Saddleback which have had hundreds of studies done on
them). Perhaps this study can add to the knowledge base of teaching churches.
1 selected Arrow Leadership Ministries as the parachurch model of leader
development. Here is a parachurch model that focuses exclusively on developing leaders.
This Chapter offers a summary qualitative description of each program,
synthesized from printed and elecfronic materials, an interview with a leader of the
program, and interviews with at least three participants. Since qualitative description
presents an experiential view ofphenomena, the reporting style of these four models is
narrative.
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An Informal Training Model: Mentoring
AlfRees has never been District Superintendent. He served years ago in a
voluntary capacity as President of the denomination, but his profession was pastoring.
He is seventy-five years old today and hobbles a bit on sore knees. He officially retired
long ago, and yet when I walked through the meeting room in Toronto of the General
Assembly of the Evangelical Missionary Church of Canada, the influence ofAlfwas
palpable. People lined up to talk with him, both in the foyer and at his hotel room�a
contmual stream. While most retired men feel "put on the shelf," Alf is as busy as ever,
deeply fiilfilled and happy as a lark. He still gets a steady stream of invitations to preach,
even invited by the teens to be their keynote speaker at camp next year! How is it that
this elderly man carries so much influence and is so fiilfilled? For decades, Alfhas
intentionally mentored emerging leaders.
I interviewed Alf on a Saturday aftemoon at the Assembly, as well as three men
who were mentored by Alf and today serve in major leadership positions: Mark Bolender
serves as President of the denomination, Dave Barker is our Church Planting Director,
and Tom Dow is the President ofEmanuel Bible College in Ontario. Clearly, Alf s
mentoring has resulted in leadership development.
A mentoring relationship often begins withAlf scanning the faces of the younger
pastors at district meetings. I remember when he zeroed ui on me. His bright eyes
locked on me, ignoring the crowd around us. He made his way through the crowd, stuck
his hand out, and introduced himself. I felt an immediate energy from this man, warmth
that made me open to talk and an interest that made me feel wanted. I leamed later that
those informal conversations are cmcial to whether the mentoring relationship will
develop or not, because Alf is measuring you up, discerning whether you have leadership
potential in you. He will be fiiends with everybody but will only invest more effort in
those who are bom leaders. Alfnever calls it mentoring; it is just old-fashioned
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disciphng. He presently has thirteen who are in a conscious mentoring relationship with
him.
Because I lived eighteen hundred miles away, I had no fiirther opportunity to
nurture our relationship to the point of asking to be mentored. Over the years, scores of
men^^ have though, three ofwhom I talked with at that same Assembly.
A Shv Young Student Becomes the President ofEmanuel Bible College. Once
Alf has agreed to begin meeting with someone, Alf invites them to come visit him at his
home. While his wife brings out a drink and a snack, Alf asks about your hfe story, your
call to ministry, and your family. He has a way ofgivmg you his undivided attention so
you think you are the most important person in the world. "He puts you at ease right
away," said Tom Dow. "There is complete acceptance." His sense ofhumor, his
transparency, his warmth reaches out to you. He puts on no airs. You sense you can trust
him. "He draws you into his confidence, and you discover yourself seeking his advice."
Tom's relationship began with Alfback in 1959 when Tom was a senior at Bible
College. Alf invited him to come serve on the staff ofhis church. Tom moved in with the
Reeses where he saw Alf up close. A warm friendship soon developed.
Alfwas credible as a person and pastor, and Tom admired and respected him.
Tom had a poor self-image when he was starting out inministry, but Alf soon
complimented it out ofhim. "He continually builds people up," said Tom, "building
confidence and courage in those around him. Whenever you are around Alf, you leave
encouraged."
"The most impressive thing aboutAlf is that he gives you his undivided
attention. He will drop everything and talk with you." This direct care for people is the
66. Alf only mentors men. His wife mentored the women.
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secret ofAlf s magnetism with people, says Tom. He is genuinely interested in you; he
asks you all kinds of questions, and he does not forget the details of your life. He has a
good sense ofhumor and yet great wisdom. You can share confidently, because he holds
everything in strict confidentiality. You are safe with him.
However, that does not mean youwill not be confronted. Alf cares too much for
your success as a person and yourministry to ignore glaring faults. "When he needs to,
he will talk to you very directly about the problem and what you should do about it,"
Tom affirmed.
Alfhas unusual insight into people's problems, sometimes mysteriously so. Once
Tom asked Alf for advice on a difficult student apphcation at the Bible college. Alf
prayed about it, telephoned back, and mentioned four specific things about the apphcant,
four things Tom had not told him because even Tom did not know them. Upon further
checking, all four were accurate.
Alf often has amazing insights in his counseling times with people after church
services. His profound insights, godly advice, and prayers for individuals leave people
marked for life. Divine healing has come to a number ofpeople at those times. "Alf has
been a gift to Canada East," Tom affnmed, "more so than whatmany people realize."
Alf does not have fraditional academic fraining, but he is a student ofpeople. He
thrives on people. "If he stopped dealing with people, he would die," Tom said. He
continues to operate with amazing energy, working harder than anybody around him.
Even at seventy-five, Tom cannot keep up with him.
In spite of his popularity, Alf has faced criticism. His rather flamboyant
leadership style and radical ideas have brought plenty ofnegative reaction. He always
handles it with incredible grace, never reacting or lashing back, earning him even more
respect from those around him.
Over the years, the relationship has worn well between Tom and Alf Time and
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age is the decisive test of credibihty, and Alfhas passed with flying colors. All these
years later, the friendship is even warmer. Tom concluded his interview with a respectfril
surmnary comment, "That's Alf!"
A Bruised Pastor Promoted to Church Planting Director. Dave Barker walked
into Banfield Memorial Church in Toronto a bruised and battered pastor. He had had a
tough exit from his last pastoral experience, and he was anxious that the senior pastor
hear about it dnectly instead of through the distorted rumors going around. The senior
pastor listened openly and accepted him at face value. Dave felt relieved and welcomed.
That was the first time Dave met Alf. From the first, Dave felt his heart knit
togetherwith this pastor. For three years he was involved as a lay person in Banfield,
three years ofhealing. He served as a deacon, seeing how ministry happened at the
church. ThenAlfpaid him a great compliment: he invited Dave on staff So began ten
years ofmentoring.
It was not a specific agreement, stmcture, or imposition of authority, but the
mentoring rose out of a fiiendship, a kindred spirit working together in ministry. Alf
shared things as an equal colleague; although, he was obviously more advanced in life
and ministry. He shared his heart which allowed Dave to respond fransparently.
Much of the mentoring was by example: how he led services, how he conducted
weddings and fiinerals, his pastoring ofpeople. Dave watched and was shaped. Alf 's
acceptance and love ofpeople evoked a prayer in Dave's heart, "Lord, let me be a
Bamabas too!" He found himselfmellowing, being less judgmental and more accepting
of others, being more like Alf, actually, being more like Christ.
Beyond the observing ofAlf in ministry were the informal times of talking about
ministry. When they went to pastors' meetings together, on the drive back they would
debriefwhat they saw�^various pastors' actions, things that happened in the meeting,
observing and exegeting life and ministry. This dynamic conversation was leadership
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training on the fly. It deeply affected Dave.
Beyond the mentoring aspect was that of a lifelong relationship. All these years
later, Dave feels warmly toward Alf and has given care back, praying with Alf through
the various hard times that inevitably come in life.^^
Dave has since those years mentored people similarly. Several have gone into
full-time ministry. He is convinced the church needs to have all her leaders in a double
mentoring relationship: beingmentored by someone and mentoring someone else. Dave's
colleagues have attested to his ministry maturity by selecting him to be the
denomination's Church Planting Director. Mentoring produces leaders.
AMinisterial Neophvte Elected as President of the Denomination. In 1973, Mark
Bolender was a young man fresh out ofBible college. He knew nothing about church
leadership. He did not know how to assemble an agenda for a board meeting, how to
conduct planned evangehstic oufreach, or even how to dedicate a baby. However, that
year when he began to serve on staff at Banfield Church, he entered whatMark calls
"The AlfRees School ofPractical Theology."
School was a whole-life experience. Alf immerses you in his life, all of it, the
highs and the lows. He lives an integrated life, not segmented into personal and
professional. Mark saw him at home as a father raising a teenager; he saw a successful
marriage; he saw the struggle to balance home and ministry responsibilities; his wife
modeled godly womanhood for Mark's wife; he saw them work through personal
difficulties. "IfAlf has any secrets in his life," Mark commented, "I would be surprised."
He lives fransparently. In fact, Alf told him one day, "You know so much about my
personal life you could scuttle me!" Rather than endanger him, transparency elicited a
67. Times such as when Alfs daughter and wife passed away from cancer and when Alf himself
contracted cancer�and was miraculously healed.
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deep loyalty from Mark. "1 would lay down my life for Alf," Mark said with evident
passion and tears in his eyes.
Alf s office door was always open. Mark could come by anytime, and Alfwould
drop everything and give him undivided attention. Now, years later Mark wonders how
Alfgot his work done and realizes what a gracious gift his time was. WhenAlfbegan to
work with Barry Moore in evangelistic crusades around the world and was absent thirty-
five Sundays a year, Mark had to take more of the reins of church leadership. Alfmade
an agreement with the church that Mark could call him anytime, anywhere. When
problems came up, Mark knew he could call even ifAlfwas in the Philippines. He
would point to the principles involved, suggest the actions, but leave it to Mark.
He watched Alf lead board meetings, deal with staff, lead in pastors' devotions,
witness to the waifress at the restaurant, design an evangelistic bus ministry oufreach, and
do prayer walks. After most experiences, they would talk together and debriefwhat
happened. The "AlfRees School ofPractical Theology" was continually happening.
One day Alf assigned Mark to teach a class on "The Life andMinistry of the Holy
Spirit." Mark was aghast; he had no idea what to teach. So Alf gave him his notes and
told him to study and teach the class. He was always there to help Mark through the
difficult spots, like spiritual gifts and the second work of grace. That was where Mark
nailed down his theology on the Holy Spirit.
Alfwas always helping people. He co-signed notes, bailed people out financially,
took people for lunch�^in spite of the fact that he barely had enough for himself He
cared deeply for people, and it showed in actions, whether weeping with a bereaved
family or buying a pertinent book for a poor student.
Although he was always encouraging people, Alfwas able and willing to rebuke
you. More than once Alf had to do so with Mark. "If he saw something wrong in your
life," Mark said, "he would talk to you about it. But it was done in such a way that you
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wanted to hug him when he was done." Alfwas not perfect and admitted it. He did not
put on airs or pretend to be anything other than what he really was. He has faults too and
admitted that the process of sanctification was not over.
In spite of (or is it because of?) his honest transparency, amagnetism ofChrist
glows around him. Alfmodeled perseverance, self-control, discipline, courage, and
forthrightness�qualities Mark now pursues. Alf s example has deeply gripped his heart.
When he is m a situation, he will often think, "What wouldAlf do?" That can get him m
trouble sometimes, because he is notAlf and cannot get away with things like him, so
Mark has leamed to be more honestly himself, while still drawmg on the example ofAlf
The mentoring relationship has changed over the years, especially afterMark
became senior pastor at Banfield. Alf s mentoring has shifted fi-om the outer aspects of
ministry to the inner character issues. They will still call each other every month or so
just to talk about what is going on. There still is no agenda; they talk about life and what
God is doing. Alf s advice is still very influential.
Mark's peers have seen God work in his life, affirming it by electing him
President of the denomination. However, "You are on dangerous ground in the
Evangehcal Missionary Church ifyou thumb your nose at Alf," Mark commented. Alf
has lived such a life ofpassion for Christ, such total devotion to Jesus, that he has been a
walking demonstration of tme Christianity. Mark summarizes Alf s ongoing influence
almost in christological terms when he said, "Alf is loved, because he has laid down his
life for others."
Alfs mentoring has deeply mfluenced all three of these leaders. People have a
strong, emotional, and respectful love for the man who poured himself into their lives.
They have been forever marked.
From Alf s Point ofView. "My life calling,"Alf said, "is discipling men younger
than myself, telling them the things I have leamed." That is mentoring in a nutshell
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according to Alf. He has been doing it over forty years now, having done it right from
his early missionary days in India.
Alf does not have formal education and degrees to credit him. He is amazed that
major leaders and people with doctoral degrees ask him to mentor them. When he
studied Indian gurus and their methods, it finally made sense. He noted that educated
men with post-graduate degrees would go to a guru who had an Intelhgence Quotient of
seventy-five. The one thing that drew them was the behef that the guru had "the light"
and could show them how to attain nirvana. Alf realized the key to mentoring is people
sensing you have the Light ofChrist and the word ofknowledge in you�^that is the
foundation for spiritual mentoring. However, it is not the only ingredient; you must also
be willing to work at it.
Alfhas read every book he knows on mentoring. Although those being mentored
may think he is completely informal or even haphazard, onAlf s part he is intentional.
He knows exactly what he is doing although no formal structure is followed.
Mentoring is an art. Not everyone is a mentor, just as not everyone is a gifted
evangelist. However, we need a few who genuinely care and love deeply. Alfbelieves
mentoring is a gifting from God based on personality, background, and make-up. "Every
pastor needs a Bamabas to comfort them, a Timothy to mentor, and a Paul to counsel
them," Alf said. Mentoring is a way of life, a way of caring, and a style of leadership that
requires much of you but produces great results.
Mentors have to have patience, compassion, confidence, sfrength, and humility,
Alf says. You have to love people and give them your undivided attention. They will
telephone at odd times and intermpt your work schedule. Some proteges will drift and
disappoint you. You have to be willing to give of yourself and pass on to others
everything you know.
For the mentoring relationship to work, the protege must have respect for the
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mentor. He must beheve in the mentor's personal integrity and be convinced ofhis
ministerial competency. A mentor must stay up to date. If the younger leaders sense you
are out of touch or have nothing current to offer, their respect for you evaporates, and
with that your mentoring influence. Alf noted that often older leaders like to read older
books, such as the classics, and look back on life. However, he focuses on the new and
emerging authors. He feels he will not leam much more about the basics of the faith or
church history, but he needs to know what is happening today and tomorrow. At
seventy-five, he remains forward thinking.
The mentormust also believe in the potential of the protege. They must be
willing to listen, to accept rebuke, and to remain open. They must be willing to change.
Alf is not just interested in having fiiends; he is looking for life change. If the person is
not trying or not willing to change, Alf lets the relationship drift, and it dies a natural
death. However, that will not be before Alf tries to redeem the situation by confronting
in a proper way. As one told him after being confronted, "You're the only person I know
who can cut someone's throat and have them smile at you!"
Alf imderstands that the mentoring relationship is different from an ordinary
fiiendship. Although he lives fransparently, he refiises to let his proteges admonish him
m his personal hfe. Mentoring is not an even-keeled two-way relationship. Alfhas his
own mentors whom he permits to speak boldly into his hfe. One of the early ones was
his father-in-law.
His father-in-law mentored him in the practics ofministiy. He showed Alfhow
to conduct weddings, dedicate children, witness, etc. Another earlymentor was his
District Superintendent, who used to take him fishing. While catching trout, he talked to
Alf about leading his family in devotions and about leading a church. Even today, Alf is
accountable to a few older men. "When I retired, I wrote out twelve things I would never
do in retirement," Alf said, and submitted it to his mentor to hold him accountable.
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Although Alfhas mentored scores ofpeople over the years, he does not just
mentor anybody. He looks for younger leaders and talks with them informally, jQguring
out whether they have leadership in them or not. If they ask him to mentor them, he
invariably says yes. And so begins a relationship that could last a lifetune. He admits
that this focus means he does not have many older friends�^most ofhis are younger
(anybody under fifty is now young).
He does not forget those God has entrusted to him. If they do not call, he will
telephone them and ask some probing questions. "How are you doing spiritually? How
are things at home? Are you too busy to pray?" He is not afraid to ask pointed questions.
Years ago John Wesley White, a Billy Graham associate, began attending
Banfield church. Alf decided to call on him. After a few social niceties, he explained
that he had come on apastoral call, not just a fiiendly visit. He then asked John a series
of questions, "Are you reading the Scripture formore than sermon preparation? Are you
a regular tither? How are things here at home?" At the end of the visit, he told John to
kneel down, and Alfprayed a prayer ofblessing over him and his ministry. When he left,
Alfwas not sure how John felt about this.
Two weeks later on his regular television broadcast, John Wesley White began by
saying, "Recently I received my first real pastoral call," and proceeded to tell the whole
watching audience in Toronto the details ofAlfs visit. So began a fiiendship that has
lasted a lifetime. Alf s ongoing commitment to John was recently demonsfrated in his
strong support and coaching of John through a debilitating stroke.
As they change and improve, Alf senses the time for the relationship to change
from a directive/mentor to a peer/fiiend relationship. He changes his approach to one of
68. Because of the pubhc nature of the broadcast, I have fek free to mclude this anecdote in this
dissertation.
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encouragement and affirmation of their leadership. His greatest joy seeing "his boys" out
there succeeding in ministry. "When you see them doing well in various leadership
positions, you have multiplied yourself over and over again. There is nothing more
rewarduig!"
That is Alf That is mentoring.
A Non-formal Training Model: Arrow Leadership Ministries
A crisis changed the direction ofhis life. His twenty-one year old son
unexpectedly died on the operating table. The young man had such potential as an
emerging Christian leader but was gone now. That loss precipitated a change in the
father's ministry. Billy Graham associate Leighton Ford committed the rest ofhis hfe to
helping other young emerging leaders. After a few years of informally mentoring young
leaders and sponsoring a variety of seminars, the vision crystallized into The Arrow
Leadership Program, established in 1992 to carry that vision forward.^^ In short, the
vision is to identify emerging Christian leaders and invest in them so they can exemplify
"Being led by Jesus, leading people to Jesus, and leading like Jesus." The aim is to see
them build "powerful long-term ministries as they develop personal character,
spirituality, and professional leadership skills" (Arrow Leadership).
Dr. Jim Postlewaite, the staffmember overseeing program design and
assessments, spoke excitedly about the program: "To date Arrow has trained 450 men
and women who are ministering around the world." Arrow Leadership Ministries has
branched into several other countries now,^� raising up leaders in those contexts. All of
this happens without public advertising. It has spread by word ofmouth through a
69. An initial planning group included Dr. Ted Ward, Dr. Robert Clinton, Dr. Paul Stanley and
Tom Hawkes. Tom was commissioned to take the vision and research a design that would most effectively
prepare young men and women for significant Christian leadership.
70. Countries include the United Kingdom, Australia, Poland, and the continent ofAfrica.
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network of former graduates, faculty, denominational and organizational leaders, pastors,
and lay leaders.
This network recommends to Arrow the young emerging leaders, men and women
between the ages of twenty-five and forty who have demonstrated leadership, a heart for
evangelism, strong character, and growth potential. A selection committee meets to
choose twenty-five to thirty applicants to form a cohort of learners that meet over a two-
year period.
Arrow is an mtensive non-residential program emphasizing four main areas:
Spirituality, Leadership, Evangelism, and Kingdom Seeking.^^ Participants maintain
their own residences and occupations while gathering periodically for seminars, peer
clusters, and ministry experiences. "Participants find it refreshing to come to an
evangelical program that still has a broad cross-section ofpeople�^Anghcans,
Wesleyans, Mennonite Baptists, Christian and Missionary Alliance, World Wide Church
ofGod, etc.," says Postlewaite. Experiencing real community with this variety of
believers expands then kingdom perspective.
The Arrow program is based on a character/competency model. Christian
leadership must have both. They identified sixty-four specific leadership qualities as
necessary for competent Christian leadership. A fraining system with eight basic
elements intentionally nurtures these characteristics in the leader (Ford 123-48; Arrow
Leadership).
Leadership pre-testing and assessment. The sixty-four characteristics are the
assessment matrix used in the first week of seminars for a "360 degree evaluation." The
spouse (ifmarried), the supervisor, a peer or close fiiend, and a follower express their
71. i.e. commitment to the wider and global aspects of the Church.
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evaluation of the participant in each of the sixty-four areas. These evaluations combine
with the battery of tests the participant has aheady filled out just prior to the first seminar
week. An observation team is present for the first week to observe the class in a variety
of settings: presenting a vision statement, participating in an evangelism team,
experiencing an outdoor adventure, and discussing in class and at informal times. The
observation team summarizes a comprehensive picture of each participant and presents it
privately to him or her during the first seminar week. Because of the camaraderie
developed in the week's experiences, some of the assessment results are shared with the
class. This builds a strong sense ofhonesty, humility, and transparency in the cohort.
Personalized development plan. Based upon the assessment, the young leader is
encouraged (with the help ofhis or hermentor and Arrow faculty) to design a personal
development plan to work on over the next two years. Each person picks one of four
levels of intensity of training from basic to a Doctor ofMinistry degree. Arrow staff
commit to helping them attain their goals over the two years. "Leadership is tough
today," says Postlewaite. "Arrow affirms them that they are leaders and builds them up."
Progress is measured every six months.
Seminars. Four weeks of intensive, weeklong seminars bring the participants
together over the two-year period to interact with leading Christian thinkers. They are
purposely spaced to give time for reflection and intemalizing of the content before the
next seminar week comes. Arrow coaches seminar leaders to consider themselves more
as consultants than lecturers, using creative leamuig methods and dialogue. "Innovative
group therapy" was how one graduate described it. U-shaped classrooms foster
interaction. Case studies, discovery approaches, group interaction, and discussion make
72. These tests are: Spiritual Gifts Inventory; Lead; Arrow Leadership Questionnaire; 16PF;
Performax (DISC) and Leadership Practices Inventory (Ford 137).
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for powerful leaming. Another graduate pointed to the "very significant interaction with
peers" as pivotal in their experience.
Seminar leaders are encouraged to share their lives and model Christ-like
characteristics. This transparency enables the young leaders to see and feel the heart
throb for Christ and ministry. Participants all indicate these relational dialogues deeply
affected them. "They cared about young leaders and ourministries and made us feel
important," said one recent graduate. "I felt safe, because they were all on the same
playing field, and there was no jockeying for position in this group. I did not feel
intimidated by these great leaders, because they were being real with us."
Seminar leaders are chosen as "top trainers," persons who can bring significant
skill sets to the young leaders. They prove beneficial to them for vision formulation and
planning, skills graduates now use in theirministries.
Present at each week are leadership partners, usually retired Christian workers,
older, wiser, and spiritually mature persons available to counsel, pray, and support the
young leaders.
Mentoring. Each participant chooses a mentor, with whom they meet monthly
over the two-year period. Younger leaders are hungry for an older, wiser, and
experienced leader who has a genuine interest in them. Mentors share God-given
resources with proteges, like wisdom, information, experience, confidence, insight,
relationships, and status.
Peer clusters. The cohort approach is a basic value of the program. "Our goal is
to develop koinonia in the group of leamers," explains Postlewaite. Each young leader is
part of a peer cluster, a small group of their class that meets at least quarterly for prayer,
accountability, and sharing of life's experiences. The group sets their own agenda
according to their needs. Sometimes the tmst gets high enough to deal with personal and
family issues, functioning as spiritual support teams. This was the experience of one
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graduate. She found the community-oriented atmosphere was a birthing ground for
transparency. "Arrow digs to get you to open up," she said. The atmosphere at Arrow,
being "very different from American values of competition," allows it to happen.
Postlewaite affirms, "Often young leaders help each other more than the staffor visiting
leaders."
Assignments. Regular readings and videotapes that augment the seminar contents
are assigned for study, adding to the leader's knowledge base. Their joumal also serves
as a record of then reflections and personal progress.
Stmctured field experiences. Planned experiences in cross-cultural evangelism
(either in a local community or overseas) are part of the program. Practicing real-world
evangelism in the presence of other leaders builds passion for the lost.
Academic degree. For those wishing academic credits and willing to do exfra
work, Gordon Conwell Theological Seminary offers a track toward a Doctor ofMinistry
degree, and other schools offer credits toward a Masters. Arrow is not tied to any
accrediting association or school though; they maintain an independence that allows them
to adapt their program as needed without having to get approval. Schools may choose to
give credit, but Arrow does not seek their stamp of approval.
0-R-A. Arrow uses a simple paradigm to help young leaders develop vision:
Observe�^Reflect�^Act. Observe what God is doing and look at the needs around you
until you see something that attracts your attention, something in which you could make a
difference. Reflect, pray, read, research about it, and joumal your thoughts. Then act�
in small ways at first, testing your thoughts and skills. "I am convinced that this process
of leaming, doing, reflecting, and acting, in community and along with guidance and
coaching, is absolutely essential to leadership growth" asserts Ford (144). This process
continues for life, for "essentially, leaders are in a lifelong growth process ofbecoming."
Impact of the program. Arrow graduates testify to its impact. "It's been a life-
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changing experience," said one. Some of them were about to quit Christianministry, one
graduate told me, but with the encouragement of the Arrow experience have put hfe back
into their work. "Arrow has accelerated my ministry ten years beyond where I would be
without it!" affirmed one. Another said he is more confident now and realizes he really is
a leader. His network ofChristian contacts greatly increased, and his vision expanded
beyond his local situation so that now he has a national vision. His new leadership skill
set has enabled him to lead well.
One graduate found the program effective in helping him form a philosophy of
ministry. "Most people's beliefs are based on either the seminary they went to, or the
church they grow up in. Most people haven't taken the time to really examine the Bible
and develop their own belief systems; they just inherit belief systems." The experience
has placed him on a solid foundation for a lifetime ofministry.
The open and trusting community of leamers and leaders is powerful. One
graduate came to the program "broken and open to change." She found the community,
authenticity, and safety the right combination to allow her to deal with deep issues and
find healing. A strong spiritual focus and the recurring theme of "abidmg in Christ"
wrought mner changes. Another pointed to the informal times of "sitting around talking
with Leighton and other major mstractors," sensing then "warm heart for Jesus and
people" as transformative. Another described the most effective component of the
program as "the leaders living out the message; 1 witnessed that!" All spoke warmly of
the camaraderie they experienced and are now trying to duplicate back in their own
settings.
Arrow encourages relationships to continue. They facilitate graduates
maintaining relationships through the Arrow network. Several told me that they are
maintaining close contact with several in their cohort and point to it as being comforting.
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A Non-formal Traming Model: Church-Based Theological Education
JeffReed is a man with a burning mission: to bring theological education back
into the church. "Theology should be done in the church by the church," he maintains.
"This is the model that rises from a study of the New Testament."
Reed himselfdid not take the traditional route of seminary education. He was
convinced early on that the church should be the locus of fraining. Instead of taking
formal education, he approached his pastor and asked to be mentored in ministry. The
result of the three-year experience was the fraining of a new pastor with a solid
theological foundation and sfrategy forministry that is "better, without a doubt, than
seminary people with a D. Min," affirms Dr. Ted Ward, mentor to Reed.^^
Reed then designed a process andmatching studymaterials for fraining leaders in
their local church, Ontario Bible Church in Ames, Iowa (OBC). In 1986, he entitled the
study materials "Bibhcal Institute for Leadership Development" (BILD).
One day he received "a call from a mission in India that had family ties to an
elder at OBC," reports the BILD website (Reed BILD). "They wanted OBC to share this
fraining process with them so they could also frain leaders for the ministry. One thing led
to another and eventually OBC was receiving numerous calls from pastors and churches
around the world to share this program."
Today Reed is senior pastor ofOBC and founder of a process they have called
"Church-Based Theological Education" and Director of The Center for C-BTE. In ten
short years C-BTE can count eight hundred churches in the United States and thousands
overseas (in forty-five countries) using his system and materials. Clearly, what Reed has
73. Dr. Ted Ward is Professor Emeritus of Educational Research at Michigan State University,
and G. W. Aldeen Professor of Intemational Studies, Education, and Mission at Trinity Evangelical
Divinity School. See editors Elmer and McKinney for a compilation of essays in honor ofTed Ward,
indicating his innovative work in adult eduation in non-formal settings for over thirty years.
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put together has been helpful to many pastors and churches; however, it is not just
another program of traditional training.
"People assume that in studying BILD they should compare it to a seminary
program, but it's not the same turkey at all," wams Ted in his own humorous way. "It is
a different kind ofprogram of instmction completely, based on a different educational
model." The vision is to shift the entire paradigm ofwhat we currently understand as
"church."^"^
A set of ideas. Ward describes a set of ideas and a process that drive BILD and
C-BTE. "The sequence here is not important, but the pieces are, and the cluster together
is powerful."
1 . An emphasis on a Christ-like experience in the community offaith. This is
central to the educative process. It begins with a theology of the church as
a community ofbelievers instead of a building. The church is the place
and the process for spiritual transformation: people in a process to be
Christ-like. All should grow toward a biblical, wisdom-based orientation,
a habit of life-long leaming that results in spiritual formation, and it
happens in the community of faith.
2. Rationalization (the making reasonable) of theological matters is applying
the Bible to living experiences that make a difference in real life. This is
real theology. The chiu-ch is a peer leaming commumty ofpeople who
leam together what bibhcal spirituality is andpractice it in community.
C-BTE not about theological information, but about living.
3. Training the whole church. Leaming, understanding, and hving out
74. Reed, with the mentoring ofWard, has laid out the paradigm in a set of six monographs
named The Paradigm Papers. See Works Cited.
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theology should not be the privilege of the pastor only, but ofall behevers.
The role of the pastor is to develop the people ofGod as a whole
community of faith. The goal is that every believer develops a life-long
wisdom-based process of leaming for spiritual formation, a "habitus
process." This is serious ordered leaming, integrated through the whole
congregation. When this happens, a spirit of oneness develops in the
congregation around the revelation ofGod in the Scriptures, rather than
around the pastor.
4. Releasing gifting to nurture the whole church. A communal recognition of
gifting and an enabling atmosphere permits an egalitarian approach to
leadership. The process is the preparing of leaders fi^om within the church,
notfor the church. Moreover, it is servant-leadership because the church
is not hierarchical.
The process. Theprocess is central to the whole idea, even more so than the
curriculum itself Ward sees this as the essential genius ofC-BTE:
1 . Biblical passages relevant to a particular issue are assigned to the group
members to study on their own. Theological readings are also given that
give exposure to the better written material from the wider church, both
current and down through the centuries.
2. The group comes together for a series ofweekly two-hour discussions
where they share and debate with their fellow leamers. A trained
facilitator leads the "no-holds-barred open discussion" with a series of
fine-tuned questions that guide the group toward conclusion. Leaming
happens through the process of dialogue in community. Typically, a
consensus builds by the end of the session.
3. The group members then go back home and write out their own
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conclusions, articulating the issue in their own words, showing their
understanding of the integration of Scripture with life.
4. The issues studied are in an ordered sequence building on each other. The
participants over time construct their own imderstanding ofbiblical
theology and devise a plan to live in their particular context.
Observations on the process. "In essence, it is 'doing theology' in community,"
says Reed. He is convinced theology in most churches has become a mastery of
academic disciplines for professional ministerial preparation. This contrasts with the past
when theology was an orientation of the soul for the purpose ofacquiring wisdom,
something every man and woman needs.
When people begin this process, they first leam the biblical framework for hfe
issues. Then what naturally comes is a critique, a comparison, and a contrast ofhow they
are currently living out those life issues at home and in thefr church. Finally, a personal
andministry sfrategy emerges to intentionally live God's ways in home and church.
People change and "come through this process with a high level of convictions!" said a
delighted pastor. The right content with the right process is transformational.
The entire process is cmcial. "You get a closer approximation to tmth through
dialogue with a community of serious fellow believers than by an individual doiag it
alone," observes Reed. The community discussions build depth of relationships over
time as the group meets regularly, discussing matters of relevance to life. Tme leaming
happens in relationship. Taking the curriculum and teaching it in a typical classroom
setting would min the effectiveness ofC-BTE.
What about accountability and evaluation? How do you know people are being
formed spiritually? "Because it is done in community, you can see ifpeople are really on
board or not," says a pastor who is using C-BTE. "You see who brings their highhghted
notebook, who refers to his study notes, who interacts with passion." The pastor's role is
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to facilitate the process, watch the progress, and mentor the people. This is spiritual
formation�Whelping people grow and live out their life in a Christ-like manner. This is
the purpose and function of the church. The C-BTE process and the BILD curricula are
tools that enable churches to have ordered leaming around the Scriptures that results in
spiritual formation.
Done consistently with everyone, it eventually brings a consensus to the enthe
congregation. A church planter used this process with his initial core group, and it
resulted in theirmission statement (Harvest), together with a consensus on doctrine�
cmcial components for a new church. Every church needs a philosophy ofministry and a
ministry strategy. "You either do the hard work ofworking through the process yourself,
or you buy a 'plug-and-play' product off the shelf�someone else's strategy that came
through their working through this process," said Reed. Ownership levels are much
higher when you have worked it through on your own.
The BILD curriculum, especially the study on Acts and the Pauline Epistles, deals
with the core issues of a chinch and its mission. Several levels of curricula build
incrementally,^^ forming the skeleton on which the church can add their own particular �
studies and build their unique ministries for their unique place.
As the process continues, those with leadership gifts begin to surface. They enter
a leadership track that eventually brings them to the training level of a Doctor of
Ministry. However "curriculum does not make leaders; leaders make leaders," cautions a
pastor. The process of relational interaction and mentoring (along with the content)
enables leadership to emerge and be certified. The process does not end with
certification though. This is a life-long leaming posture that continues because the
75. Four levels of cirriculum: the First Principles beginning series, the Establishing intermediate
level, the Leadership series (Acts and Epistles), and the certification series (D. Min level).
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person has leamed and practiced it with accountability for years.
Reed describes the steps to certification offered through his BILD program. "The
overall vision of the program is driven by the desire to see gifted, promising leaders
trained formmistry by mature leaders in ministry, withm the real life context of local
churches" {Portfolio 1). The certification course takes five years of intense work as an
apprentice in a local church. The person accomplishes three goals as a ministry
apprentice: 1) to be well estabhshed in the life and ministry of a local church; 2) to be
well prepared as ammister of the gospel; 3) to lay good foundations for partial support in
ministry ifneeded.
The goal for the certification program is the integration ofministry, personal
development and theological studies. It is designed to be comprehensive, shaping every
aspect of the apprentice's life. It requires adhering to a master schedule of seventy hours
a week�equally devoted to work skills, ministry experience, and academic studies.
Convinced that we are entering into a post-job world, Reed requires his ministry
apprentices to develop a trade or skill that can support themselves as a minister of the
gospel. He sees strong biblical precedent in Jesus' carpentry work and Paul's tent-
making. Twenty-five to thirty hours a week are devoted to mastering a skill that can
provide a solid financial foundation for life.
No one can be in the program without being actively involved in the hfe of a
church. Apprentices work twenty hours a week inministry to gain experiential
knowledge of church work. A series of stmctured ministry experiences give the
apprentice a comprehensive taste ofministry, all the way from teaching a primary Sunday
school class to planting a church {Portfolio 8).
The apprentice spends an additional twenty hours a week in theological studies.
BILD offers two Leadership Series that are equivalent to approximately ninety hours of
study at a M. Div. level {Portfolio 2). Beginning with hermeneutical and linguistic skills.
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it moves to thorough biblical studies. "The process is the same in every course: moving
from the canonical content to the author's intention, from the literary design and bibhcal
theology of each book to the biblical theology of the canonical section. . . ." {Portfolio 9).
The final step requires the highest level of theological skill, that ofbridging Scripture
with post-modem culture, building a cultural matrix for a lifetime of fi-uitfiil ministry.
A portfolio system integrates these three areas ofwork, ministry, and theological
studies into the apprentice's life. A mentor guides and holds the apprentice accountable.
At the end of the five-year process, the apprentice presents a portfolio ofhis hfe and
ministry detailing a comprehensive set of artifacts and attestations (see Portfolio 12-13
for the hst). He is thoroughly prepared forministry.
Consistent response to Reed is that pastors "get what they did not get at seminary:
an integrated and personalized strategy forministry." The process ofC-BTE, thoroughly
established and well-practiced in a church, is a powerfiil generative system forministry
and leadership development, reaching out in fransformative mission.
The goal is clear; the process is fine-tuned; the method is intentional, and, the
resuhs are impressive. The church is traimng leaders in ministry, the fiiture is
anticipated. Reed envisions amultiplying movements of churches worldwide that are
serious about raising leaders in the church. This is what drives Reed and keeps him
awake at night with excitement.
A Formal Training Model: The Beeson Pastor Program
In 1993, Ralph Waldo Beeson, an insurance company executive, gave Asbury
Theological Seminary a major cash gift to set up and administer a distinct pastoral
leadership development program modeled after the United States ArmyWar College.
The Beeson Pastor Program was launched.
In spite of its name, the United States Army War College does not frain people in
war. Dr. Kalas, one of the Beeson Pastor program dnectors, interviewed Army veterans
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and discovered that the War College trains rising leaders in diplomacy, intemational
relations, pohtics, history�^nothing on engineering, roads, troops, or ammimition. The
participants in the War College are "preparing to do more than fight a battle," says Kalas,
"they are preparing to be leaders."
This was the vision ofRalph Beeson�that the program at Asbury Theological
Seminary train men and women to be generals in the church. Three domains of
preparation were deemed essential: outstanding bibhcal preaching, strong leadership, and
Christian spiritual formation. This Doctor ofMinistry program differs from the typical
scenario in that it is a one-year residential program (to complete all the course work)
followed by the participants completing a dissertation in the field.
At the time of this writing, the program was led by two men�Dr. Dale Galloway
(Dean and professor ofLeadership) and Dr. Elsworth Kalas (Professor ofPreaching).
Both the leaders have outstanding records ofaccomplishment in their area of focus: they
have "been there and done it" and speak from credible experience. The program reflects
then practical vision.
The year's residence is an opportunity to bring pastors out of active ministry into
an academic setting for the purpose ofdeveloping pastoral leadership skills for the
contemporary American setting. The course is delivered through a variety ofmeans:
reading the best and newest thought on church leadership; exposure to major presenters
and leading thinkers of our time; visiting best-practice churches to see models in action;
and domg all this in a small community of comrades. The writing of reflection papers
throughout the year and the choosing of a practical ministry project m the dissertation
integrate the leaming into the students' lives.
About twenty are in the program each year, selected by the two primary leaders of
the program. They endeavor through the submitted applications to determine those that
have evidenced leadership and preaching skills aheady but who could benefit from the
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advanced exposure of the Beeson program. Several objective measuring tools are used
(e.g. Miller Analogy and DISC), along with the letters of recommendations. Following
face-to-face interviews, final selections are made. Once in the program, they are known
as "Beeson pastors." They come firom all over the world, although the majority are jfrom
North America. The intemational mix provides an interesting experience for all and a
cultural awareness that is helpful.
Like the United States ArmyWar College, the program gives participants a wide
exposure to all aspects ofeffective church leadership. "It hits the entire waterfront and
got us thinking," said one recent graduate. The diversity of the program touches on the
essential domains of contemporary ministry. Some are covered through the academic
exercise of reading, lecture, and paper writing. Courses such as Theology ofMission,^^
Bibhcal Preachuig Practicum,^^ Advanced Church Leadership,^^ Anthropology for
American ChurchMinistry/^ Pastor and People,^^ and Worship and Ministry deal with
ministry from a formal venue. Non-formal seminars (i.e. not part of the academic
programper se) such as Leadership Network, Apostolic Congregations, Church Planting,
and Church Security are part of the course. Visituig guests^' give opportunity for
dialogue with current leaders.
76. To assist participants in formulating and clarifying a distinctly theological basis for their
vocation.
77. An intensive lab and classroom experience to improve sermon development and delivery.
78. To prepare the pastor to become the master architect in designing and creating an effective
church, from the inside out.
79. A delineation of the shape, origins and major components and traits ofAmerican cultures,
enabling pastors to see their own culture more objectively, understand its people, and communicate and
lead more indigenously and effectively.
80. To assist pastors in the development of solution-oriented competencies for human
relationships in the context of the church. Participants develop a vision and specific goals for working in
ministry with lay persons and staff members m the twenty-first century.
8 1 . Guests such as Eugene Peterson, church bishops. Bob Logan.
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An important element of the program is the traveling to selected best-practice
churches. A number of churches throughout North America provide working models for
observation. Usually these are large growing congregations, purposely selected to give a
vision to the Beeson pastors that exceeds their experience to date. "I want to blow the lid
offyour small thinking," says Dale Galloway, Dean of the program, in the opening class.
Visiting the mega-churches ofKorea does just that, forever changing the mental maps of
the students.
The relational quality of the small cohort of leamers is an important methodology.
The twenty famihes live together in a set of town houses built in a U-shape, with a large
common green where the children play together and couples visit in the evenings. The
families are grouped by the ages of the children, enabling natural affinities to blossom.
The spouses have their own small group, and strong fiiendships develop that last a
lifetime. The twenty Beeson pastors have their own classroom experience (i.e. they do
not join up with the larger seminary classes), with their desks in a large U-shape that
fosters dialogue. They have study carrels together. They travel to the churches together
and go on retreats together. When traveling, they are intentionally paired with different
roormnates, enabling personal fiiendships to develop. They meet in weekly small groups.
They are twenty families removed from then regular setting, and consequently, all are
open to new relationships. The result is the making ofnew fiiends and a powerful
experience of community like never known before. In fact, couples who graduate from
the program miss the commimity so much that they describe then feelings as "grief"
This powerful experience of community is what participants remember most
vividly. The dialogue that rises from this leaming community is transformational. The
discussion in the classroom, the presentations by fellow leamers, the informal talks ui the
carrels and on the trips, and the experiences lived together are a synergistic force that
participants identify as changing them.
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Kalas observes that the Beeson pastors respond to the nurture of the year because
deep down, leaders need affirmation. "Leaders are fragile creatures," says Kalas. "On
the one hand, they take charge; but on the other hand, they get easily discouraged." The
Beeson year affirms them as leaders, accepts them into an intimate community, and
provides a reservofr ofpsychic energy that helps them the rest of their hfe.
The three interviewees for this research came from very different hfe situations
and, consequently, with different perspectives and agendas for the program. One was a
younger pastorwith fewer than ten years ministry experience. He found the program
helpfiil with much material new to him. The exposure to larger churches was "mind-
blowing," he said. He had never seen anything like it. His preaching style has changed,
the worship styles he saw have influenced how he is doing worship now, and he has
increased confidence to "step outside the box," and take more risks. The meeting of
leaders gave him models to draw from. The experience of community was "exactly what
we needed," he said, something he and his wife now greatly miss. "Adjustment [from the
Beeson community into a church planting situation] has been very tough in a lot of
ways." He has made new fiiends through the program. He has regular contact with four
others who are church planting now. The exposure and fraining was crucial for his new
role. "In fact without the Beeson program, we would not have been able to cope," he
admitted.
Another interviewee was an intemational student from Scotland. After ten
fiiisfrating years of small ministry there, he determined to move to North America where
he felt he could exercise his leadership gifts more effectively. He found the year cmcial
for the changes he was facing: a new culture, denomination, country, church size, and
methods�in short, everything was changing for him and his family. He had not
understood the depth of all these changes and realizes he probably would not have made
a successfiil fransition without a year to leam, process, and adjust. He found the level of
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learmng and knowledge exciting and stretching, giving him new leadership tools. "The
classroom discussions were most important�absolutely crucial," he said. The group
processing of ideas gave hitn a cultural orientation that he recognizes now as significant.
"This was more important than the teacher, because many of the Beeson pastors came
with lots of excellent experience that needed to be shared with the rest," he observed. The
dialogue with other senior pastors who had multiple-staff experience was helpfiil in
preparing him for his new role in a larger, multiple-staff church. His wife also gained
confidence that enabled her to take a leadership role in the new church. Reflecting from
his new ministry position, he looks back on the year with great appreciation. It has
enabled him to think sfrategically, to craft a vision with a plan of implementation, and to
remain more differentiated from conflict that inevitably rises with church work.
The thfrd interviewee was one who came with twenty years pastoral experience in
large, growing churches. He and his family came with different needs. For him, the year
was a sabbatical, a time out for reflection, and recuperation from the sfrain ofpastoral
leadership. His observation of several ofhis peers who also came with more than ten
years experience was that mid-hfe pastors need a time away from ministry to reflect, re
think thefr ministry, and deal with brokenness. Needs range from personal fatigue to
spnitual dryness to marital sframs. For some, this year was a crucial turning point: either
things improve, or they would leave ministry altogether. For this Beeson pastor, the help
from the program was not so much leaming ofnew material about leadership or
preaching (he had considerable exposure to both those areas before commg), but the rich
community relationships and the broadened view of the kingdom. He spent considerable
time answering practical ministry questions from younger pastors eager to leam from one
with successfiil experience. He appreciated the trips and seeing growmg churches in
various denominations with various styles. He found the broad reading and renewal of a
year out ofministiy responsibilities deeply refreshing. He was able to pursue through his
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dissertation a ministry project ofpractical value, a sharpening and honing of skills one is
unable to accomplish in the press of regular pastoral leadership duties.
The Beeson Program is only seven years old, too young for full evaluation for
long-range effectiveness in transforming leaders. However, the anecdotal record from
recent graduates indicate the mission is being fulfilled. You are not the same after
coming through the Beeson Program.
These four models are representative of the best in church leadership training
currently in North America. These qualitative descriptions are the examples used to
investigate whether and how modem training programs are using the six optimum
components of leadership development methodology (identified in Chapter 2).
Research Question #2
The jQnal Research Question of this study is "How do these samples of leader-
training programs compare with the identified optimum components?" This question is
answered in two steps: analysis of each individual sample, and then a group analysis.
Individual Sample Analysis
Four representative models of leadership development were qualitatively
described earher in this Chapter, and now each is compared and contrasted with the six
optimum components of leadership development methodology (see the full descriptions
of the components given at the end ofChapter 2). A summary chart displays the analysis
of each program followed by concluding comments on the program.
The summary chart uses Clinton's M.A.D. analysis {Models 124), a taxonomy of
Model�Actual�Discrepancy. "Model" represents the ideal, "Actual" narrates what is,
and "Discrepancy" describes the differences, if any.
Mentoring
AlfRees is our denomination's best mentor. He has exerted major influence not
only with individual leaders but also on the entire denomination. We examine his
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mentoring with the six optimum components of leadership development methodology.
Model Actual Discrepancy
Leadership
Selection
Mentor selects those who
evidence leadership capacity.
The selecting of leaders is not
without error. Some of the
mentoring relationships were
allowed to die because the protege
was not following through.
Nurturing
Relationships
Personal mentoring is highly
relational and built on strong,
personal friendship.
Mentoring is only one relationship.
Emerging leaders need a nurturing
relational environment of several
significant relationships.
Situational
Development
Personal mentoring enables
customization to the protege; the
mentor fracks each one
individually.
None
Narrative
Learning
Life-based, experiential leaming
on the job is the norm.
Unless the mentor encourages
reading and other experiences, the
protege receives no other input
Spiritual
Formation
The spiritual warmth of the
mentor draws protege to Christ.
In this particular mentoring case,
spiritual formation was powerful
and intentional.
None
Over Time These sfrong relationships and
influences continue over a
lifetime.
None
Table 6: M.A.D. Analysis ofMentoring
M.A.D. analysis indicates that this particular mentoring case study exemplifies
the six optimum components well with little discrepancy from the optimum components.
Arrow Leadership Ministries
The second model studied was Arrow Leadership Ministries, a program focused
on developing younger leaders. Instead of the one-on-one model ofAlfRees' mentoring,
Arrow gathers twenty-five to thirty into a cohort leaming experience. It exemplifies the
six optimum components as follows:
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Model Actual Discrepancy
Leadership
Selection
Arrow carefully screens for
leaders, using references and a
battery of tests.
In spite of the carefully crafted
screening. Arrow admits that
sometimes participants are not
leaders, or do not fit the program.
These few drop out on their own
accord.
Nurturing
Relationships
Arrow recognizes the essential
importance of relationship and
nurtures it throughout their
program. The leaders model
transparency and encourage the
participants.
Because Arrow is a non-resident
program, participants can only
experience intense nurturing when
they actually get together.
Telephone contact is the next best
thing, but not the same as physical
presence.
Situational
Development
Arrow focuses on the leader with
an individualized development
plan. Although all participants
take certain courses, the
individuahzed plan is foundational
to theirmethodology.
None
Narrative
Learning
Experiential leaming and
innovative teaching methods are
intentionally used. The practical
content is immediately usable
back in theirministry setting.
None
Spiritual
Formation
Spiritual issues and integrity are
modeled and emphasized
throughout the program.
Arrow is considering how to be
more intentional here. The times
when the groups are separated and
back on the job mitigate against
ongoing conununity spiritual
formation.
Over Time Arrow recognizes the need to be
in process for at least two years.
None
Table 7: M.A.D. Analysis of the Arrow Leadership Program
M.A.D. analysis of the Arrow program indicates this is another example strongly
exemplifymg the six optimum components but in a different way. The Arrow program
was carefully researched before implementation, incorporating the best in leadership
development methodology at the time. Without having identified these six optimum
components per se. Arrow's methodology exemplifies them well.
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Church-Based Theological Education
C-BTE is the third model studied. The process evolved out of JeffReed's own
experience. Field-tested over a good number of years, he has adjusted and adapted the
program formaximum unpact. Thorough conceptual thinking has gone into the program
Model Actual Discrepancy
Leadership
Selection
The system allows leaders to rise,
as evidenced by their commitment
to the process. Peer leamers
recognize gifting through the
interactions. A comprehensive
leadership track is available for
those who wish to go on.
C-BTE and BILD aim at the entire
church, philosophically committed
to the corporate community. As
such, leaders are not exclusively
targeted, but all begin the process.
Nurturing
Relationships
The weekly Socratic discussion
times build community.
Effectiveness is dependent on the
ability of the leader to facihtate the
Socratic discussions and model
community.
Situational
Development
All go through the same core
curriculum. Churches are
encouraged to add local elements
for situational application. C-BTE
is philosophically committed to
the local church being the locus
and creator of its own
applications.
C-BTE does not provide situational
elements but leaves that to the local
church.
Narrative
Learning
C-BTE begins with written
resources but then relies on
interactive dialogue for
processing.
Effectiveness again depends on the
ability of the leader to facilitate
narrative leaming. It varies with
the leader.
Spiritual
Formation
Living in community and
dialoguing in the small group
brings clear biblical convictions.
Living out theology is the ultimate
goal for both families and the
church.
The success of spiritual formation
depends on the spiritual health of
the pastor and local church. C-
BTE is only a process and a
curriculum.
Over Time C-BTE is a hfe-long process,
committed to long-term leaming
in community.
None
Table 8: M.A.D. Analysis of C-BTE
with educational expertise from mentors such as Dr. Ted Ward. In contrast to the Arrow
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program, it focuses on the entire church instead ofjust leaders. Leaders do rise through
the program, so the analysis here keeps an eye on that aspect while analyzing the whole.
Analysis ofC-BTE shows the six optimum components functioning for groups in
a local church setting. The goal is the shifting ofparadigm for the entire church, not just
leaders. Consequently, it does not focus exclusively on individual leaders; although, a
track is available for them. The overall effect on a local church is great though, as it
brings many to a sohd biblical understanding ofkingdom living.
The number ofpeople who actually proceed on to the highest level of leadership
development is small. The five-year apprenticeship is very thorough and comprehensive
training dealing with every aspect of life. Following the BELD track for leaders will
prepare a leader in exceptional ways.
The Beeson Pastor Program
The final example is the Beeson Pastor Program at Asbury Theological Seminary.
This formal training program focuses intentionally on pastors. It recognizes that
leadership is crucial to the health of the church, so it selects existing church leaders and
offers them an academic program, together with wide exposure to best-practice church
models, that results in a Doctor ofMinistry degree. The following chart depicts how the
program exemplifies the six optimum components of leadership development
methodology.
The Beeson Pastor Program clearly is using the optimmn components. All
participants expressed deep appreciation for the investment in them and their leadership
development. The experience significantly changed them.
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Model Actual Discrepancy
Leadership
Selection
The leaders screen for evident
leadership qualities.
Screening for leadership is easier
said than done. Reahty is evident
after they come to the program.
About half are outstanding leaders;
the other half are quite ordinary.
Nurturing
Relationships
Participants report significant
nurturing relationships which
were deeply appreciated.
Participants all saw ways to nurture
relationships even more
intentionally.
Situational
Development
Everyone goes through the same
program, which has some measure
ofpersonal customization through
the written assignments.
There is not much situational
development. Younger pastors do
not see this as a problem, but it is a
frustration for those atmid-life.
Narrative
Learning
Much of the teaching is lecture
method in the classroom; some
teachers are better than others at
facilitating dialogue. The trips are
clearly experiential learmng times.
Participants pointed to the need for
more facilitated dialogue in class
and de-briefing after trips.
Participants identified dynamic
reflection as the most effective
methodology of change.
Spiritual
Formation
Participants did not speak to this
much, even after prompting.
Spiritual formation varied
depending on the effectiveness of
the small group experience.
Participants identified worship
services in various churches and
praying on Prayer Mountain in
Korea as spiritually forming
times. Overall, respondents saw
spiritual formation as a personal
responsibility rather than an
intentional part of the program.
Spiritual counseling was available
for any that asked for it.
Participants identified this as the
weakest aspect of the program. It
could be more intentional. The
program has identified leaders who
focus on leadership and preaching,
but no one is a "point person" for
spiritual formation and one-on-one
spiritual direction. Participants
were not held accountable for
spiritual disciplines of the iimer
hfe.
Over Time A one-year intense resident
experience is a recognition that
transformation takes time.
Graduates are welcome to attend
the Beeson modules held
periodically around the country,
places where ongoing contact with
like-minded pastors can happen.
The ongoing relationships after the
program are left to the participants
to pursue on their own. It varies
with the individuals.
Table 9: M.A.D. Analysis of the Beeson Pastor Program
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Group Analysis
The second step in answering the final Research Question, "How do these
samples of leader-training programs compare and contrast with the identified optimum
components?" is to analyze the examples as a group, noting the common and distinctive
features.
All the programs exhibited the six optimum components of leadership
development methodology to one extent or another. The commonalities and distinctives
of each component are noted below.
1 . Selection of Leaders
All advocated selecting leaders. The method for screening varied from intuitive
(as in the mentoring case study) to a thorough battery of tests (Arrow program). The C-
BTE program seemed to be the most passive in that it allowed leaders to surface through
the system but did not actively recruit or screen them. However, once a leader was
identified C-BTE had a strong system for leader cultivation. All four case studies
recognized that leadership development is for leaders�^not everyone�and that selecting
the right persons was important. Each example admitted that selecting leaders was
difficult and not error-free. Efforts to screen from multiple angles (as in Arrow and
Beeson), using tests, references, and interviews seemed to help, but they still relied on an
element ofgut-feeling intuition to make the final choices.
2. Nurturing Relationships
Relationships played an essential role in all the programs studied. All participants
identified nurturing relationships and the ensuing dynamic discussions as most influential
in changing them.
The mentoring case study was highly relational. In the C-BTE model the
relationships occurred in the local church setting and in the small discussion groups.
Living together meant relationships were present. In both the Arrow and Beeson
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programs the dynamics were different primarily because participants had to travel to be
part of these programs. Paradoxically, participants reported stronger relationships in this
setting. Several ingredients seem to be present in the relationships in these latter two
settings:
� Leaving familiar surroundings and being in a setting where the relationships are all
fluid and open to change is a freeing experience. No one is too busy with existing
friends; everyone is available for new relationships.
� Telling your story to someone who has never heard it before and hearing new stories
is an enjoyable experience. Listening shapes values and insights.
� Both the Arrow and Beeson programs limit then participants to fewer than thirty.
Participants indicated the sfrength of relationships would not have occurred in a larger
group. A powerful dynamic exists in a small group of fellow leamers.
� People come together in these programs with similar purpose. They are leaders with
a passion to serve Christ. This common groimd is fertile for relationships to flower.
� The Arrow and Beeson programs are "neutral grornid." Participants were willing to
be fransparent here because it could not affect their job or status back home. They
had a fear of repercussions or gossip with fransparency back home.
3. Situational Development
Situational development was evident in all the models studied; however, ah
identified a certain core of skills deemed essential to thefr leaders. This was uniquely
tme in each model. In the informal mentoring case study Alf taught a set ofpractical
pastoral ministry skills to each of his proteges. The Arrow Program has a set of seminars
that all participants attend. C-BTE sees their methodology of church-based study as
essential and offers a curriculum. The Beeson Program has its academic course
requirements.
Studying the "core requirements" of each model revealed that each model had a
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different set with little in common. The core requirement reflected the founding
principles and ultimate purpose of the model. ForAlf s mentoring the core "curriculum"
was practical ministry skills one had to do to be a pastor�^how to perform a wedding,
how to prepare a board agenda, and the like. For the Arrow program it was courses that
dealt with the irmer development necessary to be an effective leader and evangelist.
These reflect the life passion of its founder, Leighton Ford. C-BTE recommends the
BILD curriculum in order to develop biblical values in the church which proved so
effective in JeffReed's experience. For the Beeson Program the core requirements
reflect what is essential to biblical preaching and leading�^two founding goals of the
program.
The two programs that had the most overlap in core requirements were the
Beeson and Arrow programs. Both of these had courses that covered the topics of
leadership, vision, cultural awareness, team building, relationships, communication,
preaching, and church mobilization. None of the curriculum was identical though.
The programs studied all allowed for situational development (or customization),
although they varied in degree. Mentoring is the most customized to the individual. The
Arrow program encourages a personal development plan. C-BTE encourages churches to
design their own courses m addition to BILD. The Beeson Program allows some
flexibility m choosmg certain report topics and the dissertation. Although participants in
all programs expressed appreciation for the core requirements, all indicated the
customized portions were ofmost interest to them.
4. Narrative Learning
The participants in the models studied all pointed to narrative as being the most
effective teaching style. Evaluation of the four models showed that mentoring is, of
course, the most narrative. Arrow uses creative and experiential teaching methods,
purposely steering away from lecture. C-BTE uses a small group facilitator method (with
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varying degrees of success depending on the facilitator). The Beeson program has a
variety of styles, from observing ministry to academic lectures. All participants reported
that narrative teaching impacted them the most. Lectures were the least effective.
5. Spiritual Formation
Each of the models assumed spiritual formation was happernng. Of all the
optimum components this was the hardest to measure, and, leaders admitted, the hardest
to implement. It was sfrongest in the mentoring case study. The heart for God
exemplified by AlfRees was spiritually transforming to proteges. Arrow participants
reported similar irfrluence from close encounters with godly leaders. Pastors using C-
BTE and the BILD curriculum reported spiritual fransformation happening around
discussions ofScripture in small groups. In the Beeson program it occurred with
primarily with peers and varied with the effectiveness of the small groups. In the Beeson
fravels meeting leaders in the field was influential, but the short time of exposure meant
they were more models of leadership than spiritually forming mentors.
6. Over Time
Each of the four models chosen had a commitment to time. Leaders are not made
quickly. AlfRees invested years in his proteges and is willing to be a fiiend for life. C-
BTE is a process that takes several years to leam, and even then they are quick to point
out that the leaming posture must continue for life. Both the Arrow and Beeson
programs recognize time is essential for leadership formation and foster leamuig over a
one-to two-year period.
Depth of fransformation is related to time invested. Cultivating leadership, like
cuhivating a garden, is a commitment to a process over time. Faithfiilly done, it will
produce fi:uit.
Answering the Research Questions gave us the data from which interpretations
and conclusions were drawn. These are reported in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5
Interpretation and Conclusions
This research grew out of a perceived need of the church for pastors that are
leaders. The church desperately needs spiritual persons who also know how to lead. The
irony is we have never had so many leadership training resources available. Millions of
dollars are spent on leadership development every year and still we have a shortage of
leaders. Clearly we do not needmore information, but more transformation. This
research looks at the question of transformation, identifying the components of training
methodology that will maximize transformation. This Chapter reports the interpretations
of the project, and suggests paths to the future.
I found most Christian leaders wrestle with the issue of leadership development.
They know it must be done but are frustrated in actually accomplishing it. Most of them
are so busy doing ministry that they have not stopped to reflect deeply on the subject.
They intuitively sense that something needs to change in how they cultivate leaders but
are not sure exactly what. They express frusfration that in spite of all the effort and
investment in leadership training materials we are still short of leaders. I received
numerous affirmations that a study on the methodology that optimizes transformation of
leaders would be very helpful.
The study of Jesus and Wesley, augmented by Clinton's study of leaders over the
centuries, yielded a framework to approach the question. Six methodological constants
emerged from the literature search. First, leaders are selected and given special attention
because of their crucial role in the church. Second, change and transformation occur
when leaders are immersed in nurturing relationships. This gives them the emotional
safety to admit their needs and the psychological support to risk change. Healthy
relationships are key to everything in life, and leadership development is no exception.
Third, fransformational is optimized when the training recognizes the uniqueness of
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individuals and is customized for situational development. Fourth, transformation
happens when the learning is experiential. Leaming is deep when it goes beyond the
transmission of information to form the heart of the leader. Dynamic reflection with
peers and mentors drives leaming deep into the soul. Fifth, to be a leader in the church
requires deep spiritualformation. Without this, we develop skilled persons with hollow
souls. In church work, leaders without the heart and warmth of spirituality feel
manipulative and are resisted. Sixth, the process of cultivating leaders occurs over time.
Transformation is more a process than a crisis. While there may be points of crisis and
corresponding change, total transformation occurs with time.
These six components ofmethodology span both time and culture. They are
constants that must govem the details of leadership development to optimize
transformation. There are no shortcuts. While some modem writers decry a focus on
methodology for training church leaders, there clearly are certain methods that, when
artfully practiced, make a difference in the cultivation of leaders. All great developers of
leaders have amethod and are meticulous with it. Effective leadership development
declines when methodology slips and accountabilities are lowered.
I wanted to observe the methodologies of excellent training programs for
Christian leaders today to see if they are using the components gleaned from the
historical study. I used a panel of experts to help me draw a composite picture of today's
best in leadership traming for evangelical ministers. The panel all expressed interest in
what the final picture would be, having not seen a study quite like this. Their
recommendations were sorted into a taxonomy of fraining models: informal, non-formal
and formal (reported in Appendix E). Representative examples were chosen for more
82. Like David Wells in his God in the Wasteland, 60-87.
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detailed study. AlfRees' mentoring was chosen as an example of an informal model of
leader cultivation. The Beeson Pastor Program at Asbury Theological Seminary
exemplified excellent formal training. Because of the large taxon ofnon-formal training
models, two examples were chosen: a teaching church (Ontario Bible Church) and a para
churchmodel (Arrow Ministries).
Comments on the Four Models
Fhst, some observations about the four examples. I was pleasantly surprised at
the strength of the models studied. Participants in all four models reportedmajor unpact
in their development as leaders. God certainly has raised up islands of leadership
cultivation that are exemplary. All of the models studied used the six optunum
components ofmethodology, and yet each model was significantly different from the
rest.
Alf s method ofmentoring is reminiscent of Jesus with his disciples. Jesus had a
ministry with the crowds, but the Gospels record far more detail ofhis interactionwith
the twelve disciples, especially in the latter half ofhis ministry. Jesus had a warm
personal relationship with the disciples that generated deep loyalty even to the point of
then martyrdom. The major results of Jesus' ministry were not so much through his
healingministry (as dramatic and powerful as that was) as it was through the subsequent
leadership of the apostles. The world felt the influence of the leaders he raised. Alfhas
also had a successful public ministry, but his passion and energy is now poured into
raising leaders whose ministries give him great satisfaction today. They feel a deep
loyalty to him and are permanently marked by his mentoring. Analysis against the six
optimum components predicts that using this model ofmentoring will maximize the
chance of transformation of emerging leaders. The testimonials of the interviewees
confirm its impact.
Arrow Ministries uses a "cohort of leamers" approach to leadership development.
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reminiscent ofWesley's attention given to his leaders through intentional small group
gatherings. The periodic calling to retreat, the blunt but loving questions, and the high
accountabilities are similar. Wesley knew leadership was crucial to his movement. He
invested the time necessary in carefully selecting his leaders, pouring time and attention
into them. Arrow's aim is to develop younger, emerging leaders using creative teaching
methods. The pedagogy is narrative, and the cultivation of relationships is intentional.
No only are they assigned to a peer group, but each person is also in amentoring
relationship with a credible leader. The methodology uses the six components verywell,
demonstrating their use in a modem context. Analysis of the Arrow program finds strong
elements for cultivating transformed leaders. If the testimonials of the interviewees are
any indication, it is working well.
JeffReed ofChurch-Based Theological Education (C-BTE) is endeavoring to
shift the paradigm ofhow we understand and function as churches. His Paradigm Papers
and tapes describe in detail the vision for this new/old way of functioning as a church.
He bases his paradigm squarely on the New Testament insisting that each generation
must go back to the first principles and re-configure how to most faithfully hve out the
New Testament mandate in its day. He is keenly aware that we are between paradigms in
culture and everything is changmg, and so must the church. He does not ignore church
history but draws from the best thinking of the church down through the ages. He
cautions that the goal is not to retum to a former paradigm, but instead benefit from the
experience of the church through the ages, drawing insights that can assist the church in
its mission today. Reed is one who confidently, energetically, even enthusiastically
engages the post-modem culture, urging the church to seize her opportunity to speak
relevantly and biblically to this generation. The local church is cenfral to this vision. It
must function as a leaming community ofbelievers who together are living out theology
authentically.
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C-BTE is faithfiil to the biblical model of the community ofbelievers living in
ways imitating the Trinity. Individual persons, yes, but living in community, leaming
together, and submitting one to another. The process is central. C-BTE is a training
program that recognizes the cmcial role ofmethodology in shaping the church and her
leaders.
Church-Based Theological Education has similarities to Wesley's training of
thousands of lay persons. Wesley was one who understood the centrality of a method.
Wesley's system discipled all behevers, surfacing leaders in the process. Relatively few
rose to the top level of leadership in his "select society." Movements require leaders, so a
method of surfacing and developing them must be built into its stmcture�and C-BTE
has one. The ultimate goal ofWesley was not to produce class leaders but to develop a
people ofGod living authentic holy lives. Class leaders and the Methodist stmcture were
only tools to the end. C-BTE is similar�its ultimate goal is a movement of churches
filled with behevers living out authentic theology. Here mdeed is a strong method and
plan for the intentional cultivation of leaders for churches in a new paradigm.
The Beeson Pastor Program is an example of a formal program intentionally
minimizing the inherent restrictions of an academic setting without losing its benefits. It
seeks to balance both worlds: the academic world ofdisciplined study and experiential
leaming. The Beeson Pastor Program recognizes that an accredited D. Min. degree is a
door-opener mmany church settmgs today and offering it attiracts current church leaders
who value the recognition. At the same time, the program desires to be more than an
academic exercise, so it has incorporated a number ofnon-formal leaming elements.
Although some tension results between academic and experience expectations, the behef
is that the two together bring out the best in leadership development.
Analysis of the Beeson program reflects that tension. Although all of the six
optimum components of leadership development methodology are present, and some
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powerfully so, most participants saw that the time requirements for academic work made
it difficult to get the full benefit of dynamic reflection. Ironically, participants indicated
that dynamic reflection within the close relationships of the group was the most
transforming element in the program. The power of the dynamic reflection was not
simply conversations with fiiends but rather the animated and transparent discussions
stimulated by the input (the academic reading/lectures, the non-formal experiences, and
encounters with leaders).
Comments on the Optimum Components Displayed in the Models
Having looked at the four models, let us tum our attention to observing how the
optimum components display in the models, and hsten what the participants teach us.
Selection of Leaders
Participants were not sure how they were selected for the programs. The process
in every example, exceptmentoring, involved filling out an application form, but
participants were unaware of any further methods used to select them. They could not
articulate the process that resulted in them being chosen. This component evidently is
more the focus of the program director and is transparent to the participants, who often
responded with, "Who me? A leader? Do you really think so? Well, OK."
The selecting of leaders parallels Jesus calhng his disciples, most ofwho probably
did not see themselves as leaders but responded to Jesus visionary call, "Follow me, and I
will make you fishers ofmen." Wesley also retained a tight grip on the selection of
leaders for his Methodist movement. Realizing the key role of leaders for Methodism, he
was willing to take the criticisms ofhis seemmg autocratic control over having the wrong
persons in leadership. His insistence is supported in Scripture, where in both Testaments
the most common method (by far) ofprocuring leaders was selection, not election.
Being selected for a leadership program begins the transformation process. For
some, it is the first they have had someone of significance affirm they are leaders; for
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others, it is an affirmation of an earlier call. Knowing that the training program is for
leaders sets a positive tone right at the outset. This initial expectation must be carried out
in the training experience, and the relationships that develop are the vahdators.
Nurturing Relationships
The most powerful transformative component reported by participants in training
was nurturing relationships. This finding points back to the first theological
underpinning: that we are created in the image ofGod and are relational beings that find
our personhood and identity through healthy relationships. The closer we get to tme
community with God and people, the more transformed we are. Leaders are optimally
formed when they come into close, transparent relationships with other leaders (both
those older, and one's peers). Real conummity has no substitute.
Jesus demonstrated that conununity. He called his disciples to leave their familiar
surroundings and come follow him. In that new setting the disciples formed deep
relationships with each other and were transformed into apostles. Familiar surroundings
can produce social crystallization and fixed relationships that do not allow one to change.
Even Jesus foimd his home town people took offense at hun, unwilling to look at him in
any other way than a local carpenter. He remarked, "Only in his hometown, among his
relatives and in his own house is a prophet without honor" (Mark 6:3-5). By calling his
disciples to leave famiharity, he was giving them the context for rapid change, freed from
people holding them back.
This same principle seems to be in effect m the case of the Arrow and Beeson
programs. Entering a new situation with no previous history frees one to change. If the
new situation is characterized by transparency, honesty, love, and acceptance, a powerful
effect is released, breaking the old pattems of self-perception that have crystallized in
one's mind. The emotional safety of the new context allows one to admit their
brokenness and ask for help. With no old and familiar relationships to maintain, people
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can be honest, secure in the environment of love and acceptance.
If the training environment goes a step further and credible leaders speak
affirming words into the lives ofparticipants, the effect is to create a new self-image.
Just as God said, "Let there be light!" (Gen. 1:3) and "light was," so we who are made in
the image ofGod have creative power in our words. Participants feel themselves formed
by the affirming and approving words ofpeers and leaders, "You are a leader! You are
gifted! You can make a huge difference in the kingdom!" The novelty of everything in
the new situation heightens one's awareness. People and ideas are new and fascinating,
drawmg participants' focused attention. The environment enables transformation. This
element ofnurturing relationships stood out as primary for participants in aU the
programs. It affected everything else in the program.
Situational Development
The appreciation for customization to the training program points again to the fact
that we are created persons, not clones. The Trinity models unity and diversity, similarity
and miiqueness, parity and freedom. The closer the fraining programs can approximate
the trinitarian model the better. Although leadership has certain core characteristics they
are displayed differently in each leader. Each person has unique gifts that need honing
and unique needs that requne healing. Those programs that recognize and affrrai this
balance have the best reported results.
True to Clinton's phases of a leader's development (Appendix E), the needs of a
leader change with time, and fraining must take that into consideration. In the earher
stages of life, training should be more pedagogically focused, while in mid-life or later, it
needs to be more andragogically focused, allowing for more self-direction and reflection.
However, regardless of the life-stage, the method of teaching needs to be narrative.
Narrative Learning
Ifwe want our training to be transformational we must leam how to interact
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narratively, relationally, and from the heart. Jesus powerftilly demonsfrated this in his
teaching style. Transformation has more to do with the heart than with the head. For too
long we have assmned that information alone fransforms. It does not. The findings of
this study sfrongly affirm the power ofnarrative and experiential leaming, so aptly
demonsfrated by Jesus and in Wesley's model. This may be one of the hardest elements
for us in the Westem academic fradition to shift. We tend to teach in the style we were
taught, but in this case the lecture method perpetuates ineffectiveness. We are the
generation that must do the hard work of leaming to teach in new ways.
Deep leaming comes when people work through the issues of life and come to
personal "Aha!" moments. Skilled teachers shepherd people through that process,
coaching students to engage issues and process them through to a wise conclusion.
Telling them the answers does not fransform; helping them discover the answers does.
A core skill of leadership is the ability to exegete life�^to read what is happening
under the obvious extemals of life. Skilled teachers help students leam how to discem
these deeper cmrents of life. It is more an art than a databank of information. Art is
more caught than taught, so lecturing (telling) is not effective. Instead, experience is the
vehicle.
We do not mean, however, that students should just "figure it out themselves"
through trial and error. Rather, the leader-cultivator skillfiilly guides the students into
experiences and helps them process them through dynamic reflection. It might be taking
the class to observe a leader in action and following the experience with a guided
reflection, asking good questions that draw out the lessons from observed hfe. It might
be inviting a competent leader to interact with the class and artfiilly facihtating discussion
in key areas. It might be assigning a reading about a powerful leader and then drawing
out the leadership principles via dynamic discussion. It might be grappling with a case
study and inviting students to practice leadership in "virtual reality" with questions like
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"What would you do in this situation?" "Why?" "What if . . . ."
Experiential leaming can happen in many ways, but the essence is that students
grapple with life. Experiential leaming is essentially helping the student discover the
lessons of life through his/her interaction with life, whether through their own experience
or through the experience of others. Master teachers know how to facilitate that process.
Experiential teaching trains the student to be a hfe-long leamer, one who constantly reads
the culture, pays attention to people's deep needs, and discerns what resources to bring to
the situation. It is the only way to be current for a hfetime.
Spiritual Formation
To be a leader in God's church means one must have the spiritual element
developed. Leadership skills without the warm heart are hollow and manipulative. For
leadership cultivation to be whole, spiritual formation must be at the heart of the training.
One thing is abundantly evident from this research: spiritual formation occurs
along relational lines. Spiritual formation does not happen apart from a relationship with
a credible spiritual person and optimally so when it is personal and up close. This was
the transforming power of Jesus' invitation to his disciples to "Come, follow me."
Spirituality is more of the heart than the head. We are warmed spiritually when we spend
time with those who are spiritually hot. It means spending time in the Gospels, hvmg hfe
with Jesus by using narrative leaming skills. Usmg the gift of sanctified imagination,
students can grapple with issues together with the disciples. How would we respond if
we saw Jesus heal a blind person? How would we have responded when challenged by
Jesus to feed five thousand people, and all we had was five loaves and two fish?
Spiritual formation also happens when we observe people who love Jesus and are
filled with His Spirit. Reading reflectively the biographies of great saints of the past
sheds hght on our inner souls. Observing spiritual giants today, being close enough to
see them in action and to hear their heart for God impacts a person deeply. However,
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spiritual formation needs more than observation; it needs obedience, and obedience is
optimized when accountability is present.
Spiritual formation increases when accountability is in the process. Training
programs, like people, need accountability. In each of the examples studied, someone
was responsible to keep it focused, holding the players and participants accountable.
Whether paid staff, volunteers, or participants, people need accountable direction or the
training program tends to stray. WhenWesley passed away and the driving force was no
longer present, the high accountabilities of the system weakened and with it, the
effectiveness. The resistance to accountabihty was evident even inWesley's day and is
only more so today in ourWestem individualism. Jesus maintained close and
accountable relationships with the disciples. Clinton's studies of leaders showed leaders
who fail invariably have few or no accountable relationships. The biblical metaphor of
people being "sheep that go astray" is accurate. Sheep need a shepherd that deeply loves
them, that can evoke from the sheep a loving obedience.
Intentionally meeting with a mentor or spiritual director in fransparent
accountability increases spiritual formation exponentially. This is the final step in tme
leaming: when our life changes. Until oin actions and attitudes change, we have not
tmly leamed. Transformation is change.
Over Time
Change does not come easily or quickly. Jesus took two years to disciple his
followers, and even then they were not complete but needed the Holy Spirit to continue to
teach them. Wesley's leaders were in community for years. Clinton's studies show that
leadership development is in fact a life-long process. Traimng methods need to recognize
this, and the four models studied do. This commitment over time is not the norm in most
training venues today. Most non-formal leadership fraining is in a seminar format with
little or no commitment to ongoing relationship. These four models demonsfrate that it
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can be done, though.
Application ofResearch Results
The problem identified in Chapter 1 was, "Why is there so little transformation in
spite of so much information?" The findings of this research point to the need for a wise
use of six aspects ofmethodology. We have either not understood the conditions that
must surround someone to enable transformation, or we have not been willing to pay the
price of time and effort. Developing leaders is hard work.
Central to our methodological deficiencies today is the crucial ingredient of
relationships. Everything is dependent on this. Ironically, healthy relationships are the
weakest element of ourWestem culture. We are so broken in our relationships, so
individualized in our worldview that the relational element is weak or non-existent. We
have beheved a Westem industrial myth: that leaders can be mass-produced through
exposure to information. We are awash with information. We measure success by how
many books are sold or by how many thousands have attended a particular training event.
However, when we actually look for transformed lives, we find precious few that have
had the investment of relationship. Shelves are full ofbooks, tapes and seminar binders
but few people are changed. It will take the right relationships to change people.
Leaders make leaders, and transformation occurs along relational lines. Being
mtentional about raising leaders means challenging existing leaders to enter into
meaningful relationships with emerging leaders. They may do this individually (the most
common name for this relationship is mentoring) or a group (we call this teaching). But
either way, leaders must somehow get into meaningful relationships with mentees.
Transformation mns on relational lines with no shortcut or substitute.
We need this focus on the careful cultivation of leaders. Raising leaders will take
considerable effort, time and financial investinent, butmost of all it will take this
cultivation of relationships. Although thousands are attending training events, my sense
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is that most events need an upgrade in methodology. Plenty of leadership training
courses and programs are offered today, but lacking is a developmental, coordinated
shepherding of leaders that looks for the balance of these six optimal components. The
six optimmn components can serve as a guide and check for those administering traimng
programs. Intentionally and wisely cultivating these six components around emerging
leaders can maximize the chances of transformation.
Application can be broader than just leadership training programs. For example, a
person could use them for self-analysis:
Leadership
Selection
Has God called me? Have I responded? Do others affirm?
Nurturing
Relationships
Do I have three to ten warm nurturing relationships? Do I have a
constellation ofmentors? Am I mentoring someone?
Situational
Development
Do I have an intentional plan to leam, based onmy life-stage,
experience, and role?
Experiential
Learning
Am I experiencing deep leaming? Am I leaming to exegete all of
life? Am I purposely exposing myself to new ideas, new places? Am
I applying what I am leaming, and am I changing? Do others see the
changes?
Spiritual
Formation
Is my inner-life with God improving? Am I experiencing more of
God? Do I regularly practice spiritual disciplines? Do I confide in a
spiritual director? Do I reflect more God-like characteristics in
personality and in everyday relationships? Am I increasingly
knowing the power and presence ofGod in ministry?
Over Time
Have I committed to a lifetime of development? Do I have a strategic
long-range plan formy development?
Table 10: A Guide for Self-Analysis
These six components could serve as a guide for a spiritual director to check in a
person's life. These are cmcial elements to the formation of spiritual leaders, and a
leader should be held accountable to them.
Intentionally integrating these six components in a training program will
maximize its effectiveness, regardless of the content or focus of the program. These are
essential for a youth discipleship program or a missionary training experience and
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everything in between. Let us look at two possible scenarios of leadership training for
the church that draw from the conclusions of this research.
Synergistic Models of Leader-Cultivation
God is sovereignly using a variety ofmeans to cultivate leaders. We have seen
four excellent examples: in the informal category (mentoring), in the non-formal (a
parachurch organization and a teaching church), and in the formal (an innovative
seminary program). Each venue has sfrengths and weaknesses. Why not seek to use the
sfrengths of each, combining them in a synergistic model of leader-cultivation? Someone
needs to design a synergistic networking of current avenues of leader fraining, using a
model of cooperation between ministries rather than competition.
Clinton's studies, indicating that a leader grows through stages ofdevelopment,
cues us to consider fraining for different phases of life. Grouping people by life-stage
allows for customization that fits the situation. Let us look at two scenarios: one for
younger, emerging leaders and another for mid-life pastors.
A Training Model for Younger Leaders
Institutions such as Bible schools and seminaries still play a large and crucial role
laying the foundations of information necessary for mimstry. Then sfrength is in
teaching these foundational understandings, especially important for the young emerging
leader. Bible knowledge andministry theory are usually offered at these institutions.
However, leadership is difficult to teach effectively in this setting, because leadership is
more of an art than a databank of information. One needs to be up close with godly
leaders in the field to "catch" leadership, and then practice it.
A cooperative model could link students into mentoring relationships with
existing leaders, intentionally partnering emerging leaders with credible models.
Exposure to best-practice church models forms a vision ofwhat church could look like.
These mental pictures are crucial for the young leader, for minisfry tends to fall in line
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with what we envision. Most young leaders need a picture far greater than theymay have
experienced in life so far. Being exposed to a broad spectrum ofmodels would be an
excellent stimulus for young leaders.
Parachurchministries often have excellent resources for leaders. Books, tapes,
videos, and speciahzed seminars are the strong points offered by these organizations.
This strength could be used to augment the leader's databank ofpractical ministry ideas
from which they draw forministry apphcation.
Ministry theory must be practiced and tested for it to become an integral part of a
leader. However, we dare not "practice" on chinches without godly supervision, lest we
damage people. Interning at a church is important. This gives young leaders a chance to
begin leading under a seasoned pastor, helping the young leader avoid costly mistakes
and hurtfiil reactions. A successfiil experience early on in the career of a leader is
important to set the scene for a lifetime of fiiiitfiihiess.
We have described a cooperation between institutions, mentors, parachurch
organizations, and model churches. Cooperation between these various leader-cultivation
avenues recognizes that leadership fraining is more than what any one avenue can
adequately offer. A kingdom approach to leader-cultivation, modeled after the Trinity's
"unity with diversity" could optimize this God-ordained process of leader-cultivation.
We really do need each other, in all our variety and specializations. The composite
experience optimally forms leadership within people. A leadership development coach
could provide coordination and supervision for the entne process, shepherding young
leaders through a developmental process that sets them on a course forministry
fi-uitfiilness.
We have talked so far of a cooperative venture for young leaders. Their need is
for large amounts of input, the gathering of resources to build a toolchest ofministry
ideas and exposure from which they can begin crafting thefr own ministry philosophy.
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Another distinct group of leaders, however, could benefit from leadership cultivation of a
somewhat different sort.
A Training Model for Mid-Life Leaders
Leaders who have been in ministry ten years or more find they need some "time
out." Ministry is taxing and often hurtfiil. After a decade ofdoing thefr best, leaders find
that they need fresh input and new exposures to re-fiiel the soul for fiutherministry.
Without it, continuing is difficult. Ministry atmid-life brings different needs than what
one has at the beginning, and situational development recognizes the need to group
people by need and life-stage. Given the large number ofpastors at mid-life and the
sfresses ofmajor shifts occurring in our culture, a great need exists for another type of
leader-cultivation.
Leaders between the ages of thirty-five and fifty-five, who have ministered for ten
ormore years, have a need to step out of active ministry for a while and reflect. Ministry
can be so hectic that life is a blur and so demanding that one feels drained. Recognizing
the seasons ofone's life and pacing accordingly is good stewardship of life. Mid-life is a
time when a person naturally begins to ask deep questions about him/herself and the
fiiture. This deep reflection is best done away from the demands ofministry and in the
community of fellow fravelers.
These leaders are tned enough, or hurting enough, to leam again. The rough
realities of life have tempered their initialministry ideal. They have had significant
ministry success, but it has come with a price. They need a time and place for spiritual
nourishment, a safe place to tell one's story, be healed, and be re-tooled for the next
phase ofministry. They are at a crossroads in life where they will either plateau in their
development as a leader or move into the most fi-uitfiil time of their life. The right
cultivation at this cmcial moment can propel many leaders to their greatest contribution
to God's kingdom.
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The need at this point is to reflect over life so far, to recognize one's primary
giflings, to appreciate the deep lessons of hfe they have leamed, and to identify those
areas that still need development. They are discovering and clarifying their major role,
developing their unique ministry philosophy. They are looking for "convergence,"^'^
when life experience, gift-mix, ministry position, and geographical location all come
together formaximum effectiveness. They are ready to prioritize their life to make their
maximum contribution to God's kingdom.
The major need for this group is not basic information on leadership but dynamic
reflection with peers over excellent input. That input needs to include understanding the
stages of leaders' lives. With the guidance of a seasoned spiritual director they can
exegete their life and see God's hand of guidance. They can discem the unique
contribution for which God intends to use them.
This group responds to selected and challenging reading. The stimulation of
deeper reading, focusing more on the irmer development of character than the practics of
leadership, reflect their realization that "you minister from what you are." They want to
see and experience this "being" in other leaders. They want to be close to other godly
leaders, both peers and models, close enough to know the inner person rather than the
performance exterior. They want to be challenged by mature, godly character, models
that have gone through the tough experiences of life and thrived. Those models give
them hope and vision for whatministry in the second halfof life can be�^the best ever.
The key element is the relational dynamic reflection in a community of leamers.
Led by a skilled facilitator, this exercise is deeply transformational. This cohort of
leamers thrives in the rich community of relationship that most did not experience in the
83. Phase 5 ofChnton's "Stages of a Leader's Development." See Appendix D.
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loneliness ofministry. They are safe enough to be honest here. They are affirmed as to
their strengths and can design a development plan to shore up the weak areas. They are
hearing again the call ofGod on their life and are preparing for maximum effectiveness.
Summary Conclusions
This study has recognized that cultivating leaders is a complicated process. No
single way exists to raise leaders. No one has a comer on this market since ultimately the
process is under God's direction. He is sovereignly raising up leaders for his church;
however, God's method is to accomplish this in cooperation with human agents. Our
personalities and gifting color the training programs making a kaleidoscope ofmodels.
A key for those interested in cultivating leaders is to recognize one of the
principles Henry Blackaby teaches in his book Experiencing God.
God is a sovereign mler of the universe. He is the One who is at work,
and He alone has the right to take the initiative to begin a work. He does
not ask us to dream our dreams for Him and then ask Him to bless our
plans. He is aheady at work when He comes to us. His desire is to get us
from where we are to where He is working. When God reveals to you
where He is working, that becomes His invitation to join Him. When God
reveals His work to you, that is His timing for you to begin to respond to
him. (35)
This is what this research has endeavored to do. We have looked back through
time to see what God has done in the past, and we have looked around to see what God is
doing today. This research has been exploratory, looking for instances where God is
accomphshing exfraordmary cultivation of leaders and seeking to understand what He is
doing in those instances. Clearly we have much to leam.
Limitations of the Study
Leadership cuhivation is a large and complex subject, something a single
dissertation cannot completely cover. We have had to focus this research on only one
aspect of leadership cultivation, albeit an important one: the methodology of leader-
cultivation. Limitations of this study need to be acknowledged.
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� The composite picture of evangehcal training today in this study is a snapshot,
like a flash picture of a relay race. With many participants, things are always
changing. It is accurate for the moment, but God is on the move. This study
is an effort to understand where God has brought us, and points to possibilities
in the futme.
� The panel of experts represents an evangehcal focus. A different panel would
yield different examples to study, which may affect the conclusions. Mainline
Protestant and Roman Catholic leadership development methods may be
different than evangelical.
� A quahtative analysis ofall the recommended programs would yield more
accurate descriptions and perhaps different taxonomies describing the macro
picture of current training programs. This would be a massive project.
� The leaders recommending five interviewees from their program biased the
findings in favor of the program. Naturally they would pick those who
seemed to benefit the most and were the most enthusiastic. This study did not
compensate by trying to find dissatisfied participants. Interviewing all
participants of the past number of years would yield a more accurate analysis
of a particular program. I decided to describe the program in its best light
while still being realistic about what actually happened.
� Analyzing a larger number ofprograms would yield better results that would
allow for broader generalization of the conclusions.
In spite of the limitations of this study, the insights and summary conclusions may
prove helpful in this daunting task of cultivating leaders.
Further Study
This research indicated that God is using the non-formal area of leader-
cultivation. This is not to say that He is not using the other areas of formal or informal;
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clearly, good examples exist in these areas as well. However, the lion's share of leader-
cultivation is in the non-formal category, and this needs further exploration.
Further analysis could be done in the two sub-categories of teaching churches and
parachurch organizations. We have looked at two examples from these categories that
are cultivatmg leaders well. Nevertheless, we need to explore furtherwhat God is doing
in this arena by lookmg at more models. Teaching churches and parachurch
organizations are touching thousands ofpeople every year and deserve our attention.
Another whole area of exploration is to see what God is doing in cultivating
church leaders in the mainline Protestant and Cathohc fraditions. This study focused on
evangelical ministers, but obviously God is doing more than what is examined in this
paper. Someone needs to examine God's sovereign work in his church outside the
evangehcal fradition.
A thfrd area of fiirther research is that of researching emerging business fraining
methods for ideas that could be applied to the cultivation of church leaders. Much of the
leadership material used in fraining modem church leaders has been, quite frankly, an
adaptation ofwhat the business world has been doing. The church could leam even
84. This is a controversial suggestion. Some loudly protest the using ofmethods of our modem
era in the church. See David Wells' No Place For Truth and the sequel God in the Wasteland. It is beyond
the purview of this paper to adequately analyse and respond to his objections, but a short response is in
order. Our model is Christ, and reflection on his incarnation help at this point. The eternal and
transcendent God took on the form of a man, a Jewish man in first Century Palestine. Now the
transcendent becomesparticular. Jesus was bom into that culture and hved within the bounds of that
culture. He spoke Aramaic, used Jewish metaphors, travelled as a rabbi with disciples. In short, he used the
cultural norms of the time to communicate with the people of that day. Using the culture enabled him to
gain a hearing from that culture, and he confronted them with the Tmth, a Trath that challengedmuch of
the day's assumptions. It was precisely this question of culture and faith that almost spht the church in
Acts 15, when they hotly debated whether it was possible to be a Christian without being Jewish, i.e.
without adopting the cultural color. Thankfully, the church, led by the Spirit, recognized that faith must be
uicamated into each culture, and consequently Gentiles could remain Gentiles (albeit redeemed Gentiles)
and be fully accepted as believers. Paul went on to trumpet the grand vision of the community of faith,
where Christ brings all together, and there is no slave or free, Jew or Gentile, but all are one in Christ. The
church is multi-splendored in her colors, tongues, languages and styles as people from every ethne come to
faith. To incarnate the faith in our post-modem time means that yes, we will have post-modem colorings�
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more ideas and innovations in methodology that have direct application to ministry. For
example, not one of us would allow a young surgeon to lay his or her knife on our skin
unless we were convinced he or she had been thoroughly trained through an internship.
Just because he or she has read books on surgery does not make him or her competent in
doing surgery. We want to know he or she has practiced for hundreds ofhours under the
watchful eye of a seasoned surgeon. And yet in the church we permit young pastors to
take up spiritual surgerywith a congregation with no intemship; most pastors began
ministering in a congregation with no experience under a godly and seasoned pastor. We
have much to leam about intemships, and we could pick up some important insights from
the medical world that has been using intemship for many decades.
A fourth area of study could be an examination of other instances of leadership
development in the Bible. Reading the Bible with an eye for leadership development
reveals how much of the Scriptures deals with this issue. It would be a fascinating study
to see how other leaders in the Bible were cultivated and to what extent the cultural
norms and methods of the day were used. The interaction of culture and faith and how it
played out in the development of leaders through the centuries would be a fascinating
sfridy .^^
Concluding Comments
This research has sought to explore insights into how leaders are cultivated for
God's kingdom. It has convinced this writer that methodology is cmcial to effectiveness
in this task. The six components ofmethodology were evident in Jesus' ministry, in early
and in fact must. As Jesus used the methods and stmctures of his day for the purpose of communicating, so
must we.
85. Rodney Stark's analysis in The Rise ofChristianity: How the Obscure, MarginalJesus
Movement Became the Dominant Religious Force in the WesternWorld in a Few Centuries indicates that
there was indeed a close interplay between normal social forces and the spread of the Gospel.
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Methodism, and were operative and deemed important in the modem case studies
examined. Attention to these components will help raise the effectiveness of any trauiing
program.
The cultivation of leaders is a difficult challenge but cmcial for the kingdom of
God. It was central in Christ's strategy, cmcial for Wesley, and remains the pandemic
need of the church today. Difficult, yes�^but not impossible. It has been done in the
past, it is being done today, and must be done tomorrow.
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APPENDIX A: WESLEY'S INTERLOCKING GROUPS
A Sunmiary Interpretation from D. Michael Henderson's John Wesley's Class
Meeting: A ModelforMaking Disciples.
Persons Present Function and Focus Method
Society All Methodistmembers
and adherents
(synonymous with our
concept of congregation);
plain buildings, men and
women seated separately,
but no class distinction
allowed.
Cognitive teaching of
Methodist doctrine;
Aiming for "the head."
Listened to a speaker give a
prepared talk, usually early
in the morning before they
went to work.
Class
Meeting
All Methodistmembers,
10 or 12 people, co-ed
small group. A required
activity to be a Methodist
member. Open to new
people continually.
Behavioral mode:
focusing on the
personal experience
and encouragement to
seek after holiness in
behavior.
Aiming for "the hands"
Met weekly for personal
supervision of their spiritual
growth; no preaching or
lecturing; everyone
participated.
Penitent
Bands
Voluntary association of
those who lacked the
willpower to live up to the
behavioral demands of the
class meeting but still
desired to overcome their
personal problems.
Usually people with
serious social
dysfiinctions.
These persons were
removed from the class
meeting, as their needs
were dismptive to the
purpose of the meeting.
Aim was to restore
them to the regular
class meeting. Met on
Saturday nights to keep
them out of the bars.
Advice and instmctions for
their particular situation.
Operated similarly to
Alcoholics Anonymous
today.
Band Voluntary homogeneous
units segregated by sex
and marital status. No
visitors allowed; only
applicants who had been
thoroughly screened, after
a probation period.
Affective mode: soul-
searching conversations
dealing with the
motives and heartfelt
impressions.
Aiming for "the heart."
Honesty and opermess to a
set of opening questions.
Total confidentiality.
(Not too many people
signed up for this level of
accountability.)
Select
Society
Selected byWesley, the
most faithful Methodists
considered by peers and
leaders as the standard-
bearers of the movement.
Must be leaders elsewhere
in the system.
Senior leadership
training with Wesley
himself A place of
frank discussion with
Wesley.
A more democratic group,
no designated leader, open
discussion especially on
direction and policies of
Methodism, strategy
discussions, and feedback
to Wesley. Estabhshed
policy, sharpening doctrine.
Absolute confidentiality
required.
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APPENDIX B: SIX LEADERSfflP PRINCIPLES OFWESLEY
A Summary Interpretation from D. Michael Henderson's John Wesley's Class
Meeting: A ModelforMakingDisciples.
1 . Lay leadership
At the tune ofWesley, England classes segregated people, with the lower classes
unable to exercise their gifts of leadership. Methodism gave them the opportunity to
display thefr gifts and to receive opportunity and authority to exercise them in the church.
2. Appointed leadership, not elected
Wesley remained strict on this. Tendencies to autocracy were tempered by the
fact that: a) Wesley sought the counsel ofhis associates for every appointment, b) the
guidelines for selection were published openly, and c) he seemed to have a knack for
good selection.
3. Leaders were recognized, frained, but not created
"Methodism frained men in the ministry, notfor the ministry." They believed
leadership was a gift from God that would become evident in the course ofministering.
Local persons, both male and female, who showed leadership ability were promoted
upwards through a series ofminor offices until that ability had grown to the point of
being recognized by their peers and Wesley. Then s/he was appointed to the itinerancy.
No academic courses qualified a person for the office ofpastor but instead a life of
evident faithfulness and ability proven over time. Training schools forministers were
discussed several times but rejected in favor of the in-ministry model. Three basic
86. However, a significantly high number of itinerant preachers dropped out. Of the 690
preachers ordained in Wesley's lifetime, 249 dropped out, including some of the best. Reasons for leaving
included: a) health, b) business�growing famihes meant they needed an adequate regular income,
something not too often available to itinerants, and c) leaving for other denominations (perhaps where the
requirements were not so stringent).
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questions were used to identify potential pastors: a) Do they have a genuine faith? b) Do
they have the gifts and graces for ministry, a sound mind, and good judgment? and c) Do
they have success with converts to show?
4. Qualification by faithfiilness
Faithfuhiess to duty is the primary qualification for any position ofauthority.
Wesley had something like a ladder for leadership advancement: sick-visitor steward
=> class-leader => band-leader^ local preacher => traveling preacher => assistant in
charge of a circuit. One had to prove faithful in each level before advancing.
5. Practice in appealing to action
Sermons had to be practical with a call to action and instructions on how to do it.
Insipid sermonizing was disapproved. Wesley trained a whole generation ofpreachers
schooled in the art ofmotivation.
6. A combination of local and trans-local leadership
Wesley's system was to organize imiform local units held together by a common
constitution and a central authority. Two types of preachers worked with the churches:
the local preacher who had arisen out of the ranks of the local society and the traveling
assistant who was a member of the leadership team assigned to that area. This proved to
be a good balance between local flavor and the freshness of outside blood.
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APPENDIX C: EIGHT FOUNDATION EDUCATIONAL
PRINCIPLES OFWESLEY
Henderson identifies eight principles that form the foundation ofWesley's
brilhant educational philosophy (127-138).
1 . Human nature is perfectible by God's grace
Wesley believed that God's grace could radically alter the human broken
condition. He believed it was possible to live holy lives by God's grace. Wesley called it
Christian perfection, entire sanctification, hohness.
2. Leaming comes by doing thewill ofGod
The next logical step to the first principle is that individuals seeking to change
their behavior demonstrate tme spirituality. Obedience to Christ's commands is not
optional. One has not really leamed until one demonstrates changed behavior. "The
whole program ofMethodism was a behavioral struggle; it was not so much ofwhat one
believed, but something one did, that made him or her a Methodist" (Henderson 132).
Wesley felt that presentation of tmth with no follow-through in action was not only
useless, but destmctive.
3 . Mankind' s nature is perfected by participation in groups
Practicing thewill ofGod was done in groups. In contrast to the mystics who
emphasized isolation as the path to holiness, Wesley emphasized social uiteraction as the
cmcible in which Christian perfection should be practiced. Recognizing levels of
spirituality, he organized levels of groups for those who needed higher challenges in
spiritual leadership.
5. The spirit and practice ofprimitive Christianity can and must be
recaptured.
Although Wesley began his group system out of a pragmatic desire to see his
converts grow in grace, he soon recognized that he was practicing primitive Christianity.
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He saw parallels between his method and that demonstrated in Acts. He was convinced
that true Christianity was not a particular form of church government or even the correct
creed, but rather personal transformation through intense group participation.
5 . Human progress will occur ifpeople participate in "the means ofgrace."
Wesley did not abandon the practices of the ancient church, for he recognized
preaching, Bible reading, prayer, communion, and baptism as instituted practices of the
church that were channels ofGod's grace. Wesley added the small group experience as
essential for these means to go deep into the soul.
6. The Gospel must be presented to the poor
Imitating Christ and the apostles, he aimed his message at those in England's
society that were in the most need. Although he loved the academy Wesley felt a keen
sense ofmission to the disadvantaged.
7. Social evil is not to be resisted but overcome with good.
Wesley was distressed by the social ills in England. His approach to solving them
was to change the individuals throughMethodism. His penitent groups for alcoholics
held remarkable similarity to the twelve-step programs used effectively today.
8. The primary fimction of spiritual/educational leadership is to equip others
to lead and minister, not to perform the ministry personally.
The traditional ministry stmcture ofhis day, and ours, is that of the single
professional minister laboring in a parish. Wesley stood in stark contrast to that model by
decentralizing all ministry for lay persons to perform. A primary task ofWesleyan
leaders was to create ministry positions and deploy lay persons to them.
APPENDIX D: ROBERT CLINTON'S PHASES OF A LEADER'S DEVELOPMENT
An Interpretation from The Making ofa Leader, by J. Robert Clinton
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5 Phase 6
Sovereign
Foundations
Inner-hfe Growth Ministry Maturing Life Maturing Convergence After-glow
Age 0-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60+
God is primarily working in the leader God is now working through the leader
Foundation
experiences
Dedication to serving
God
Clarifying life
purpose
Discovering and
clarifying major role
Increasing prioritization
of life activities around
focus issues
Finishing well
Personality
characteristics,
experiences (good
and bad); later,
during convergence
the person
recognizes in
retrospect how these
foundations
correlate with
mature leadership.
Conversion (or full
surrender) is the
boundary event; a
time of training, often
on-the-job;
sometimes formal
training; clarify life
purpose; God's major
thrust is inward
development.
Emerging leader gets
into ministry; gets
further training, often
formal; God is still
working inwardly to
help the leader see
that leadership comes
out of being rather
than doing.
Leader sees that "you
minister from what
you are." Mature
fruitfulness; life and
gifting are influential;
discovering of
primary giftings;
development of a
ministry philosophy.
God moves the leader
into a role that matches
gift-mix, experience,
temperament, and
geographical location for
maximum effectiveness.
Not many leaders
experience this. Being
and true spiritual
authority form the power
base for mature ministry.
The fruit of a
hfetime is
enjoyed, savored.
A period of great
influence;
mentoring and
story-telling. A
satisfied life of
being and doing.
Not many reach
this.
APPENDIX E: TAXONOMY OF PANEL SUGGESTIONS
Using J. Robert Clinton's initial categorizations
Informal Non-formal Formal
Training which takes
place in the context of
normal activities
Semi-organized, outside jurisdiction of accrediting institutions Institutionally accredited
Mentormg and
apprenticeship
programs:
� Business people,
entrepreneurs,
apprentice 1 0 years
as a staff pastor in a
church, then take
on major leadership
elsewhere; often get
non-accredited
training through
electronic
coimection.
� Group mentoring:
By far, the most common form of church leadership training is non-
formal. Churches 500+ tend to hire much of their staff from
within.^' They train them ad hoc, using a combination of 1) intemal
orientation and mentoring, 2) books and tapes, and 3) non-formal
seminar fraining, often from other teaching churches. Teaching
churches have emerged by the score in the last couple of decades,
the following being recommended exemplars:
Teaching churches (in random order): offering conferences and
seminars:
� New Hope Church, Hawaii with Wayne Cordeiro as Senior
Pastor. 6500 weekend attendance. Annual leadership
conferences.
� Granger Community United Methodist Church near Notre
Dame, IN, with Mark Beeson as Senior Pastor.
Seminaries offering academic
accreditation for leadership
training:
� Golden Gate Baptist
Seminary
� Beeson Pastor Program
(Asbury Seminary)
� Bethel Seminary, St. Paul
Seminaries offering extension
classes held in larger churches:
� Trinity Evangelical
(Deerfield)
� Gordon Conwell Seminary
� Fuller Theological Seminary
Local church training
87. Canadian examples: Centre St. Church (Calgary, AB), Northview (Abbortsford, BC), Mississauga Gospel Tabernacle (Mississagua, ON), The
Meeting Place (Winnipeg, MB), and Hillcrest Evangehcal Missionary Church (Medicine Hat, AB).
Informal Non-formal Formal
Caleb Connection,
Alabama
� Pauley's Island Episcopal church led by Chuck Murphy.
� Prince ofPeace Lutheran Church, MN.
� Church on Brady.
� Van Nuys Foursquare Church, Jack Hayford Senior Pastor.
� Ontario Bible Church, Ames, lA led by JeffReed.
� Willow Creek with Bill Hybels as Senior Pastor.
� Saddleback, Rick Warren Senior Pastor.
� Phoenix 1^' Assembly, Tommy Bamett Senior Pastor
accredited by seminaries:
� Tommy Bamett's Pastors
Institute two-year intemship.
� Saddleback is beginning a
one-year intemship.
Online seminaries:
� Asbury Online
Church Consultants:
a growing number here
� Bill Easum and
Tom Bandy,
consulting team.
Decentralized Modular
training:
� Peter Wagner
� Beeson Institute
Networks: efforts to link churches to strengthen their role:
� Leadership Training Network, training arm of Leadership
Network, "a network ofnetworks."
� Teaching Churches Network led by Paul Borden. Churches
mentoring churches.
� Three party partnerships: one or more teaching churches partner
with a publishing house for disseminating materials, and partner
with a seminary for credentialling. [Schaller's 1*' choice on the
most influential emerging model for new leaders.]
Associations: When churches grow to the point they can generate
enough finances, they tend to form their own associations of
member churches.
� Examples are Willow Creek Association (1991), Saddleback
Valley Community Church (1998), Ginghamsburg United
Methodist Church, Community Church of Joy.
� All emerged in last 1 5 years, and represent a primary altemative
non-formal leadership training; thousands attend their
conferences yearly.
Digital dissemination: the newest emerging method of
Informal Non-formal Formal
information dissemination is digital, using new technology that
eliminates the need for physical travel for either the student or the
teacher:
Satellite:
� The big 4: Campus Crusade Satelhte "Leam @ Church,"
Willow Creek Association, Saddleback Valley Community
Church, John Maxwell's InJoy
Internet:
� Bob Logan's Coachnet, electronic communications and
networking
� Saddleback Church
� Campus Cmsade
� Denominational training: training offered by a
denominational body rather than a teaching church:
� Leadership institute with Union Baptist Association, Texas
� Nehemiah project, South Carolina Baptist convention, led by
Reg NcNeal
� Comerstone Project with Episcopal church; Memphis, TN, with
Bill Craddock
Parachurch training: YWAM, Campus Cmsade, Capenwray,
Intervarsity; after being discipled through these programs, these
grads often move to church leadership. These organizations serve
as "farm teams" for church leaders.
Mentoring programs
� Arrow Ministries, US and Canada, led by Carson Pue
� Church Planting movement:
� Victory churches, using a "minimum training" model
Informal Non-formal Formal
� Fractal teams: " apostolic bands"
� Billy Joe Doherty
� Peter Wagner
� New Hope Church, HI
� In touch ministries, Ralph Neighbor
� Reg McNeal' s Cluster Learning
� Semmars and Conferences: the gathering of church workers
and leaders for event-oriented teaching (decreasing as attention
shifts to teaching churches and consultants, and possibly
sattelite):
� ICLDE: seminars and resources
� Leadership Catalyst (focus on growing spiritual character in
leaders) offers seminars for leaders.
� T-NET Intemational follows up with two years process in the
local church. Based on Bill Hull's Disciplemaking Church
concept. Bill Gilliam, step-by-step coaching for churches to
implement concepts.
Missing Page
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APPENDIX F: INTERVIEW FORM
Name of organization:
Name of individual being interviewed:
Position in organization:
Address:
Phone: Fax: Email:
Date of interview: Place of interview:
Introductions:
Dan Reinhardt, Sr. pastor at Hillcrest Evangelical Missionary Church,
doctoral student with Asbury Theological Seminary, Beeson program.
Dissertation: I am studying excellent training programs for evangelical
Christian leaders in North America; what you are doing, and how you are
accomplishing it.
Your training program for leaders was recommended to me by a panel of
experts as being a particularly effective program. I have read some of the literature
that describes your organization/program to familiarize myselfwith what is pubhshed
about your program.
Purpose of the interview:
I would like to interview you about your program.
Confidentiality and anonymity:
Your name will not be given anywhere (unless you give permission)
Information will be compiled with others
My notes are completely confidential and will not be given out or
quoted with your name (again, unless you give permission)
Would you mind being interviewed for my research? It will take about 30
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minutes.
Permissions
I would like to glean as much as 1 can from this interview, so with your
permission I would like to tape this conversation:
I will use the tape for ftuther typing immediately after interview, and then tape
is secured until the research is done, then erased; I promise not to release it to anyone
in the meantime.
Do youmind if 1 record this?
(Interview proceeds ifpennission is given)
Interview
Grand tour questions:
Ifyou were asked to describe your program to someone who knew nothing
about it, what would you say?
[Follow up for leaders]: Think of several people who have participated in your
program, and describe how they have benefited.
[Follow up for participants]:
Have you changed after being in this program?
What was it that brought about the changes?
Interview Questions Schedule
(Listen for answers to these questions in the course of conversation. Ifnot
covered, then use open-ended questions to probe for the information.)
Analytical Questions Grid:
What are the goals of your program? (Goals)
What do you offer? (Content)
How do you deliver it? (Medium)
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How are you attempting to transform participants? (Method)
How do you measure change in students? (Measurement)
How do you know when they have attained the goal ofyour instruction?
(Evaluation)
What are the three most effective components of your program?
(Effectiveness and innovation)
Methodological Questions Grid:
How do you select people for this program? (Selection)
Do you try to foster relationships in your program? (Relationships)
Does everyone go through the same program, or is it individualized?
(Situational)
What teaching methods do you employ? (Narrative)
Is spiritual formation a part ofyour plan? (Spiritual formation)
Conclusion:
[For the leader interview only] Can you give me the name of 5 recent
graduates of your program that I could interview?
Would you mind if I used your name mmy report, or would you rather it was
a pseudonym?
Thank you for your tune! It has been very helpful.
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